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Abstract

Kolmogorov's axioms have enabled probability to ourish as pure mathematics for more than half a century. But today there is substantial interest
in broadening Kolmogorov's framework to accommodate applications involving
phenomena that are not fully probabilized. This raises questions of interpretation and terminology. Can the dierent interpretations of probability, objective
and subjective, that have accepted Kolmogorov's framework also be accommodated in a broader framework? How should the terms event, variable, expectation, and process be used in a broader framework? Should all uncertain
quantities be called random variables ? Should uncertain quantities that change
over time be called stochastic processes ?
In this working paper, I look at how the historical record can help us with
these questions. This record shows how Kolmogorov's framework developed out
of the mathematics of betting in games of chance, and how its exible vocabulary
emerged from a two complimentary and sometimes competing projects: the
project of making mathematical probability into pure mathematics, and the
project of using it to understand statistical realities.
A broader framework, which again begins with the mathematics of betting
but treats it with the rigor of modern game theory, can also ourish as pure
mathematics while accommodating diverse applications, involving both subjective and objective interpretations of probability. The terms event, variable,
and process can be retained. Whereas Kolmogorov's framework assumes that
enough bets are oered to dene probabilities for all events and expectations
for all variables, a broader framework can allow fewer bets to be oered, so
that some events have only upper and lower probabilities rather than probabilities, and some variables have only upper and lower expectations rather than
expectations. I argue that in order to maintain continuity with the accomplishments and wisdom accumulated within Kolmogorov's framework, we should call
variables random and processes stochastic only when they are fully probabilized.
Subjective and objective interpretations of the bets oered can be associated
with the viewpoints of two dierent players. Taking the viewpoint of the player
who oers the bets, we can regard them as expressions of belief. Taking the
viewpoint of the player to whom they are oered, we can regard them as a
theory to be challenged and tested by betting strategies that attempt to multiply
existing capital.
In spite of its length, this remains a working paper. Its scope as a historical
study is so vast that I have surely made signicant errors of interpretation and
omission. I am hoping that other historians of probability and statistics will help
me make it more accurate. I have included in red many reminders to myself
about points that need further research or consideration.
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Part I

Introduction
In the rst half of the twentieth century, interactions between mathematicians
and statisticians produced an enduring framework for mathematical probability.
Based on measure theory and functional analysis, this framework was put in its
denitive form by Andrei Kolmogorov in 1933 [219] and elaborated, in a way
that allowed it to handle continuous time successfully, by Joseph Doob in 1953
[127].
Kolmogorov's framework has enabled probability theory to ourish as a
purely mathematical enterprise for more than half a century. Why? Because
it gave purely mathematical form to the rich language of probability, allowing mathematicians to use this language without falling into the philosophical
conundrums that arise when it is used outside mathematics.11
The need for such mathematical autonomony is clear, for the philosophical
conundrums that arise in applications of mathematical probability are themselves durable. For three centuries, the most penetrating philosophers of probability have recognized its dual meaning: subjective and objective.2 We encounter this duality even in games of chance, where the mathematical theory
originated. The probability of drawing a winning hand ten times in a row in a
certain game may be very small. This means we do not believe it will happen.
But this small probability surely also has some objective meaning. Is it not a
fact about the game, a feature of the world external to our beliefs? And what
is the nature of this objectivity?3 Is it a material fact or some more hidden
reality? To do mathematics, we must nd a way to set these questions aside.
Yet the boundary that Kolmogorov and Doob drew around their mathematics may have been too tight. While fencing out philosophy, they also excluded
probabilistic language and ideas that are important in applications and can be
mathematized.
Variables within Kolmogorov's framework all have probability distributions;
they are random variables. Variables that do not have probability distributions
remain outside the framework; they are not random. Consequently, most work
that uses probability, even if it remains theoretical, lies only partly within the
framework. In mathematical statistics, some dependent variables may be random only conditional on the values of independent variables that cannot be
considered random for a variety of reasons. In control theory and Markov decision theory, some variables may be random only conditional on a policy for
making control decisions. In quantum mechanics, the randomness (and even existence) of some measurements depends on what an observer decides to observe.
Statisticians, engineers, physicists, and other scientists have found various ways
to bring mathematical results legitimized within Kolmogorov's framework to
bear on the settings where such non-random variables also play a role, but it
cannot be said that the framework fully embraces the mathematical structures
1 Endnotes begin on page 102.
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these researchers are using.
Although this status quo has proven workable, there is now substantial interest in broader frameworks for probability, frameworks that accommodate
both fully probabilized events and variables and others that are probabilized
only partially or not at all. Some work in this direction, such as the work on
outer contents in functional analysis [186], has avoided probabilistic language
and ideas. Other proposals for broader frameworks have been tied to particular philosophies of probability or particular applications. The most popular
of these, perhaps, are Peter Walley's framework for imprecise probabilities,
which is based on a subjective interpretation of probability and has inspired a
growing literature [374, 359, 12], and the work on coherent measures of risk
in nance [11].
As mathematics, a broader framework needs the same mathematical autonomy that Kolmogorov's framework has enjoyed. But it also needs to be
framed in a way that permits it to be used in applications by people who bring
dierent philosophies of probability and dierent purposes to the table. Like
Kolmogorov's framework, it needs a language that can be understood in dierent
ways by dierent philosophies.
My 2001 book with Vladimir Vovk, Probability and Finance; It's Only a
Game, proposed a broadening of Kolmogorov's framework based on the modern
mathematical theory of games. This theory was not available to Kolmogorov in
1933; it emerged only with the publication of a classical book by von Neumann
and Morgenstern in 1944 [365]. But it is now recognized as a legitimate branch
of pure mathematics, fully as rigorous even if less prestigious than older and
more austere branches such as functional analysis. In the 2001 book and in
subsequent working papers (see www.probabilityandfinance.com), Vovk and
other researchers, including myself, have shown that game theory can replace
Kolmogorov's axioms as a basis for the classical limit theorems that are used to
model repetitive phenomena and test statistical hypotheses.
Much remains to be done to make this game-theoretic framework as accessible and usable as possible both to mathematicians and to those who use
probablity theory in other domains. The framework's mathematical potential
is yet to be fully realized, and its language needs to be developed in a way
that permits both mathematicians and users with dierent philosophies and
applied problems to see how it embraces their own philosophical and practical
understandings of probability.
This working paper is based premised on two convictions:

• We can best see how our diverse conceptions of probability can be interpreted in modern game theory if we come with some perspective on how
these conceptions evolved from probability's roots in calculations of value
in games of chance.
• An eective way to understand this historical development without losing
our way in mathematical detail is to focus on the framework's most basic
vocabulary: how this vocabulary arose and how it developed into the

5

central concepts of Kolmogorov's and Doob's framework: random variable,
expectation, and stochastic process.
Part II sketches this historical development. The story crosses countries
and languages as well as dierent philosophies of probability. The meaning of
expectation evolved over three centuries, beginning with Christian Huygens's
use of the Latin expectatio to refer to a player's chance or chances. The term
random variable emerged from similar terms in Italian, Russian, German, and
French, often used by authors who migrated from one country or language to
another. The adjective stochastic was rst used in English by a Russian, for
whom it denoted a particular way of thinking about objective probability.
In Part III, I draw lessons from this history for game-theoretic generalization
of Kolmogorov's framework. I argue that we can use a language of betting
in a way that preserves the openness to a wide range of philosophical views
on probability that has distinguished Kolmogorov's framework and retains the
wisdom accumulated over the past century by those who have used random and
non-random variables together in applied work.
Part II

History
Le calcul de probabilites . . . est le premier pas des
mathematiques hors du domaine de la verite
absolue.
Irenee Jules Bienayme, 18534

To understand fully the evolution that produced Kolmogorov's framework,
we must begin long before Kolmogorov's time. In this working paper, I begin,
as most histories of probabilities do, in the seventeenth century, when Christian
Huygens rst used the Latin expectatio for a gambler's expectation. The ensuing
story will take us across many countries and many languages. Figures familiar from other histories of probability and statistics, such as Laplace, Galton,
Kolmogorov, and Neyman, and Doob, will play important roles. Other gures,
somewhat less familiar, will also star, including Crofton, Chuprov, Slutsky, and
Darmois.
In spite of its chronological breadth, this will not be a comprehensive history of probability and statistics. We will scarcely touch, for example, on the
development and use of Bayes's theorem, because this important theme was not
central to the development of Kolmogorov's framework.5 Nor will we dwell on
the details of Kolmogorov's axioms or on other early twentieth-century eorts
to axiomatize probability.6 Instead, we will focus on the basic concepts of Kolmogorov's framework: random variable, expectation, and stochastic process on
the words themselves and on the conceptual issues involved in their adoption
6

by Kolmogorov's predecessors and contemporaries.
Although this emphasis on vocabulary may seem supercial, it will lead us
into conceptual issues that have continued relevance in the twenty-rst century. Moreover, by looking at what earlier scholars actually wrote, we will gain
insights that are dicult for historians to convey when they seek to explain
mathematical details of older work to contemporary readers. Hans Fischer acknowledges this diculty as follows ([147], page 12):
One particular diculty in completing studies on the history of probability theory and statistics consists in the fact that, for the sake of
succinctness and clarity, some 18th and 19th century contributions
must be presented in the modern terminology to which the reader is
accustomed. In particular, this relates to the use of stochastic terms
like random variable,. . .
In this working paper, since we are not looking at mathematical details, we can
avoid taking the modern concept of a random variable for granted in discussing
its creation. In order to avoid creating any misunderstanding about what words
particular scholars used when referring to what we might now call a random
variable, I will call such an objecta quantity that takes dierent values with
dierent probabilities (i.e., has a probability distribution) a probabilized quantity. To my knowledge, this is a term no one has previously used, and I propose
to use it only in this historical exercise.
I begin with expectation in the seventeenth century because this concept,
including an understanding of its additivity, is older than the concept of mathematical probability or any concept of a probabilized quantity. We study the
early understanding of expectation in 1, with attention to Christian Huygens,
Gabriel Cramer, and Sylvestre Lacroix.
The concept of a probabilized quantity emerged in the eighteenth century, in
the study of the theory of errors. In 2 we look how this concept was discussed by
the celebrated French scholars Laplace, Poisson, and Cournot and by a scarcely
remembered German scholar, Carl Friedrich Hauber. They all distinguished
between a probabilized quantity and its values. It was the values, not the
probabilized quantity, that they called fortuit in French and zuf
allig in German
words that would be translated into English, then and now, as random.
In 3, we look at how the notion of expectation expanded in the nineteenth
century. By the end of the century, Russian mathematicians were using matematicheskoe ozhidanie (mathematical expectation) as a general name for the theoretical mean of a probabilized quantity. A few of them also began applying the
adjective sluqano (random) to a probabilized quantity (rather than merely
to its values). The most prominent of these was Pavel Nekrosov, who tied
probability to a religious conception of free will.
In 4, we look at the struggle of statistics in the late nineteenth century to
deal with the aftermath of Poisson's attempt to explain statistical stability. As
we will see, Bienayme, Lexis, and others who tried to use Poisson's work on the
variability of chances in the study of statistical series were not able to fashion
a satisfactory bridge between probability theory and statistics. As Stephen M.
7

Stigler showed in History of Statistics (1986 [352]), two were rst put together
successfully in Fechner's psychophysics and the biometry of the British school
led by Galton and Pearson. One key to there success, perhaps, was the fact that
they were dealing primarily with the concept of a random sample, which can be
seen as a collection of random values from a single probabilized quantity with
a stable probability distribution, rather than the concept of statistical series,
a sequence of demographic or economic counts or measurements that have no
such stability.
This brings us to the twentieth century, when name random variable and its
modern denitions nally emerged in English. As we will see, it emerged from
the interplay of many cross currents and competing goals. Two competing and
sometimes conicting projects stand out:
1. A project associated with the mathematical statisticians Ladislaus von
Bortkiewicz and Aleksandr Chuprov and later with Harald Cramer and
Jerzy Neyman: to make full use of mathematical probability in statistics.
2. A project associated with the mathematician Andrei Kolmogorov and later
with Joseph Doob: to make probability a branch of pure mathematics that
can be pursued without attention to issues involved in its applications.
Bortkiewicz and Chuprov believed that statistical theory needed to develop
into a new science of stochastics, which would bring to statistical practice tools
that mathematicians had developed to make probability theory more rigorous
and to better understand the limiting behavior of averages when the number
of observations grows to innity. For mathematicians studying probability, on
the other hand, the challenge was to take advantage of emerging mathematical
tools, such as functional analysis and measure theory, to further explore the
innite frontier, both the frontier as the number of observations grows through
time and the frontier as we observe changes on so ne a scale that we consider
time continuous. In order to pursue this project, Kolmogorov and many of his
fellow mathematicians sought a purely mathematical framework for probability,
which would isolate their reasoning from questions about the applicability of its
assumptions to practice.
Our discussion of these twentieth century developments is organized by language. Beginning with Cantelli's introduction of the name variabile casuale in
the 1910s, which I discuss in 5, successive languages acquired standard names
for probabilized quantities. In 6, we look at Chuprov introduction of zuf
allige
Variable in German; in 7 we look at Darmois's introduction of variable aleatoire
in French. In 8, we look at how Kolmogorov's Grundbegrie, the German
monograph in which he introduced his axiomatic framework, was situated in
this process, and in 9, we look at how random variable won out in English over
alternatives that make seem more logical.
In 10, I review the results of this evolution, especially the vocabulary now
used in Kolmogorov's framework. Having issued from the dialectic between these
two projects, this vocabulary retains some old contradictions and has produced
some new ones.
8

Appendix 11 provides some perspective on the linguistic diversity of our
story by counting the references to work in dierent languages in some of the
most important histories of probability and statistics.
1

Expectation in games of chance

Many authors in probability and mathematical statistics, even in the twentieth
century, did their work without using any general name for probabilized quantities.2 In applications, context usually provided names for the quantities being
considered: gamblers' gains, errors in measurement, lengths of life, etc. When
someone did assign a name, formally or informally, to a class of probabilized
quantities, they were usually looking for a way to dene and calculate an expected or typical or mean value for the quantities in the class. What is the value
now of my uncertain future gain? How long can I expect to live? How great is
the probable error of a measurement or estimate?

1.1

Huygens's expectations and their values

As we know, our mathematical theory of probability began with games of
chance, and it was here that mean values were rst calculated. In his De ratiociniis in ludo aleae, published in Latin in 1657, Christiaan Huygens (1629
1695) showed how to nd the value to a player of a game in which he has certain
chances to win or lose money. Today we might say that the player's gain is a
random variable and that Huygens calculated its expected value. But Huygens
was actually doing something entirely dierent and much more principled. In
De ratiociniis in ludo aleae, the player's situation is called his sors or his expectatio. The question was how much this sors or expectatio is worth. Huygens
answered that it is worth the amount of money it would cost to construct it from
bets that are clearly fair because they treat the players symmetrically. Huygens
showed, using arguments like those Pascal had used a few years earlier in his
letters to Fermat, that such constructions are possible and give a unique price.
De ratiociniis in ludo aleae was reproduced and discussed by James Bernoulli
(16541705) in his Ars Conjectandi, published in 1713.3 Bernoulli introduced
the notion of numerical probability into the discussion, and then it became
2 In this working paper, I use probabilized quantity to mean any quantity that takes dierent
values with dierent probabilities or is thought to do so, regardless of whether those values
or probabilities are known or how they might be specied. To my knowledge, this term has
not been used by previous authors, and I am not recommending it to future authors. But it
will help me discuss the work of various authors without inadvertently suggesting that they
made assumptions associated with any term that was or is in use, such random variable. In
the same spirit, I will use the term theoretical mean for the expected value of the probabilized
quantity.
3 Huygens wrote De ratiociniis in ludo aleae in Dutch; it was translated into Latin and published by Frans van Schooten. Huygens suggested the Latin term expectatio to van Schooten,
who used both it and sors. For more detail on the terminology used by Huygens and Bernoulli,
see Edith Sylla's introduction to her translation of Ars Conjectandi [23], especially pages 112
123.
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possible to say that the values Huygens had determined were equal to the sum
of the dierent possible values of an unknown quantity, each multiplied by its
probability. Today it seems natural, even obligatory, to generalize this formula
beyond the case where the unknown quantity is a player's gain or loss. In
order to understand the subsequent history, we must recognize that this was
not natural in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, because the calculation
had no meaning outside the gambling picture where Huygens's constructions
could be carried out.
Van Schooten's sors and expectatio were translated into the European vernaculars in various ways. The most inuential translation was probably that of
Abraham De Moivre (16671754), who settled on expectation as a translation
of expectatio in his Doctrine of Chances [118], rst published in 1718. Like
Huygens, De Moivre distinguished between an expectation and its value, but
he often simplied value of an expectation to expectation, so that expectation
became a number. This double meaning of expectation, as a number and the
bargain valued by that number, was common in English well into the nineteenth
century.
The rst author to follow Huygens with a book in French was Pierre de
Montmort (16781719), who published his Essay d'analyse sur les jeux de hazard
in 1708 [267]. Montmort mainly used the French sort, evidently a translation
of sors, though he also used esperance, which can be considered a translation of
expectatio.4

1.2

Cramer's mathematical and moral expectation

In 1713, Jacob Bernoulli's nephew Nicolas Bernoullli (16871759) wrote to
Montmort with a counterexample to Huygens's method later called the Saint
Petersburg paradox : a contract that pays 2n−1 with probability 1/2n for n =
1, 2, . . . has innite value according to Huygens's principles, but no one would
pay an unlimited price for it.5 The ensuing discussion eventually led to the
celebrated Specimen theoriae novae de mensura sortis [21], published in Latin
by Daniel Bernoulli (17001782) in the journal of the imperial academy in Saint
Petersburg. Bernoulli took account of aversion to large losses and the diminishing utility of money by calculating expectations on a logarithmic scale, applied
not to net gains and losses but to the player's resulting total fortune. At the
end of his article, Bernoulli quoted from a letter written in French in 1728 by
Gabriel Cramer (17041752), who had called Huygens's expectatio the esperance
mathematique and contrasted it with the esperance morale, which takes utility
into account.
The terms esperance mathematique and esperance morale were taken up by
in the 1770s by Pierre Simon Laplace (17491827). He apparently rst used
the terms in a memoir that he read to the Royal Academy in Paris in 1773 and
4 We might render sors and sort into English as lot or fate. The most natural translation
of esperance is hope.
5 I need to check what words were used by Nicolas and Montmort in their correspondence,
in Die Werke von Jakob Bernoulli, Band 3.
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that was published in 1776 [230] ([236], page 147). He used them consistently
thereafter; they appear on page 187 of the rst edition of his Theorie analytique
des probabilites [232]. Other French authors on probability followed his lead.
The task of understanding, clarifying, and simplifying Laplace's great work
on probability was undertaken across Europe in the rst half of the nineteenth century, and those undertaking this task translated the terms esperance
mathematique and esperance morale into their own vernaculars.
In his 1837 treatise in English, which appeared in the Encyclopedia Metropolitana, Augustus De Morgan (18061871) made the translation that was most
natural, given that expectation had already been established by De Moivre:
mathematical expectation and moral expectation. (See [119], 1849 edition, page
408, and also [120], page 97.) The article on probability in the seventh edition of
the Encyclopedia Britannica also used these terms; it was published separately
in 1839 by its author, Thomas Galloway (17961851) [162].
The cultural transmission from France to Germany was implemented in part
by the translation of French treatises [313], in which esperance was translated
more literally, as Honung (hope). We see mathematische Houng and moralische Honung in the translations of Sylvestre Lacroix's Traitee in 1818 ([227],
page 127), Laplace's Essai philosophique in 1819 [234], Simeon-Denis Poisson's
Recherches in 1841 ([301], page ), and Augustin Cournot's Exposition in 1849
([79], pages 7677). These terms, mathematische Houng and moralische Honung, persisted in the most inuential German treatises on probability into the
twentieth century.
Ludwig Oettinger (17971869), the professor at the University of Freiburg
whose treatise on probability was published in 1852 [286] after having appeared
in installments in the Journal f
ur die reine und angewandte Mathematik in the
1840s, cited De Moivre and Poisson as well as Laplace and mostly followed
De Moivre by writing consistently about a player's Erwartung and its Werth
(value), explaining as follows (page 191):
Der Werth der Erwartung wird auch mit dem Namen mathematische Honung bezeichnet und diese der moralische gegen
ubergestellt. Zweckmasssiger w
urde der Name objective Honung sein.
Auch liesse sich der Werth der Erwartung durch mittlerer Werth
oder Durchschnitts-Werth bezeichnen. F
ur viele F
alle passt die
Benennung mittlerer Werth recht gut.
Occasionally (pages 207209), Werth der Erwartung became Erwartungswerth.
The Russian terminology appears to have been set by Viktor Yakovlevich
Bunyakovskii (18041889), in his Osnovani Matematiqeskoı̆ Teorii Verotnosteı̆, published in 1846 in Saint Petersburg [46]. In his preface, Bunyakovskii mentions that writing the book had required him to coin many new
Russian terms. He used matematiqeskoe oidanie for mathematical expectation and nravstvennoe oidanie for moral expectation. The Russian oidanie is the most natural translation of the English expectation. Since Bunyakovskii had studied in France with Cauchy, it is notable that he did not instead
use nadeda, the Russian word for hope. He may have been inuenced in the
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matter by De Morgan, with whom he maintained an extensive correspondence
[331, 317, 319].6
Laplace and his nineteenth-century authors introduced mathematical expectation by considering rst the case where there is only one possible value for
the gain: the mathematical expectation is this possible gain multiplied by the
probability of obtaining it. In cases where dierent gains are possible with different probability, we add the individual mathematical expectations to obtain
a total mathematical expectation. This way of proceeding, which shows that
mathematical expectation is not being conceived of as a property of probabilized quantities, persisted into the early twentieth century. We still see it, for
example, in treatises in German by Emanuel Czuber in 1903 ([103], page 168)
and in English by Arne Fisher in 1915 [148]. The conceptual distance between
mathematical expectation and the notion of a probabilized quantity remained
even after mathematicians became accustomed to the general idea of the theoretical mean of a probabilized quantity. As we will see, the two ideas were
conated in the nineteenth century only in Russia.

1.3

Lacroix's somme eventuelle

Because we are interested rst of all in antecedents for the term random variable,
we should pause over the paragraph where Sylvestre Francois Lacroix (1765
1843) introduces the term esperance mathematique in his Traitee ([226], 60,
page 98). he writes as follows:
La consideration des sommes eventuelles, c'est-a-dire dependantes
du hasard, a introduit dans le calcul des probabilites une expression
qui merite un examen particulier, celle de d'esperance mathematique,
par laquelle on designe le produit d'une somme eventuelle par la
probabilite de l'obtenir.7
Lacroix's somme eventuel was a single amount of money, which a player might
or might not receive. The French adjective eventuel, which we will encounter
again in our story, means depending on the circumstanceson how events turn
out. Lacroix was not the rst to use it in writing about probability. Condorcet,
for example, had written about droits eventuelles (contingent claims) in 1785
([81], page 310).
Should we translate somme eventuel into English as random amount ? Surely
not, for this suggests not a single amount that one may or may not receive but
an amount that could take several dierent values. If I reach into my wallet and
pull out a random bill, it might be $1, $5, or more.
6 Check Zernov's pamphlet, which appeared in 1843, before Bunyakovsky's book. See
Maistrov, [256], page 169.
7 English translation: The consideration of gains that are uncertain, i.e., depend on chance,
has introduced an expression that merits examination into the probability calculus, that of
mathematical expectation, by which we mean the product of an uncertain gain by the probability of obtaining it.
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Lacroix's German translator, the Erfurt mathematician Ephraim Salomon
Unger (17891870), rendered the quoted sentence as follows ([227], 60, pages
126127):
Die Untersuchung der ungewissen Summen, d. h. solcher, die vom
Zufalle abh
angen, hat in der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung einen Ausdruck eingef
uhrt, der einer bei sondern Pr
ufung verdient, n
amlich
mathematische Honung worunter das Product einer ungewissen
Summe mit der Wahrscheinlichkeit sie zu erhalten multiplicirt, verstanden wird.
Notice that Unger translated eventuelles by ungewissen (uncertain), an adjective that is less loaded, at least for us today. The German phrase die vom Zufalle
abh
angen, a straightforward translation of Lacroix's dependantes du hasard, is
also notable. Well into the twentieth century, similar German phrases were used
where we might now say random.
2

Random errors and random values

When should we say that a new concept has emerged? A reasonable answer is
that the concept should have been named. Modern mathematical eyes can see a
probability distribution and hence a random variable with that distribution in
any problem where a gambler receives dierent amounts of money with dierent
probabilities or in any life table. But by 1750, there were still no names for these
concepts: no name for a probability distribution, and no name for a quantity
that possesses one. The concept of a probability distribution emerged from the
theory of errors.

2.1

The concept of a probability distribution

When did the notion of a probability distribution rst acquire a name? We can
say with some condence that the concept and names for it emerged in the period
from 1755 to 1780, in work on errors of measurement by Thomas Simpson (1710
1761), Johann Heinrich Lambert (17281777), Joseph-Louis Lagrange (1736
1813), Daniel Bernoulli, and Laplace [178].
In his insightful book, The History of Statistics, Stephen M. Stigler states,
with justice, that a random distribution of errors was rst conceived, perhaps
independently, by Simpson in 1755, Lambert in 1760, and Lagrange in about
1769 ([352], page 100). This is not to say, however, that these authors all
named the concept. Simpson suggested some hypotheses for the chances with
which dierent errors might occur and pointed out that his suggested chances
were the same as the chances for obtaining dierent numbers when throwing
a certain number of dice with a certain number of faces [345]. Here he was
conceiving of a probability distribution for errors only in the sense in which
De Moivre before him had conceived of a probability distribution for results
from dice throwing; he was not naming the concept. Even when authors began
13

drawing probability curves, we may question whether they had yet named the
concept of a probability distribution.
By the late 1770s, in any case, the concept did have a name: loi de facilite
(law of facility). We nd this term in Lagrange's article on the utility of taking
averages of observations, which appeared in 1776 [228]. The following year,
Laplace used this same term in a memoir that he read to the French Academy
of Sciences (published only two centuries later, by Charles Gillispie [49]). By
1781, Laplace was using both this term and loi de possibilite (law of possibility)
[231]. He did not explain any dierence in meaning between the two terms,8
but he tended to use loi de facilite for possibly unknown probabilities and loi
de possibilite for probabilities based on judgment. In the table of contents of
his monumental Theorie analytique des probabilites, published in 1812, he calls
a probability distribution a loi de probabilite [232].
Laplace's unexplained contrast between loi de facilite and loi de possibilite
was a manifestation of a deeper duality that would re-emerge throughout the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. At the beginning of the 1781 memoir,
Laplace lists three ways of nding the probability of an event ([237], pages
384385):
1. a priori, as when we know that a coin or die is balanced,
2. a posteriori, as when we observe repeated trials,
3. from consideration of the reasons we might have to say that the event
will occur (in his words: par la consideration des motifs qui peuvent nous
determiner a prononcer sur l'existence de cet evenement ).
Later authors would see here distinction between subjective and objective probability: probabilities found in the rst two ways are objective; those found in
the third way are subjective. Discuss Daston [109]

2.2

Laplace's variables

Laplace's 1781 memoir may contain the rst instance in which a probabilized
quantity is called a variable. This is in a passage at the beginning of VII ([237],
page 396):9
Soient n quantites variables et positives t, t1 , t2 , . . . , tn−1 , dont la
somme soit s et dont la loi de possibilite soit connue; on propose de
trouver la somme des produits de chaque valeur que peut recevoir
une fonction donnee ψ(t, t1 , t2 , . . . , tn−1 ) de ces variables, multipliee
par la probabilite correspondante a cette valeur.10
8 What have other commentators said about this?
9 This passage was called to my attention by Hans Fischer. It reappears, with some variation

in the wording, at the beginning of 15 of Volume II of Laplace's Theorie analytique [232].
10 English translation: Let t, t , t , . . . , t
1 2
n−1 be n variable and positive quantities, whose
sum s and law of possibility are known. We propose to nd the sum of the products of each
value that can be taken by a given function ψ(t, t1 , t2 , . . . , tn−1 ) of these variables, multiplied
by the probability corresponding to that value.
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The problem posed in this passage is one of numerical analysis. Laplace makes
weak assumptions about the laws of possibility of the variables, which he allows
to vary over continuous ranges and implicitly assumes to be independent, so
that it is an integral that he seeks (even though he calls it a somme ), and he
explains how this integral can be approximated with the tools he had at the
time. He uses the abstract term quantite variable, which he then simplies
to variable, rather than a more specic term such as error or advantage for
a player because he is interested in a number of dierent applications. In
the case where the t are individual errors of measurement, he wants to nd
the probability distribution of their sum s; he accomplishes this by setting
the function ψ(t, t1 , t2 , . . . , tn−1 ) identically equal to one, so that he is merely
adding the probabilities for values of t, t1 , t2 , . . . , tn−1 that add to s. In other
cases he proposes to carry out integrations required for what we would now call
a Bayesian or inverse probability analysis.
Well into the twentieth century, we see echoes of Laplace's way of introducing
the word variable as a general name for a probabilized quantity. First one uses
variable as an adjective (as in variable quantity or variable magnitude);
then one simplies to variable, which thereby becomes a noun.11

2.3

Poisson's explanation of statistical stability

Inasmuch as he used the terms loi de possibilite and loi de facilite across an array
of applications, we can say that Laplace had a general concept of a probabilized
quantity. His use of the terms magnitude variable and variable to name the
concept seems to have been limited, however, to the passage just cited. He
usually relied on the context to name the particular quantities with which he
was working.
In his Ars conjectandi, Jacob Bernoulli had proven that the relative frequency of an event in a large number of independent trials can be expected to
approximate the event's probability. In Laplace's work, mainly but not wholly
in his study of errors, we can discern generalizations of Bernoulli's theorem to
probabilized quantities: the average of a large number of probabilized quantities
should approximate their mean (or the average of their means).12 Simeon-Denis
Poisson (17811840), Laplace's successor as the leader of French mathematics in
the councils of French governments [41], made the generalization more explicit,
in the course of explaining what he called la loi des grands nombres the (law of
large numbers).13
11 Discuss how variable was introduced in mathematics in other contexts. Newton for example, used variable Quantity. What was the practice of Leibniz? Johann Bernoulli? Consult
Kline. Other sources?
12 See [147], page 30, for one occasion when Laplace considered the average of a large number
of probabilized quantities with dierent means.
13 See Sheynin ([329], pages 270275), Bru ([43], pages 1115), Stigler ([352], pages 182186),
Fischer ([147], pages 3536).
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2.3.1 The law of large numbers
Poisson announced his law of large numbers with great enthusiasm in 1835,
writing as follows ([299], page 478):
Les choses de toute nature sont soumises a une loi universelle qu'on
peut appeler la loi des grandes nombres. Elle consiste en ce que, si
l'on observe des nombres tres considerables d'evenements d'un meme
nature, dependants de causes qui varient irregulierement, tant
ot
dans un sens, tant
ot dans l'autre, sans que leur variation soit progressive dans aucun sens determine, on trouvera, entre ces nombres,
des rapports a peu pres constants.
As this quotation makes clear, Poisson's law of large numbers was a statement
about what is observed empirically, not a statement about theoretical means.
In his Recherches sur la probabilite des jugements, published in 1837 ([300],
5254, pages 138145), Poisson considered both events (e.g., a coin falls heads)
and quantities (e.g., how long a person lives). In both cases, he asserted that
average outcomes are stable from one set of observations to another, provided
that there are many observations in each set.

• In the case of events, Poisson wrote
m0
m
= 0,
µ
µ

(1)

where µ is the number of trials (e.g., coin tosses), m is the number of times
the event happens (e.g., the coin falls heads) in that set of trials, and µ0
and m0 are the corresponding numbers for a second set of trials. Today
we might state (1) by saying that the relative frequency is the same in the
two sets of trials.

• In the case of quantities, Poisson wrote
s0
s
= 0,
µ
µ

(2)

where µ and µ0 are the numbers of observations, and s and s0 are their
sums (e.g, s is the sum of lifetimes for one group of µ people, and s0 is the
sum of the lifetimes for a dierent group of µ0 people). We might state
(2) by saying that the empirical average is the same in the two sets of
observations.

2.3.2 Three general propositions
Poisson provided mathematical proofs of his two laws of large numbers, which
he saw as conrmed by experience, using three propositions generales (general
propositions), which he proved in his nineteenth-century fashion. Continuing to
use Poisson's symbols (but not always his words), we can state these propositions
as follows:
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First general proposition

Assuming that the probability of an event E varies
over the µ trials, where µ is large, let us write pi for its probability on the
ith trial, and let us write p0 for the average probability:

p0 =

1
(p1 + p2 + pe + . . . + pµ ).
µ

Then if µ is very large, then the relative frequency m/µ will be equal,
a tres peu pres et avec une tres grande probabilite (very nearly and with
a very great probability), to p0 . This generalizes Bernoulli's theorem, in
which the probability is constant.

Second general proposition

Consider successive trials that can be governed
by various causes. Only one of the causes is in eect on each trial, and
the several causes have denite probabilities, constant from trial to trial,
of being in eect on a given trial. Suppose that the probability pi for an
event E happening on the ith trial is depends on which of the causes is
in eect on that trial. Dene γ by averaging the probabilities given to E
by each cause, weighted by the probability of that cause being in eect.
(We may call γ E 's theoretical mean probability, though Poisson used no
such name.) Then in a long sequence of trials, p0 will equal γ , again very
nearly and with a very great probability.

Third general proposition

In the case of µ observations of a probabilized
quantity and the observed sum s of these observations, we will have, again
very nearly and with very great probability,

s
= a1 α1 + a2 α2 + a3 α3 + . . . + aλ αλ ,
µ

(3)

where a1 , a2 , a3 , . . . , aλ are the possible values for the probabilized quantity, and αi is the theoretical mean probability for the event that the
probabilized quantity comes out equal to ai . (This theoretical mean probability is dened just as γ is dened for the event E in the second general
proposition, and it is the same for all µ trials.)
As Poisson noted (pages 139140), the rst two general propositions bring us
back to Bernoulli's theorem. By the rst proposition, m/µ approximates p0 ,
and by the second, p0 approximates γ . So m/µ approximates γ . (All these
asserted inequalities being, of course, only very close approximations with very
high probability, µ being large.) But γ is the probability of E on each trial,
and Bernoulli had already told us that m/µ will approximate that probability.
On the other hand, the third general proposition is more novel. It generalizes
Bernoulli's theorem to probabilized quantities.

2.3.3 Une chose d'une nature quelconque
As I have already emphasized, Poisson did not have a name for a probabilized
quantity or its theoretical mean. In his 1837 book, he introduced what I have
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been calling a probabilized quantity as follows ([300], page 141; typographical
error corrected):
. . . on considere une chose A d'un nature quelconque, susceptible
d'un nombre λ de valeurs, connues ou inconnues, que je representerai
par a1 , a2 , a3 , . . . aλ , et parmi lesquelles une seule devra avoir lieu a
chaque epreuve, de sorte que celle qui sera arrivee ou qui arrivera
sera, dans cette question, l'evenement futur. Soit aussi ci,i0 la chance
que la cause Ci , si elle etait certaine, donnerait a la valeur ai0 de A.
Les valeurs de ci,i0 , relatives aux divers indices i et i0 , depuis i = 1
jusqu'a i = ν et depuis i0 = 1 jusqu'a i0 = λ, seront connues ou
inconnues; mais pour chaque indice i, on devra avoir

ci,1 + ci,2 + ci,3 + · · · + ci,λ = 1;
car si la cause Ci etait certaine, l'une des valeurs a1 , a2 , a3 , . . . aλ ,
arriverait certainement en vertu de cette cause.14
The context makes it clear that a1 , . . . aλ are real numbers, so that Poisson's
chose (thing) A is what we now call a random variable,15 with a probability
distribution that depends on the cause (we might now call it the value of a
parameter or an independent variable) Ci .
Several historians have emphasized Poisson's originality in this passage. According to Oscar Sheynin, it shows that Poisson was the rst to introduce the
concept of a random quantity (1978 [329], page 250). Bernard Bru, citing
Sheynin, agrees that Poisson was the rst to give a denition of a random quantity ([43], page 7). More recently, Hans Fischer states that Poisson created an
early concept of random variables ([147], page 31), and Prakash Gorroochurn
states that Poisson discovered the concept of a random variable ([169], page 75).
Poisson's third general proposition says that the average value of the thing
A over a large number of independent trials is very likely to come very close
to the mean value calculated from the possible values and their probabilities.
Poisson proved this law, in his nineteenth-century fashion, not only for the case
where A has a nite number λ of possible values but also for the case where it
has indenitely many possible values, so that its probability distribution can be
approximated by a density over a continuous range. But his statement of the
14 English translation: . . . we consider a thing A, of any nature, that can take a number λ of
values, known or unknown, which I will designate by a1 , a2 , a3 , . . . aλ , and among which one
must happen on each trial, so that the one that happens or will happen will be, with respect
to this question, the future event. Also, let ci,i0 be the chance that the cause Ci , if it were
certain, would give rise to the value ai0 for A. The values of ci,i0 , for the dierent indices i et
i0 , from i = 1 to i = ν and from i0 = 1 to i0 = λ, will be known or unknown; but for every
index i, we should have

ci,1 + ci,2 + ci,3 + · · · + ci,λ = 1;

because if the cause Ci were certain, one of the values a1 , a2 , a3 , . . . aλ will surely happen
because of that cause.
15 Some authors have used the term random variable in cases where the values are vectors
or other mathematical objects rather than real numbers. See, for example, [89]. But this has
not been common.
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law falls short of dening the general concept of a theoretical mean or expected
value. He writes as follows (page 155):
. . . si A est une chose quelconque, qui soit susceptible de dierents
valeurs a chaque epreuve, la somme de ses valeurs que l'on observera
dans une longue serie d'epreuves, sera a tres peu pres et tres probablement, proportionnelle a leur nombre. Le rapport de cette somme
a ce nombre, pour une chose determinee A, convergera indeniment
vers une valueur speciale qu'il atteindrait si ce nombre pouvait devenir inni, et qui depend de la loi de probabilite des diverse valeurs
possibles de A.16
We might call the ratio of which he writes the mean of the random variable A.
Poisson writes it as an integral:

s
=
µ

l0

Z

Zzdz,

(4)

l

where s is the sum of the observed values, µ is their number (so that s/µ is
the average observed value), the equals sign indicates the approximation when
µ is large, [l, l0 ] is an interval within which A falls except with neglibly small
probability, and Z is what we would now call the probability density, so that
the integral is the theoretical mean. Poisson asserts that the formula (4) has
numerous useful applications. But he does not give the quantity a general name.
It is simply a valeur speciale (special value), its meaning and denomination
depending on the application. When the A are measurements of a quantity α,
and the measuring instrument is well designed, the special value will be close to
α (pages 155157). When the A are lifespans of a large number of individuals
from a stable population, the special value will be what is called the vie moyenne
(average lifetime) (pages 158159).
We now take the notion of a theoretical mean value so for granted that
Poisson's failure to forthrightly name it as such seems inexplicably reticent.
He fully understood that his valeur speciale was calculated in the same way
as a mathematical expectation; there is no room for doubt about this. But
the justication of the denition of the value of a expectation (the amount it
would cost to construct the expectation's payo from fair bets) obviously did
not extend to justifying a denite value for an arbitrary thing A that takes
various values with various probabilities. And unlike Hauber, Poisson evidently
did not see his way towards an arbitrary denition with no justication. His
third general proposition was the justication.
Poisson's enthusiasm about his law of large numbers was inuential, but his
attempt to pull apart Laplace's subjective and objective aspects of probability
16 English translation: . . . if A is anything that can take dierent values on dierent trials,
the sum of the values we observe in a long series of trials will very likely, to a very good
approximation, be proportional to their number. The ratio of the sum to the number, for a
denite thing A, will converge indenitely to a special value that it would attain if the sum
became innite and that depends on the probability law of A's various possible values.
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and to develop Laplace's application of probability to judicial judgements contributed to what Herbert Weisberg has called the great unraveling of classical
probability ([377], page 216). Nineteenth-century mathematicians and statisticians could not agree on how his law of large numbers should be interpreted
and what, exactly, he had proven ([352], pages 182186). Irenee Jules Bienayme (17961878) did not think he had added much to Bernoulli's theorem (see
[185]). Bienayme and the German statistician Wilhelm Lexis tried to use Poisson's concept of variable chances to understand statistical series, but without
substantial success. Many mathematicians adopted Poisson's term, law of large
numbers, as a new name for Bernoulli's theorem rather than as a name for an
empirically observed regularity.17

2.4

Hauber's zuf
alligen Werthe

The dierence between our perspective and the perspective of Poisson's time is
further underlined by the reception, or lack of reception, given at the time to
what now looks like a more modern treatment of mean values of probabilized
quantities by a young German scholar, Carl Friedrich Hauber (18041831).18
Inspired by articles Poisson had published in 1824 and 1829 [297, 298], Hauber
made his own eort to streamline the theory of observations in a lengthy article
published in installments in Zeitschrift f
ur Physik und Mathematik in Vienna
from 1830 to 1832 [182]. In this article, he introduced an explicit concept of
mittlere Werth (mean value), while arguing that the concept had already been
used to assess prots and losses, in actuarial work, and by Laplace, Gauss, and
Poisson in their theory of observations. As he put it (page 25):
Da aber in diesen Schriften die S
atze nur speciell f
ur die jedesmaligen Gegenst
ande der Andwendung gegeben sind, so will ich allgemeine, auf alle jene Gegenst
ande anwendbare, S
atze u
ber die mittleren Werthe aufstellen und beweisen, und Bermerkungen u
ber die
Anwendungen dieser S
atze hinzuf
ugen.19
Perhaps following Poisson, Hauber begins by calling a probabilized quantity
eine Sache (a thing). But then he calls it eine unbestimmter Gr
oße (indeterminate quantity), which has m
oglichen Werthe (possible values) with various
probabilities. He then considers several such indeterminate quantities and their
17 Bicentenary in St. Petersburg: [322]. In Die Iterationen, Bortkiewicz complains that
Markov has reduced the law of large numbers to Bernoulli.
18 A native of W
urtemberg, where his father was a well known theologian and mathematician, Hauber did his work on the theory of errors while a student in Vienna and began
publishing on the topic in 1829 [180, 181]. He fell ill while still in Vienna and died a few days
after returning home, on 12 April 1831. See the note at the end of the last installment of [182]
and the obituary in [30], pages 318322. Hauber had been slated to teach at the University
of T
ubingen; according to Scharlau ([312], page 256), his Habilitation in mathematics was
recorded there in 1831.
19 English translation: But since the results given in these writings are always specic to the
subject in the particular application, I will state and prove general results about mean values,
applicable to all these subjects, and add remarks about the application of these results.
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wirklichen zuf
alligen Werthe (actual random values), which he explicitly assumes to be independent. He denes the mittlere Werth (mean value) of each
indeterminate quantity in the usual way and then shows that the mean value
of a sum of indeterminate quantities is the sum of their mean values. Similarly,
he shows that the mean value of the product of indeterminate quantities is the
product of their mean values. These results20 now appear in every probability
textbook, but Poisson did not take them up in his 1837 book, and to the best
of my knowledge, Hauber's work was never cited by his contemporaries.21

2.5

Cournot's variables and their valeurs fortuites

Exposition de la th
orie des chances et des probabilites [78], published by AntoineAugustin Cournot (18011877) in 1843, was probably the most inuential probability textbook of the nineteenth century.22 Cournot combined an innovative
introduction to the basics with a readable philosophical treatment of probability, and he painted a broad canvas of applications, giving as much attention to
the theory of errors, demography, and insurance as to the treacherous project of
applying probability to judicial judgements, which had gured so prominently in
Poisson's book. He avoided Poisson's phrase law of large numbers, but he took
advantage of work by his friend Irenee Jules Bienayme (17961878) to discuss
how dierent hypotheses about the variability of chances imply dierent rates at
which observed proportions might approximate an average chance. Coming at a
time when European universities were beginning to teach probability, Cournot's
book had a lasting inuence on the subject's terminology, not only in France
but in other European countries as well. Some of this inuence came through
the translation into German by Christian Schnuse [79], which omitted only the
chapters on applications.

2.5.1 Variables
In the course of the book, Cournot uses several terms to refer to a probabilized
quantity. He begins by calling it a quantite variable or a grandeur variable,
both of which we would translate into English as variable quantity. But then,
in Chapter VI, where he explains how a continuous probability distribution for
a grandeur x can be represented geometrically (by what probability teachers
of probability now call a probability density), he slips into calling x simply a
variable.23 This is exceedingly natural, because the geometric picture comes
20 Or at least the result about sums, which does not require the assumption of independence.
21 Hauber's 1830 article was listed in Laurent's 1873 bibliography [238] and Merriman's

1877 bibliography [262]. In his 1899 history of probability [101], Czuber twice remarks that
Hauber's work merits attention, a comment that seems to conrm that it had not received any.
The only other citations of which I am aware are recent citations by historians: [214, 147].
22 Bernard Bru discusses the origins, accomplishments, and inuence of the book in the
introduction to its republication as the rst volume of Cournot's complete works [81]. This
introduction, along with the notes and index provided by Bru and his collaborators, are very
informative. Oscar Sheynin's translation of the book into English [82] is also useful.
23 In 65, he writes about la loi de probabilit
e des diverse valeurs de la variable. He quickly
reverts to using variable as an adjective, but he again uses variable as a noun meaning a
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right out of the dierential and integral calculus, where the name for x had
already long been simplied from variable quantity to variable.
Although Cournot's use of variable was doubtlessly inuential, it was not
adopted by other leading French mathematicians in the nineteenth century.
We do not nd variable for a probabilized quantity in the treatises by Joseph
Bertrand (1889 [26]) or Henri Poincare (1896 [295, 296]). Poincare vacillated
between grandeur and quantite.24
Cournot gave a general denition of the mean of variable x, which he called
its moyenne (67):
. . . la moyenne de toute les valeurs que peut prendre fortuitement la
grandeur x.25
He also used moyenne or valeur moyenne as the name of the average of a list
of numbers. When confusion threatened, and he needed to distinguish between
the moyenne of x and the moyenne of a set of observed values of x, he called
the former the moyenne absolue (69). He also dened the mediane (median)
of a variable and criticized previous authors who had called this quantity the
valeur probable (34, 68).
Cournot noted that the mean of a linear combination of variables is the
same linear combination of their means (74). As we have seen, Hauber had
belabored this point, and mathematicians had been using it, starting at least
with Laplace, for fty years. But Cournot can probably be credited with rst
making it explicit in a book.
Cournot used the concept of an esperance mathematique (mathematical expectation) in the same way as Laplace, Lacroix, and Poisson had done. He
introduced the concept with these words (50):
Par une association de mots assez bizarre, on appelle esperance
mathematique le produit qu'on obtient en multipliant la valeur d'une
chose en unites monetaires, par la fraction qui exprime that probabilite mathematique du gain de cette chose.26
Mathematical expectations can be added to obtain a total mathematical expectation (61). It is important to recognize that this is not the same as calculating the mean of a probabilized quantity. When mathematical expectations are
added, no probabilized quantity is being identied, and it may be problematic
to identify one. If I have a 50-50 chance of being invited by a friend to a meal
worth $20 and a 50-50 chance of inheriting a painting worth $200 from my aunt,
I can add my expectations (0.5 × $20 + 0.5 × $200 = $110) without making any
probabilized quantity in 84,85,91,125.
24 On page 169 of his second edition (1912), Poincar
e writes, Je suppose qu'on a eectue
dierentes mesures x1 , x2 , . . . , xn d'une meme grandeur. . . . On page 234, he writes about
les quantites observees. . . .
25 English translation: . . . the mean of all the values that the quantity x can take randomly.
26 English translation: By a rather bizarre association of words, we call the product of
the value of a thing, in monetary units, times the fraction that expresses the mathematical
probability of gaining the thing, mathematical expectation.
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Table 1: Nouns that Cournot used most often with fortuit in his 1843 Exposition [78], with approximate counts of the number of sections where the terms
appear, translations used by Schnuse in his 1849 German translation [79], and
translations that might be used in teaching probability in English today. (The
book had 240 sections altogether.) Schnuse did not translate the entire book,
and the omitted passages included those where Cournot used maniere fortuite.
Cournot 1843
Schnuse 1849
Possible English
18 cause fortuite
zuf
allige Ursache
random cause
10 ecart fortuit
zuf
allige Abweichung
random deviation
8 anomalie fortuite
zuf
allige Anomalie
random anomaly
8 combinaison fortuite zuf
allige Verbindung
random combination
4 rencontre fortuite
zuf
allig Zusammentreen random encounter
4 tirage fortuit
zuf
allig Zug
random draw
3 epreuve fortuite
zuf
allig Versuch
trial
3 erreur fortuite
zuf
allig Fehler
random error
3 evenement fortuit
zuf
allig Ereignis
random event
3 maniere fortuite

random manner
3 valeur fortuite
zufallig Wert
random value
hypothesis about my chance of getting both. But I need to know this chance in
order to dene a probabilized quantity equal to the total value I will receive. If
there is no chance that I will get both, the probabilized quantity would take the
value $20 with probability 1/2 and $200 with probability 1/2; if I am sure to
get both or neither, the probabilized quantity would take the value $220 with
probability 1/2 and $0 with probability 1/2; etc.

2.5.2 Randomness
Cournot used several adjectives that we might translate into English as random.
The one he used the most was fortuit, which had long been used by French authors on games of chance. Table 1 lists some of the nouns with which Cournot
used this adjective. He also used fortuit, though less often, with accumulation,
cas, choix, concours, determintion, estime, extraction, gain inuence, oscillation, perte, phenomene, resultat, and variation. In his translation into German,
Schnuse almost always translated fortuit as zuf
allig.
For our theme, the most notable entry in Table 1 is valeur fortuite. Today
we call variables random. Cournot did not call his variables random, but he
called their values random. They are valeurs fortuites. This makes some sense.
The variable, which has a loi de probabilite (probability law, or distribution)
and a moyenne (mean) is not being chosen at random. Its valeurs (values)
are determined at random. But we can also see a certain instability in the
distinction, which will emerge with writers and teachers less verbally agile than
Cournot. Cournot frequently refers to the probability that an ecart fortuit or
an erreur fortuite will fall between certain limits. So what has the probability
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law, the variable or the random values?
Another adjective that Cournot used fairly often was aleatoire. The words
aleatoire in French and aleatory in English derive from the Latin alea, which
means a die, a game of chance, or a chance taken, as in Cesar's iacta alea est
on crossing the Rubicon. The law (Roman and now French and English) calls
an insurance policy or an annuity an aleatory contract (contrat aleatoire in
French). Today the French equivalent of random variable is variable aleatoire,
but as we are learning, both are twentieth-century terms. A close examination
of Cournot's use of aleatoire makes it clear that for him it was conned to the
same circle of ideas as esperance mathematique : it meant having something to
do with an aleatory contractwith an gamble or a gambling device or some
business agreement that provides a contingent payo.27
Table 2 lists the nouns with which Cournot used the adjective aleatoire.
As the list shows, Schnuse did not use zuf
allig when translating these uses
into German, and we would not use random in translating them into English.
Sometimes Schnuse translated aleatoire as aleatorische, but he does not appear
to have been fond of this neologism, for he often avoided it, sometimes by using
no adjective with the noun and sometime by using a circumlocution that avoided
the noun as well.
In using the term instrument aleatoire, Cournot was following Lacroix ([226],
pages 8, 62, and 262). I have not seen other earlier uses of aleatoire by authors
on mathematical probability.
Three nouns in Table 2 merit comment because Cournot used them with
both fortuit and zuf
allig : evenement, gain, epreuve.

• Cournot uses evenement aleatoire for an event that we focus on because it
denes a gamble; it is the event that a certain player wins (12,20,55,87).
For example:
In 12: . . . lorsqu'il s'agit d'un evenement aleatoire, ce qu'on a
interet a connaitre. . .
In 20: . . . l'evenement aleatoire, le gain d'un joueur. . . 28
He uses evenement fortuit for an unpredictable event that has no part in
a contract (40, 41, 86). In 40, for example, he is explaining what he
means by chance:
27 As Bernard Bru points out ([81], page 301), French authors were beginning to use al
eatoire
to mean uncertain around the time Cournot was writing. French dictionaries provide these
two literary examples:
• Honor
e de Balzac in Les Employes in 1837: certaines femmes dont la fortune est
aleatoire.

• Jules Michelet in Journal intime, March 1839, page 293: Tout ce que vous voyez ici,

c'est la terre froide et triste, c'est le sillon entre les vignes, c'est la vigne et son vigneron
infatigable, otant l'echalas a l'automne pour le remettre au printemps. Grand travail,
prot incertain. Rien n'est plus aleatoire que cette culture.
Even in these examples, however, the uncertainty concerns material or monetary gains.
28 English translations: . . . when it is a matter of an aleatory event, one which we have an
interest in knowing. . . the aleatory event, the win by a player. . . .
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Table 2: Nouns that Cournot used with aleatoire in his 1843 Exposition [78],
with approximate counts of the number of sections where the terms appear,
translations used by Schnuse in his 1849 German translation [79], and translations that might be used in teaching probability in English today.
Cournot 1843
Schnuse 1849
Possible English
7 epreuve aleatoire
Versuch
trial
4 evenement aleatoire
aleatorisch Ereignis
event
4 speculation aleatoire aleatorische Spekulation
nancial speculation
3 prime aleatoire
Pr
amie
risk premium
3 marche aleatoire
aleatorische Handel
nancial market
2 condition aleatoire
Umstand
condition
2 droit aleatoire
eventuell Recht
contingent claim
2 instrument aleatoire aleatorisch Instrument
chance device
1 convention aleatoire aleatorische Uebereinkunft bet
1 gain aleatoire
eventuell Gewinn
possible gain
Les evenements amenes par la combinaison ou la rencontre de
phenomenes qui appartiennent a des series independantes, dans
l'ordre la causalite, sont ce qu'on nomme des evenements fortuits
ou des resultats du hasard.
In 41, he discusses a specic evenement fortuit ; a man is struck by lightening.

• In 61, Cournot lists the possible gains the player in the Saint Petersburg
problem: 1,2,4,8, etc. These are the gains aleatoires. In 183, in contrast,
when he is discussing the variation in prots and losses a company might
experience over a span of years, he uses fortuit : les limites de la perte et
du gain fortuits moyens (the limits on the average prot or loss). Here
money is involved, but there is no contract that species events on which
specic gains or losses are contingent.
• Cournot uses epreuve aleatoire when he is talking about games of chance
(23,30,33,36,58,63,89) and epreuve fortuite in more abstract discussions
or applications that do not involve money (67,73,79). Poisson had introduce the term epreuve, but he did not attach an adjective to it. In most
cases, Cournot does not either.
Table 3 shows two other adjectives that Cournot also used: eventuel and
accidentel. We have already encountered eventuel in Lacroix's somme eventuelle
and Condorcet's droit eventuel. In Cournot's use, as well as these previous uses,
eventuel is more or less a synonym for aleatoire. Similarly, we can consider
accidentelle a synonym for fortuit.
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Table 3: Nouns that Cournot used with eventuel and accidentel in his 1843
Exposition [78], with approximate counts of the number of sections where the
terms appear, translations used by Schnuse in his 1849 German translation [79],
and translations that might be used in teaching probability in English today.
Cournot 1843
Schnuse 1849
Possible English
1 droit eventuel
eventuell Recht
contingent claim
1 gain eventuel
eventuell Gewinn
possible gain
1 perte eventuelle
eventuell Verlust
possible loss
3 cause accidentellle
unregelm
assige Ursache random cause
1 trouble accidentelle
zuf
allige St
orung
random disturbance
circonstance
1

random circumstance
accidentelle

2.5.3 Inuence
We can trace Cournot's vocabulary in other 19th century textbooks in French,
particularly those of Jean-Baptiste-Joseph Liagre (18151891) and Hermann
Laurent ((18411908).
Liagre, an ocer in the Belgian military, published his Calcul des probabilites
[248] in 1852, with a second edition in 1879. He states in his preface that he borrowed a great deal from Lacroix, Cournot, and Quetelet, and Cournot's inuence
on his vocabulary is striking. Like Cournot, he uses fortuit and accidentel to
mean random ; erreur, evenement, cas, phenomene, cause, reproduction, triage
(probably a typographical error; tirage being meant), and coincidence can be
aleatoire ; erreur, cause, emphvariation, circonstance, negligence, deviation can
be accidentel. And like Cournot, he uses aleatoire and eventuel in connection
with betting: speculation, epreuve, evenement, and marche can be aleatoire,
while gain, droit, somme, fortune can be eventuel.
We also see some of Cournot's vocabulary in Laurent's Traite du calcul des
probabilites, published in 1873 [238]. For Laurent, the law of large numbers
justied a frequentist interpretation of probabilities that replaced Huygens's
constructive argument for mathematical expectation in games of chance. But
since Laurent understood the law only for events, not for probabilized quantities
in general, he still made the argument in two steps. Like all his predecessors,
he rst considered a single amount of money a person might receive, which he
called a somme eventuelle (page 124):
Lorsqu'une personne attend une somme d'argent qui depend de
l'arrivee d'un evenemen t incertain, on dit que cette somme est
eventuelle.29
Suppose the somme eventuelle is a, the event is E , and E 's probability is p.
Then the esperance mathematique, as we know, is ap. Laurent justied this on
29 English translation: When a person expects a sum of money that depends on the hap-

pening of an uncertain event, we say that this amount is chancy.
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the grounds that E will happen approximately p of the time in a long sequence of
trials, and hence you will obtain ap on average. The esperance mathematique is
the appropriate price for the somme eventuelle because it is equal to this average
payo. He then took the second step just as Laplace and his other predecessors
had: when a person can get any of several dierent sommes eventuelles with
dierent probabilities, we add the dierent esperances mathematiques to get a
total esperance mathematique.
3

The expansion of expectation

During the second half of the nineteenth century, probability theory's notion of
a theoretical mean came into contact with two other branches of mathematics:
mathematical physics and geometry. On the one hand, the Russian mathematician Pafnutii Chebyshev brought his work in the theory of moments, originally
motivated by physics, to bear on the theory of errors. On the other hand,
French and British mathematicians, especially the Irish mathematician Morgan
Crofton, developed geometric probability, in which points, lines, and other geometric objects are chosen at random. These two lines of work remained largely
separate, but both brought increased attention to the notion of the mean of
a probabilized quantity, and by the end of the century this new attention had
produced two innovations:
1. The extension of the term expectation (or Erwartung in German, esperance
mathematique in French, or matematiqeskoe oidanie in Russian), previously used only to name of a player's payo in a game of chance, to
designate the mean of any probabilized quantity.
2. The symbolic representation of this mean or expectation as an operator
i.e., the use of symbols such as M(x) or E(x) to designate the expectation
of a probabilized quantity x.
Chebyshev was using matematiqeskoe oidanie and esperance mathematique
in its broad sense in 1867. Crofton was using M() in 1869, and by the 1890s
William Whitworth and Ladislaus von Bortkiewicz had replaced the M with an
E. Eventually, well into the twentieth century, these innovations were adopted
widely.
By 1900, an important role is this story was played by the Saint Petersburg mathematician Andrei Markov, who elaborated Chebyshev's mathematical methodology, calling it the metod matematiqeskih oidaniĭ (method of
mathematical expectation) and applying it to strengthen Chebyshev's work on
the theory of errors and to create what we now call the theory of Markov chains.
We will be particularly interested in the impact of the probability textbook that
Markov published in Russian in 1900 and in German in 1912. This textbook
was celebrated for its rigor and clarity, and the German edition was inuential
in making the the concept of expectation in the broad sense, and hence the concept of a probabilized quantity, basic in probability theory. We will trace this
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inuence by looking at the spread of one of the book's notational innovations:
the use of upper case letters X, Y, . . . to designate probabilized quantities and
the corresponding lower case letters x, y, . . . to designate their possible values.
We will see some evidence during this period, both in the theory of errors
and in geometric probability, of greater use of the word variable to designate
probabilized quantities, and we will also see wider use of random as an adjective,
especially in geometric probability in English. This was hardly, however, a step
towards the modern use of random variable or random quantity as a general
name for probabilized quantities, because random carried (and still carries) a
restrictive connotation in geometric probability; when a point is chosen from a
geometric set, all the points in that set are supposed to have an equal chance
of being chosen.
In the course of discussing these developments, we will encounter several
other prominent mathematicians, including Felix Hausdor in Germany and
Aleksandr Liapunov in Russia. We will also encounter a prominent Austrian
mathematician, Emanuel Czuber, whose many books on probability tracked the
evolution of its vocabulary in Germany in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.

3.1

Chebyshev's ìàòåìàòè÷åñêîå îæèäàíèå

Chebyshev's rst contribution to probability theory was an 1846 article in
French [64], drawn from his master's work in Moscow, in which he gave an
elementary but rigorous proof of the rst of the three statements that Poisson
had called the law of large numbers.30 Chebyshev formulated the statement in
French as follows:
On peut toujours assigner un nombre d'epreuves tel, qu'il donne un
probabilite, aussi approchante de la certitude qu'on voudra, et que
le rapport du nombre de repetitions de l'evenement E a celui des
epreuves ne s'ecartera pas de la moyenne des chances de E au dela
des limites donnees, quelques resserees que soient ces limites.
Here is how Chebyshev put this into symbols: Suppose that in µ consecutive
trials, the event E has probabilities p1 , p2 , p3 , . . . , pµ , respectively, and let S be
the sum p1 + p2 + p3 + · · · + pµ . For arbitrarily small positive numbers z and
Q, Chebyshev found a value of µ suciently large that the number of times E
happens divided by µ will be between S/µ − z and S/µ + z with probability at
least 1 − Q. This was an advance on Poisson, because Poisson had not specied
how large µ would need to be for given z and Q.
Twenty years later, after working extensively in various areas of mathematics, including number theory and mechanics, Chebyshev returned to probability
with a much more important and celebrated contribution. This article, published in 1867 in both Russian and French [65], used what he had learned about
30 The master's thesis, in Russian, was published in Chebyshev's collected works in 1951.
Take a look at that text. Add English translation to bibliography.
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the theory of moments to prove a version of the third statement in Poisson's
law of large numbers.31
Chebyshev seems never to have used variable for a probabilized quantity as
Cournot had. Instead, he always used words that we would translate into English as quantity : veliqina in Russian and grandeur and quantite in French.
But his terminology was innovative in a dierent way. In spite of its title (O
srednih veliqinah in Russian and Sur les valeurs moyennes in French),
Chebyshev did not call call the mean of a probabilized quantity a valeur moyenne
or a srednia veliqina (mean value). Instead he called it an esperance
mathematique or matematiqeskoe oidanie (mathematical expectation). He
did not give any argument for this innovation.
As we have seen, matematiqeskoe oidanie was introduced into Russian
mathematics by Bunyakovskii, who had been teaching in Saint Petersburg for
many years when he published his textbook on probability in 1846. Chebyshev
had come to Saint Petersburg in 1847, after completing his studies in Moscow.
In 1849, he collaborated with Bunyakovskii in publishing Euler's papers on
number theory, and in 1860 he took over teaching probability at the university
from Bunyakovskii ([389], page 223). He clearly borrowed the Russian term
matematiqeskoe oidanie from Bunyakovskii, but he seems to have been the
rst to use it in print to designate the mean of any probabilized quantity. His
example rmly established this practice in Russia. Eventually, in the twentieth
century, the Russian inuence helped establish the use of cognate terms in other
languages as well.
While Bunyakovskii had not used matematiqeskoe oidanie for all probabilized quantities in his book, there is one passage, on pages 278279, that may
have nudged Chebyshev in that direction. In this passage, Bunyakovskii uses
the concept of matematiqeskoe oidanie to argue for the method of estimation that minimizes the sum of absolute errors. The errors can be thought of,
he suggests, as losses in a game, and positive and negative errors are equally
bad. Since there is no real monetary loss, one should minimize the matematiqeskoe oidanie rather than the nravstvennoe oidanie. It is also possible,
of course, that Bunyakovskii himself drifted into using matematiqeskoe oidanie for probabilized quantities in his teaching during the period from 1846
to 1860, and that Chebyshev picked the usage up from him. Or he might even
have picked it up from his Moscow probability teacher, Nikolai Emovich Zernov
(18041862).
The French version of Chebyshev's 1867 article begins as follows:
Si nous convenons d'appeler esperance mathematique d'une grandeur
quelconque, la somme de toutes les valeurs qu'elle est susceptible de
31 Additional points to make:

(1) The concept of a moment in physics goes back to
Archimedes's study of levers, and what we now call the center of gravity of a body was
discussed in the middle ages. The study of moments was thus part of the integral calculus
from its beginnings in the seventeenth century. (2) Among students, Chebyshev is best remembered for his inequality, sometimes called the Bienayme-Chebyshev inequality (see [185])
used in the paper. (3) Comment on Chebyshev's visit to Germany, France, and London in
1852
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prendre, multipliees par leurs probabilites respectives, il nous sera
aise d'etablir un theoreme tres-simple sur les limites entres lesquelles
restera renfermee une somme de grandeurs quelconques.32
Because he put this denition at the beginning of his exposition, Chebyshev
was able to state the third statement of Poisson's law of large numbers with a
clarity that had eluded Poisson himself.
Aside from its proof, which used Chebyshev's earlier work on moments and
continued fractions, the great accomplishment of Chebyshev's result was that
it provided precise bounds on the dierence between the observed average of
a sequence of variables and the average of their means, with a bound also on
the probability that the dierence will be within these bounds. But rather than
quote these bounds, I will quote his less detailed statement of the law, which he
gave after stating and deriving his precise bounds:
Si les esperances mathematiques des quantites U1 , U2 , U3 , . . . et leurs
carres U12 , U22 , U32 , . . . ne depassent pas une limite nie quelconque,
la probabilite que la dierence entre la moyenne arithmetique d'un
nombre N de ces quantites, et la moyenne artihmetique de leurs
esperances mathematiques, sera moindre qu'une quantite donnee, se
reduit a l'unite, quand N devient inni.
Notice that the quantities can have dierent probability distributions and different means. One might argue that this statement was already in Poisson, but
Chebyshev stated it much more clearly than Poisson had. Because of Chebyshev's clarity, and because Chebyshev did not hesitate to treat the squares of
probabilized quantities as probabilized quantities themselves, with their own
means, Fischer concludes ([147], page 185) that Chebyshev's conception of a
random variable was much more general than Poisson's.
Nekrasov, Liapunov, Markov, and other Russian mathematicians followed
Chebyshev in calling the mean of any probabilized quantity its matematiqeskoe
oidanie,33 but it was some time before oidanie's English, French, and
German equivalents (expectation, esperance, and Erwartung ) acquired similar
breadth.

3.2

Geometric expectations

Historians agree that geometric probability began with Buon's needle problem.
In 1777, the French naturalist Georges Buon (17071788) investigated the
probability that a thin rod, thrown randomly onto a surface ruled with evenly
spaced parallel lines, will hit one of the lines. Buon showed that if the length
of the rod, say d, is less than the distance between the parallel lines, say l, then
32 English translation: If we agree to give the name mathematical expectation to the sum of
all the values an arbitrary quantity can take, multiplied their respective probabilities, it will
be easy for us to establish a very simple theorem concerning the limits within which any sum
of quantities will be found.
33 Check Zernov, Maksimovich, Vasilev.
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this probability is 2l/πd. Laplace took up the problem in the rst edition of
his Theorie analytique in 1812 ([232], pages 359362), considering also the case
where there is a second ruling by parallel lines perpendicular to the rst. The
subsequent history of geometric probability in the nineteenth century has been
informatively reviewed by Seneta, Parshall, and Jongmans [323]. Starting in the
1860s, as they note, interest in geometric probability took o in both England
and France, involving many prominent mathematicians. All sorts of problems
were considered and solved, and means quickly entered the picture.

3.2.1 Barbier's convex disk
Particularly striking was the use of expectation by the French mathematician
Joseph-Emile Barbier (18391889). In 1860 [14], Barbier considered a generalization of Buon's problem in which a regular polygon or some other convex
disk is tossed randomly onto the ruled surface. What is the probability it will hit
one of the lines? At the suggestion of his teacher Joseph Bertrand, Barbier used
the additivity of expectation to solve the problem. Writing a for the distance
between the parallel lines, Barbier rst considered a convex polygon34 with m
sides, each of length c, and a diameter less than a. He brought mathematical
expectation into the picture this way:
It est evident que tous les c
otes du disque ont la meme chance
de rencontre; par consequent, si le premier c
ote appartient a un
premier joueur, le second c
ote a un second joueur, etc., et si un c
ote,
coupe par une ligne du plan, amene un gain xe au joueur qui le
possede, tous les joueurs ont la meme esperance mathematique E
avant chaque coup.
L'esperance mathematique d'une personne A qui aurait achete
toutes ces esperances en nombre m, serait egale a mE .
If the xed gain is one monetary unit, then each player's mathematical expectation is the same as the probability of his side hitting one of the lines, and this
is equal, as Barbier knew from Laplace's book, to 2c/πa. So the mathematical expectation of the player who buys all m sides is 2cm/πa. Neglecting the
theoretically possible but innitely unlikely event that an apex of the polygon
touches a line, the polygon will fall on a line only if the line crosses two of its
sides. So 2cm/πa is twice the mathematical expectation of a player who gets one
monetary unit when the polygon hits a line. In other words, the probability of
the polygon hitting the line is cm/πa. Since cm is the perimeter of the polygon,
this shows that the probability is equal to the perimeter divided by πa, and the
result generalizes to any convex shape, since it can always be approximated by a
convex polygon with sides of equal length. Barbier's argument became classic,
nding its way into Bertrand's textbook (with acknowledgement to Barbier)
and Poincare's textbook (with no acknowledgement to Barbier).
34 A polygon is convex if no line intersects it more than twice.
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3.2.2 Crofton's notion of randomness
In Britain, geometric probability became a popular topic in the Mathematical
Questions column of the Educational Times, a British forum where mathematicians high and low could publish mathematical problems and their solutions.
Starting in 1864, these problems were collected in a separate annual publication
entitled Mathematical Questions, with their Solutions, where they were numbered.35 The contributors to Mathematical Questions sometimes debated their
solutions, and the volume for the rst half of 1867 [266] is notable for its debate
about the word random. Hugh Godfray (18211877), a Cambridge graduate
from the Isle of Jersey now remembered as a prominent chess player, was one of
those who found the word ambiguous. He oered this example of how random
line might be interpreted in two dierent ways ([167], page 65):
Let us consider a limited areasay a circle across which a random line has to be drawn.
Firstly: We may dene a random line to be a line joining two
random points of the area,a random point being, as above, one
whose chance of falling on any area is proportional to that area.
Secondly: We may dene a random line to be one that crosses the
circumference in two random points,a random point on the circumference being one whose chance of falling on any arc is proportional
to the length of that arc.
The Irish mathematician Morgan William Crofton (18261915), along with others, disagreed, contending that the notion of drawing a geometric object at
random from an assemblage is clear once the assemblage is clearly specied.
Crofton wrote ([93], page 85),
. . . the want of deniteness, in my opinion, lies in the dierent senses
which may be given to the expression drawing a chord. If it means
a line is drawn (at random) cutting the circle, it will give . . . the
second case Mr. Godfray mentions, all distances from the centre
being equally probable. If it menas a (random) line drawn from a
(random) point on the circle, or a line joining two (random) points
on the circle, it will give the rst case. . . .
In a footnote after a line is drawn (at random) cutting the circle, Crofton
added
There is no contradiction in subjecting a random entity to law, provided in some respect it be left free. Thus a random line may be
subjected to a law, viz., it must meet the circle, but otherwise it follows no lawso that the above expression will mean, A line taken
at random from the random lines which meet the circle.
35 By the time publication ceased in 1918, a total of 18,769 problems had appeared [171].
Contributors included J. L. Sylvester, G. H. Hardy, and many other prominent English, French,
German, and American mathematicians.
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The following year, Crofton expanded his note in Mathematical Questions into
an article for the Royal Society's Philosophical Transactions [94] that earned him
a reputation as the leading scholar in geometric probability (or local probability,
as he preferred to call it).36 On pages 183184 of that article, we nd a passage
that gives more insight into how Crofton thought about randomness :
. . . if a point be taken at random in a plane, the total number
of cases is of an inconceivable nature, inasmuch as a plane cannot
be lled with mathematical points, any innitesimal element of the
plane containing an unlimited number of points. We see, however,
. . . that we may consider the assemblage we are dealing with as an
innity of points all taken at random in the plane.
Let us examine the nature of this assemblage. As the points continue to be scattered at random over the plane, their density tends
to become uniform. It is evident, in fact, that a random point is as
likely to be in any element dS of the surface, as in any equal element
dS0 ; and therefore by continuing to multiply points, the number in dS
will be equal . . . to that in dS0 . Of course, though the density tends
to become uniform, the disposition of the points does not tend to
become symmetrical; those within any element dS will be dispersed
in the most irregular manner over that element.37 However, it is important to remark that, for all purposes of calculation, the ultimate
disposition may be supposed symmetrical; for as the position of any
point is determined by that of the element dS, within which it falls,
it matters not what arbitrary arrangement we assume for the points
within that element. Hence we may, if we please, assume that, when
a point is taken at random in a plane, those from which it is taken
are an innite number symmetrically disposed over the plane.
Likewise, points taken at random in a line may be supposed
equidistant. And if random values be taken for any quantity, they
may be supposed to form an arithmetical series, with an innitesimal
dierence.
The nal sentence quoted must catch the eye of anyone searching for antecedents
to the modern meaning of random in probability theory, but Crofton's insistence
on identifying randomness with uniformity was not a step towards random variable. Quite to the contrary, it created or at least marked an obstacle that had to
be overcome in order for the term to be adopted. It remained impossible to call
all probabilized quantities or their values random so long as the adjective implied
36 In the preface to his 1884 treatise on geometric probability ([99], page iv), Czuber listed
a number of French and English contributors to the topic and then added: Allen voran
aber muss M. W. Crofton, Professor an der Kriegsakademie in Woolwich, genannt werden,
der abgesehen von mehreren kleineren Aufsatzen in einer grundlegenden Abhandlung (in den
Philosophical Transactions 1868) diejenigen Probleme der geometrischen Wahrscheinlichkeit
behandelte, welche auf willk
urlich gezogene Gerade und willk
urlich Ebenen sich beziehen.
37 Here Crofton inserts a footnote that quotes Laplace concerning the emergence of order
from disorder and notes that drops of rain on a pavement look more and more uniform as
their number multiplies.
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a uniform distribution. It is notable, in this connection, that Thornton C. Fry,
in his 1928 textbook, Probability and its Engineering Uses, called probabilized
quantities variables but interpreted random to mean uniformly distributed. He
wrote ([160], page 141):
Just as equally likely events, in spite of their theoretical importance
in giving us a starting point for the discussion of discrete groups of
events, are comparatively rare in practical studies, so randomness
(or, if we prefer the phrase, equally likely intervals) is also of greater
theoretical than practical importance.
And he proceeded to give two examples of variables that are not distributed at
random.
In geometric probability random carries to this day the connotation of uniformity that Crofton gave it; see [350]. But the ambiguities that Godfray and
others had identied continued to trouble others in the nineteenth century. For
Joseph Bertrand, they were among many paradoxes that cast doubt on the
coherence of probability theory. (Give citations and perhaps examples.) As
Francis Edgeworth wrote in 1908, there is an
. . . indeterminateness which baes us when we try to dene a random line on a plane, or a random chord of a circle.
So far as I have seen, authors in other languages did not follow Crofton in
applying an adjective such as random to points, lines, chords, etc. In his 1884
German treatise on geometric probability [99], Czuber singled Crofton out for
the praise due him. But instead of writing about that points, lines, and other
geometric objects being zuf
allig (random), he wrote about them being chosen
willk
urlich (arbitrarily). In his introduction (pages 18), he explained that this
meant that their probabilities were determined by the measures of the regions
covered by the unabh
angigen Variablen (independent variables) in an analytic
description. The nineteenth French contributions to geometric probability also
tended to avoid calling geometric objects random (see, e.g., [229]); the word
fortuit does not appear, but variable is everywhere.
Crofton also made another remarkable contribution to our story: he represented mean value as an operator. We nd this innovation in a paper on the
theory of errors he read to the Royal Society of London in 1869, where in a
footnote ([95], page 185) he adopts
. . . for shortness the symbol M(K) for the mean value of K, . . .
He uses the same notation more extensively a few years later, in a paper he read
to the London Mathematical Society in 1877, entitled Geometrical theorems
relating to mean values [97]. There he writes M(AB) for the mean value of a
random arc AB (page 306), M(ρ) for the mean value of the distance ρ between
two points (page 308), etc. We also nd the symbol in Crofton's article on
probability in the 9th edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica [98], which rst
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appeared in 1885. There he writes M(x) for the mean value of an error x and
M(x2 ) for the mean value of its square (page 782).38
Czuber duly brought Crofton's notational innovation into the German literature, using M () in 1884 in his book on geometric probability ([99], pages
212244) and his 1891 book on the theory of errors [100], where he writes M (u)
for the Mittelwert einer Gr
osse u. In the rst edition of his general treatise on
probability [103], which appeared in 1903, Czuber...

3.2.3 Whitworth's expectation of parts
Another very active contributor to Mathematical Questions was the British
mathematician and clergyman William Allen Whitworth (18401905). Although
not known for publications in research journals, Whitworth was relatively prominent in British mathematics. As a student at Cambridge in the 1860s, he was
involved in launching the Oxford, Cambridge and Dublin Messenger of Mathematics, which aimed to give students an opportunity to publish their work, and
he was the founding editor-in-chief when it was relaunched, with a more ambitious agenda, as the Messenger of Mathematics in 1872. He left this editorship
in 1880, but he continued to study and publish mathematical problems even as
he became increasingly active as a clergyman. In 1867, Whitman published a
short and elementary book, Choice and Chance, based on lectures on combinatorics and probability that he had given at Queens College in Liverpool [379].
He expanded the text and added exercises in a second edition in 1870, and both
exercises and text grew in subsequent editions, which appeared in 1878, 1886,
and 1901.
On pages 199200 of the fourth edition of Choice and Chance, which appeared in 1886, this passage appears:
The term Expectation is usually limited to cases in which a person is
to receive a sum of money contingent on the issue of some doubtful
event. . . . But we may well speak of expectation independently of
money, and say that the player has an expectation of seven shots.
Similarly, if a man tosses a coin till he gets a sequence of 4 heads,
we may say that his expectation is 30 tosses.
This may be the rst time that an author writing in English suggested that the
use of expectation should be broadened in this way. It might even be the rst
time such a suggestion was made in print in any language. So far as we have
seen, Chebyshev did not talk about broadening the use of matematiqeskoe
oidanie and esperance mathematique ; he just did it.
The fourth edition of Choice and Chance also included, for the rst time,
exercises in geometric probability. Eleven years later, in 1897, Whitworth published a 237-page companion to Choice and Chance with the title DCC Exercises
38 In 1853 ([27], pages 314315), Bienaym
e used S.bα for the mean of a probabilized P
quantity
that takes values α1 , α2 , . . . with probabilities b1 , b2 , . . . ; in other words S.bα =
i bi αi .
This can be considered an earlier instance in which mean value is treated as an operator, but
Crofton's notation comes closer to modern practice. Crofton was also interested in operators
in the dierential calculus; see [96].
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[380]. It contained, as its title proclaimed, 700 exercises with solutions. Exercise
644, on page 183, reads as follows:
644. From a point P within the rectangle OADB , perpendiculars
OM , ON are let fall on OA, OB . Shew that if P be taken at random
within the rectangle, E(OM.ON ) = 41 OA.OB . But if P be restricted
to lie on the diagonal OD, then E(OM.ON ) = 13 OA.OB ; and if on
the diagonal AB then E(OM.ON ) = 16 0A.OB .
Note. We use the symbol E(X) to denote the expectation or
average value of a variable quantity X . If X can take n dierent
values all equally likely and Σ(X) denote their sum it follows that
Σ(X) = nE(X).
Given Crofton's prominence in Whitworth's mathematical world, we may assume that Whitworth's E was inspired by Crofton's M; Whitworth was making
the obvious change from M for mean to E for expectation, and for some reason
he fancied the calligraphic font.
The following year, 1898, Whitworth published a 23-page pamphlet with
the lengthy title The expectation of parts into which a magnitude is divided
at random investigated mainly by algebraic methods [381], promising it would
become a chapter in Choice and Chance if there were another edition, a promise
kept when the fth and nal edition appeared in 1901. On page 6, following his
preface and preceding the text, he inserts a note that begins as follows:
We use the symbol E(x), as explained in DCC Exercises, 644, to
denote the expectation or mean value of a variable magnitude x, the
variation depending upon chance.
It should be noted that

E(x) + E(y) = E(x + y),

(5)

E(ax) = aE(x).

(6)

and if a is constant

But E(x) × E(y) is not the same thing as E(xy) unless x and y
are quite independent so that every value of x can occur with any
value of y , and every value of y with any value of x.
In the following pages, Whitworth applies the adjective random to his variable
magnitudes. His rst proposition, on page 7, reads as follows:
If n random magnitudes be subject only to the condition that their
sum is s, the expectation of any one of them is s/n.
On the following page, he uses both random magnitudes and random quantities.
As the quoted sentence indicates, Whitworth is here using random in Crofton's
sense.
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3.2.4 Geometry and logic
Signicance of the use of random in English goes deeper [395]. Boole's enterprise
[31]. Importance of fact that the other European languages did not use random
in the British sense.
It is notable that JSTOR reports no nineteenth-century instances of random
event and only one instance of random error, and it is in the context of geometric
probability [2]; the random error is that of someone shooting an arrow.

3.3

Moscow and Saint Petersburg

At the turn of the twentieth century, the Russian empire was a center of innovation in the arts and sciences. Evoking the golden age of Russian literature, the
period from 1810 to 1830 when Alexander Pushkin, Mikhail Lermontov, and
Nikolai Gogol had ourished, many of the writers, artists, and scientists of the
period from 1890 to 1910 called theirs the Silver Age [39]. The Silver Age was
an exhilerating time for those with means in the two great cities of the empire,
Moscow and Saint Petersburg. By 1900, both had populations over a million.
The most prestigious scientic establishment was the Imperial Saint Petersburg Academy of Sciences, which had been established by Peter the Great in
1724. The two most important Saint Petersburg mathematicians in our story,
Chebyshev and Markov, were both prominent members of the academy. Chebyshev became a full member (ordinarnyĭ akademik) in 1859, Markov in 1896.
Chebyshev and Markov were also professors at the University of Saint Petersburg, and there they trained mathematicians who took places in many other
universities in the empire. As a center for training mathematicians, however,
Saint Petersburg was rivalled by Moscow, and an important part of our story is
played by the Moscow Mathematical Society.

3.3.1 Bugaev's Moscow school
During the Silver Age, a group of Moscow mathematicians developed a philosophy that supported both their tastes in mathematics and their right-wing
political and religious views. Followers of Nikolai Vasilevich Bugaev (1837
1903), who became president of the Moscow Mathematical Society in 1891,
they became known as the Moscow school of mathematics.39
Bugaev believed that mathematical analysis, then devoted primarily to the
study of continuous functions, should be balanced by number theory and what
he called arithmologythe study of discontinuous or highly irregular func39 Recent historical work concerning this group includes books in English by Loren Graham
and Jean-Michel Kantor [170] and by Ilona Svetlikova [356]. Graham and Kantor emphasize
the group's religious views and their inuence on Russian mathematicians of a later generation,
who were able to broaden mathematical analysis because they did not share their French
colleagues' unwillingness to consider highly irregular functions. Svetlikova emphasizes the
group's monarchism and anti-Semitism and its literary inuences.
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tions.40 As he explained in his contribution to the International Congress of
Mathematicians in Zurich in 1897 [45], discontinuities occur in music, in atomic
physics, and in the actions of independent and autonomous individuals. Writing
in French, he argued that these actions bring probability into the world (page
219):
Une certaine part de hasard, qui apparait dans nos actions, introduit un element d'eventualite dans la nature meme. L'eventualite
entre ainsi en scene, comme une propriete essentielle de certains
phenomenes du monde. Dans le monde il n'y a pas que le regne de
la certitude seule. La probabilite y a aussi son empire.41
Mathematics, according to Bugaev, is the study of phenomena that change
in quantity, and the dierent modes of change dene two great branches of
mathematics (pages 207208):
. . . Une quantite susceptible de modication s'appelle une grandeur
variable. Les quantites variables peuvent changer independamment
de la modication d'autres quantites ou en dependre. Selon cette
modication, on les nomme quantites variable independantes ou
dependantes. Les quantites variables dependantes s'appellent aussi
des fonctions. Par consequent les mathematiques apparaissent comme
la theorie des fonctions. . . .
Les quantites peuvent se modier d'une facon continue ou discontinue. D'apres ces deux moyens de modications des quantites,
les fonctions se subdivisent en fonctions continues et discontinues,
et les mathematiques pures se divisent, a leur tour, en deux grandes
parties: la theorie des fonctions continues et la theorie des fonctions discontinues. On appelle generalement analyse mathematique
la theorie des fonctions continues et arithmologie la theorie des fonctions discontinues. . . .
Elsewhere in this same article, Bugaev mentions that original mathematical
methods are not encountered in probability theory,42 and this is sometimes
taken to mean that he and his followers were not very interested in probability.
But it was a commonplace of his time that probability theory is an application
of mathematics, not a domain where new mathematics originates. The passage
just quoted, when coupled with his explanation of how probability comes into
the world, makes it clear that the philosophy of probability was in fact an
important motivation for his study of arithmology. It also foreshadows how
40 Comment on the meaning of continuous and discontinuous in the mathematics at this

time.
41 English translation: A certain element of chance, which appears in our actions, introduces
an element of randomness into nature itself. Randomness thus enters the scene as an essential
property of certain phenomena in the world. Certainty does not reign alone in the world.
Probability also has its empire there.
42 Page 210: Dans la th
eorie des probabilites on ne rencontre pas des methods mathematiques
originales.
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probabilized quantities will nally come to be understood in the 1930s: they are
functions.
The Moscow Mathematical Society was the most prestigious mathematical organization in pre-revolutionary Russia. It had been organized in 1864
by Nikolaus Braschmann (17961866), an Austrian mathematician who had
taught at Moscow University from 1834 to 1859. Chebyshev, who had studied
with Braschmann in Moscow in the 1840s, was the only founding member who
did not then live in Moscow. But by 1900 the majority of its members lived
outside Moscow. It is not clear how active Chebyshev was in the Society or
how interested he might have been in Bugaev's ideas, but Bugaev's followers
counted him as a member of their school. On the occasion of Bugaev's death,
for example, Vissarion Grigorevich Alekseev (18661943),43 published an article
in German [6] that opened with these words:
Noch sind nicht 9 Jahre seit dem Tode des genialen russischen Mathematikers, Mitgliedes der Moskauer mathematischen Schule, P. L.
Tschebischew († 26. Nov. 1894 a. S.) verossen und schon hat ein
neues Grab den unvergesslichen N. W. Bugajew († 29. Mai 1903
a. S.) verschlungen. . . 44
On the same occasion, Pavel Alekseevich Nekrasov (18531924), Bugaev's successor as president of the Society, also published a book-length tribute to the
school in the Society's journal, Matematiqeski Sbornik. He called it the
Moscow school of philosophy and mathematics (Moskovska filosofskomatematiqeska xkola) [269].
Probability had been one of the topics of Nekrasov's research and teaching
before the turn of the century, and when he turned to philosophy he elaborated
on the relation Bugaev had seen between randomness and free will. Free will,
Nekrasov, argued, explains the independence between trials assumed in Chebyshev's proof of the law of large numbers. The stability predicted by the law
of large numbers being conrmed by observation, free will is also conrmed.
Nekrasov had become Rector of Moscow University in 1893. He became an
ocial in the Ministry of Education in Saint Petersburg in 1905 and a partisan
of the repression that followed Russia's defeat by Japan and the abortive revolution of that year. Even in the 1890s his published work on probability was
more prolix and less disciplined than might have been permitted someone with
less authority, and his philosophical writings after Bugaev's death have been
described as particularly obscure and incoherent, even unhinged.45
43 The exact date of death seems uncertain. Alekseev lived and taught in Estonia, then in

the Russian empire. After the Russian Revolution, when other followers of Bugaev had to
adapt to the Soviet regime, Estonia became independent and Alekseev was able to continue
developing the implications of Bugaev's philosophy; in 1926 he published a pamphlet entitled
Goethe, Schiller, Herbart im Lichte des Moskauer exakten Idealismus [7].
44 English translation: Not nine years have passed since the death of the brilliant Russian
mathematician, member of the Moscow mathematical school, P. L. Tschebischew († 26 Nov.
1894 A.D.), and already a new grave has swallowed up the unforgettable N. W. Bugajew (†
29 May 1903 A.D.)
45 See Svetlikova [356], Chapter 3.
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Nekrasov was particularly resented by Markov, who was known for publicly
pointing out the errors of others, and who led the opposition to Nekrasov's
proposal to teach probability in secondary schools.46 Markov explained in a
letter to Chuprov in 1910 ([288], page 5) that Nekrasov's argument for free will,
which began with the notion that independence was an essential assumption in
Chebyshev's proof of the law of large numbers, was the impetus for Markov's
work showing that the law holds for many sequences of dependent quantities
those we now call Markov chains.
Nekrasov's argument that from the stability to statistics to free will also
attracted attention in the West. Friedrich Maria Urban (18781964), a Czech
mathematician then working at the University of Pennsylvania, discussed it in
his 1908 book on the use of statistics in psychophysics. According to Urban,
the argument was supported by Chebyshev, Nekrasov, Alekseev, and Bugaev,
head of the Moscow school of idealism. Urban felt that the argument deserved
consideration, having attracted so many distinguished supporters, but that it
proved too much; physical phenomena such as the tides obey the law of large
numbers just as reliably as human phenomena such as births and deaths ([361],
page 166). Nekrasov's and Urban's arguments were discussed by Chuprov in
[68], pages 260261.

3.3.2 Chebyshev's Saint Petersburg school
For information on Chebyshev's other mathematical work: [48]. Concerning the
Moscow school: [168].
One of the most religious and most accomplished mathematicians in Bugaev's
group was the analyst Dmitrii Fedorovich Egorov (18691931). His student
Nikolai Nikolaevich Luzin (18831950), also religious and even more accomplished mathematically, trained many of the mathematicians who became the
pride of the Soviet Academy of Sciences in the 1930s, including Aleksandr
Khinchin and Andrei Kolmogorov.47 This genealogy, obviously unsuited to
Soviet propaganda, became more and more dangerous to the young Moscow
mathematicians as Stalin's purges loomed in the 1930s.
The outspoken atheist Andrei Markov was a more suitable forebear for Soviet
mathematicians, especially those studying probability, and Chebyshev needed
to be rescued from the Moscow school's claims on him. The natural solution
was to invent a Saint Petersburg school of probability. As Sergei Natanovich
Bernstein (18801968) told the story in 1940 [25], this school had just three
members:
46 In a letter to Markov ([288], pages 34), Aleksandr Chuprov, who often defended other
scholars against Markov's criticism, agreed with Markov's low opinion of Nekrasov's later
writing, but this does not tell the whole story. Chuprov was a gentle correspondent, who
recognized the elements of truth in almost everyone's views. Seneta and Fischer give relatively
positive evaluations of Nekrasov's earlier contributions [316, 332, 147]. Sheynin provides
translations of some of his work [336], and Fischer looks closely at his contributions to the
central limit theorem.
47 See the chart on page 163 of [170].
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1. Chebyshev, whose principle contributions to probability were his 1847 and
1867 articles on the law of large numbers and his 1887 article on the central
limit theorem [66].
2. Liapunov, who also worked very little in probability but published two
outstanding articles on the central limit theorem in 1900 and 1901.
3. Markov, who published a textbook on probability in 1900 and put most
of his energy into the subject during the following 20 years, deepening
Chebyshev's method of mathematical expectation, as Markov called it,
and developing what we now call the theory of Markov chains.
As Hans Fischer has pointed out ([147], pages 140, 159), the Saint Petersburg
school of probability never had the scale and cohesion that the name was chosen
to suggest. Markov and Liapunov attended Chebyshev's course in probability as
students at Saint Petersburg, but neither of them worked seriously on probability until after Chebyshev's death. Probability eventually became Markov's main
topic of research, but this was never the case for Chebyshev or Liapunov, and
Markov often approached Chebyshev's work, like that of most mathematicians,
more as a critic than as a disciple. The three mathematicians did, however,
have a profound eect on the theory of probability, which was felt throughout
the rst half of the twentieth century. Their contributions have been recounted
in detail by Adams, Fischer, Seneta, and Sheynin [1, 147, 320, 330, 332, 336].48

3.3.3 Sluchainaya velichina and peremennaya
As we have seen, Chebyshev used veliqina, Russian for quantity as his name
for a probabilized quantity, never adding an adjective to signal its randomness.
But according to Sheynin ([330], page 350, and [341], page 151), several Russian
authors used the term sluqana veliqina (random quantity) in lectures
notes and local publications in the 1880s:

• The Kazan mathematician Aleksandr Vasilevich Vasilev (Aleksandr Vasil~eviq Vasil~ev, 18531929), in Teoria Veroiatnosteĭ, published
in Kazan in 1885. I have not seen this publication. It is not listed in
WorldCat, although other Kazan publications by Vasilev, including his
tribute to Lobachevskii, are listed there. It is also not in the list of his
works in his biography in Russian Wikipedia. According to that biography,
Vasilev was at odds with the Soviet regime and apparently emigrated and
died in Paris in 1929. He was married to Alexandra Pavlovna Maximovich.
His last name is common and is often transliterated as Vasiliev.
• The Kazan mathematician Vladimir Pavlovich Maksimovich (Vladimir
Pavloviq Maksimoviq, 18501889). Maksimovich, who died young after falling mentally ill, published in 1888 an article entitled O zakone
48 Discuss also Kolmogorov's exaggerated praise of Chebyshev.
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verotnosteĭ sluqaĭnyh veliqin i primenenie ego k odnomu voprosu uqebnoĭ statistiki (On the law of probabilities of random magnitudes and its application to a problem of educational statistics). Russian
Wikipedia gives the citation as Req., qit. na univ. akte 8 nv. 1888
g./[Soq.] Prof. V. Maksimoviqa Kiev: Univ. tip., 1888. Sheynin
gives it as Univ. Izv. (Kiev), year 28, No. 1, pages 121.
• The Moscow mathemtician Pavel Alekseevich Nekrasov (18531924), already mentioned, in lithographed lecture notes for his probability course
in Moscow in 1887/1888, entitled Teoria Verotnosteĭ.
In a series of articles on probability in Matematiqeski Sbornik starting
in 1898 [268], Nekrasov occasionally used both sluqana veliqina (random
quantity) and sluqana peremenna (random variable). He alternated the
use of the terms just as Cournot had sometimes alternated between quantite and
variable, clearly using the two as synonyms. He also referred to the sluqana
summa of several such quantities, and he followed Chebyshev in the general use
of matematiqeskoe oidanie.49

3.3.4 Liapunov's variables
Liapunov's celebrated contribution to probability theory was contained in two
articles on the central limit theorem, with proofs that were rigorous by the
standards of his time and, in Fischer's words, were modern insofar as they
brought full mathematical autonomy to the problem. They were inspired
by Chebyshev's 1887 article, but whereas Chebyshev relied on the theory of
moments just as in his 1867 article, Liapunov used characteristic functions.
Liapunov's articles did not appear in Russian. They were published in French
in Russian mathematical journals dated 1900 and 1901, respectively [249, 250];
they were announced in the Comptes rendus in January and April of 1901 [251,
252].
The four publications all use variable to name the probabilized quantities Liapunov is considering. For example, the 1900 paper in the Bulletin de
l'Academie Imperiale des Sciences [249] opens as follows:
Tchebychef, dans un de ses Memoires, a montre comment les resultats de ses recherches sur les valeurs limites des integrales peuvent
conduire a la demonstration du theoreme fameux de Laplace et Poisson sur la probabilite pour que la somme d'un grand nombre de
variables independantes soumises au hasard soit comprise entre des
limites donnees.
Liapunov may have been the rst author in French to use variable to mean a
probabilized quantity without beginning with a term in which variable is an
adjective, as Laplace and Cournot had done. Later in his articles, however,
49 Sheynin ([330], page 350) reports that he also used both terms in his 1888 lithographed
lecture notes.
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when writing about powers of the variables he is considering, Liapunov uses
quantite.

3.3.5 Markov's method of mathematical expectation
Markov began teaching probability at the university in Saint Petersburg in the
academic year 1882/1883, after Chebyshev's retirement from teaching [256, 320].
Lithographed notes of his lectures were circulated beginning that year,50 and
he published a Russian textbook on probability, Isqislenie Veronocteĭ,
in 1900 [258].
Like Chebyshev, Markov called a probabilized quantity simply a veliqina
(quantity). In accord with everyone outside Russia, but in contrast with Vasilev,
Maksimov, and Nekrasov, he did not add an adjective to indicate randomness.
In his treatment of geometric probability in his book, he used the phrase na
udaqy, meaning at random, when writing about the random choice of a point
from a line segment.51 But in a letter to Aleksandr Chuprov in 1912 ([288], page
65; [314]), Markov stated that he considered both the adjective sluqano (random) and the adverb naudaqu (at random) completely undened and avoided
them whenever possible. Check whether he avoided naudaqu in the 1924 edition
of his book.
Markov also followed Chebyshev in calling any probabilized quantity's mean
its matematiqeskoe oidanie, and Isqislenie Veronocteĭ emphasized
this notion. As Oscar Anderson wrote in 1935 ([10], page 172):
Marko hat auf den Begrie der mathematischen Erwartung sein
ganzes Lehrbuch der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung aufgebaut und hierbei eine außerordentliche Einheitlichkeit des logischen Aufbaues
der Materie und die gr
oßte Eleganz der Beweise erzielt. In dieser
Hinsicht steht sein Werk ganz einzigartig da.527
It is reasonable to conjecture that Markov had noticed, by the time he was
writing his book, Czuber's use of the letter M to designate the expectation
operator. In any case, Markov's notation for the operator was m. o., for matematiqeskoe oidanie. We see this in a letter he wrote to Vasilev in September
1898, which Vasilev published in 1899 [257]. Then we see it on page 59 of the
book, where we writes

m. o. (X + Y + . . . + W ) = m. o. X + m. o. Y + . . . + m. o. W
50 See Sheynin [330]. Sheynin has called my attention to the appendix to Markov's selected
works where several versions of the notes are listed: [261], page 710, items 153158.
51 See page 163, for example. At the end of the chapter where he treats geometric probability
(page 187), he cites Czuber's book [99]. In the 1912 German edition, he also cites Crofton
[94]. The German translator renders na udaqy as beliebig, which might be translated into
English as arbitrary.
52 English translation: Markov built his entire probability textbook on the idea of mathematical expectation, thus achieving an extraordinary unity in the logical construction of the
topic and the greatest elegance in the proofs. In this respect, his work is unique
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for quantities X, Y, . . . , W , and on page 63, where he writes

m. o. XY = m. o. X × m. o. Y
for independent quantities X and Y .53 Mathematicians had made use of these
properties since Laplace, and they had been noted by Hauber, Crofton, and
Whitworth, but this was the rst time they had been presented in a textbook
as part of the elements of probability.
Following in Chebyshev's footsteps, Markov had worked on the theory of moments before considering its applications to probability, and his book showcased
the use of moments to study sums of probabilized quantities (see [147], Chapter
4). In his forward to the German edition of his book, he called this the Methode
von Bienayme -Tschebyscheff. In a 1911 article [259], he called it the metod
matematiqeskih oidaniĭ (method of mathematical expectation).54
Isqislenie Veronocteĭ was reviewed favorably in Germany and France.
In the Jahrbuch u
ber die Fortschritte der Mathematik ; the Russian mathematician Dmitrii Matveevich Sintsov wrote ([346]):
Das Buch von Markow zeichnet sich durch eine eigenartige Anordnung des Stoes und durch die Strenge der Darstellung aus.
In L'Enseignement mathematique, the French mathematician G. Papelier wrote
([290]):
Il existe un grand nombre d'ouvrages sur le calcul de probabilites,
mais la matiere est tellement vaste que tous ces ouvrages presentent
de grandes dissemblances. Le livre de M. Marko peut etre range
parmi les plus clairs, les mieux ordonnes et les plus interessants.
Papelier concluded that the book could be recommended to mathematicians
who knew Russian. There being few of these outside Russia, the book was not
immediately inuential. As we will see, this changed in 1912, when a German
translation appeared [260].
It is notable that Papelier, in describing the content of Markov's book, follows his lead by using esperance mathematique broadly, to designate the mean
of any probabilized quantity, without any particular comment. This is typical
of how non-Russian authors treated the broad Russian use of matematiqeskoe
oidanie at the turn of the century. They accepted it readily, using the equivalent expressions in their own languages without comment when describing the
Russian work, but they did not choose to use it in their own work. Czuber, for
example, writes mathematischen Erwartungen oder Mittelwerte for the means
53 In the 1912 German translation [260], matematiqeskoe and oidanie becomes mathe-

matische Honung (mathematical hope), and m. o. becomes m. H.
54 In the talk he gave in Saint Petersburg to commemorate the 200th anniversary of the appearance of Jakob Bernoulli's Ars conjectandi ([287], pages 171177), Markov used both these
names, and also the more established term method momentov (method of moments). In 1927,
Sergei Bernshtein used sposob matematiqeskih oidaniĭ as the tile of the corresponding
chapter of his textbook ([24], Chapter 3).
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of the quantities under consideration when he is describing Chebyshev's 1867
results in his 1903 treatise but does not use mathematischen Erwartungen in
this broad sense elsewhere.

3.3.6 Markov's inequality
While emphasizing Chebyshev's inequality, which bounds probabilities for a
quantity's deviation from its mathematical expectation, Markov derived the
more fundamental inequality we now call Markov's inequality. He stated it on
page 63 of his book as follows:

Lemma. Esli A oznaqaet~ matematiqeskoe oidanie veliqiny U , vse znaqeni kotoroĭ qisla poloitel~ny, a t
qislo proizvol~noe; to verotnost~ neravenstva
U ≤ At2
bol~xe
1−

1 55
.
t2

Comment on the connection between Markov's inequality and Cournot's
principle.

3.4

The German crossroads

As we have seen, the vocabulary of probabilty in Germany was strongly inuenced in the mid-nineteenth century by French authors and their translators.
Beginning at the end of the century, the German vocabulary also began to experience an inuence from the Russia, which is passed on to the west. Much of
that inuence was mediated by Ladislaus von Bortkiewicz and Emanuel Czuber.

3.4.1 The role of Emanuel Czuber
The Austrian mathematician Emanuel Czuber (18511925) was prominent socially, having family connections with the Emperor in Vienna. He was not
known for innovative contributions to mathematics, but he was very inuential through the many books in which he exposited probability theory at the
end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth. These books
appeared over the course of more than four decades:
Czuber's rst book in probability was his translation into German, in 1879
[264], of the lectures in probability of the Belgian poet and mathematician
Antoine Meyer (18011857); he had obtained the manuscript of the lectures,
written in French, from Meyer's widow.
His later books, all published by Teubner in Leipzig:
55 English translation:

Lemma. If A is the mathematical expectation of a quantity U whose
values are all positive, and t is any number, then the probability of the inequality U ≤ At2 is
greater than 1 − 1/t2 .
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1. Vorlesung u
ber Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung in 1879 [264]. This was Czuber's translation from French into German of lectures on probability by
the Belgian poet and mathematician Antoine Meyer (18011857). Czuber
obtained the manuscript of the lectures from Meyer's widow.56
2. Geometrische Wahrscheinlichkeiten und Mittelwerte in 1884 [99].
3. Theorie der Beobachtungsfehler in 1891 [100].
4. Die Entwickung der Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie und ihrere Anwendungen
in 1899 in [101].
5. Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung und ihre Anwendung auf Fehlerausgleichung,
Statistik und Lebensversicherung in 1903 [103]. (The preface is dated
November 1902. Later editions were in two volumes. The two volumes for
the second edition appeared in 1908 and 1910, respectively. The third edition of the rst volume appeared in 1914, with a preface dated November
1912.
6. Die philosophischen Grundlagen der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung in 1923
[104].
In this sequence of books, Czuber sought to capture the summarize the best
work on probability of his time, and they in turn inuenced those writing about
probability in German and in other languages as well. They provide, therefore
an important set of mileposts for the diversity and evolution of the German
vocabulary.
In his translation of Meyer's Vorlesung, used both Honung and Erwartung,
sometimes interchangeably. The book does not introduce the general concept of
a probabilized quantity, but it does study both games of change and actuarial
topics. At one point, the translator contrasts Honung (hope) with Furcht
(fear), explaining that the mathematische Honung balances the hope of gain
with the fear of loss. But often mathematische Erwartung is used instead, or
the Wert of the Erwartung or simply the Erwartung. When explaining how a
mittlere Lebensdauer (mean lifetime) is calculated as an integral, he notes that
the quantities being calculating are in a certain sense mathematische Erwartung
and mathematische Honung. 57
56 I do not know if the French original survives. However, Luxembourgian Wikipedia lists a

shorter book on probability by Meyer that appeared in 1857: Essai sur une exposition nouvelle
de la theorie analytique des probabilites a posteriori. Liege : H. Dessain. 122 p.
57 Nun ist oenbar

ψ(x)dx
tx
=
F (o)
F (o)
die Wahrscheinlichkeit, zwischen den Altersgrenzen x und x + dx zu sterben, oder die
Wahrscheinlichkeit, ein zwischen den unendlich nahen Grenzen x und x + dx liegendes Alter zu erreichen, das Product xφ(x)dx daher die auf dieses Alter bez
ugliche mathematische
φ(x)dx =

Erwartung; das Alter wird namlich mit einer Summe verglichen, f
ur deren Erlangung die
Wahrscheinlichkeit φ(x)dx besteht. In diesem Sinne erscheint also die mittlere Lebensdauer
als mathematische Honung. (Page 345)
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As we have already noted, Geometrische Wahrscheinlichkeiten und Mittelwerte brought Crofton's work in geometric probability into the German literature,
translating his mean value as Mittelwert and using his M (). Here Czuber explained the analogy to discrete probability this way:
Der Mittelwert einer stetigen Gesamtheit geometrischer Gr
ossen steht
zu dem Mittelwert einer diskreten Gr
ossenreihe in derselben Beziehung
wie die Wahrscheinlichkeit, die auf eine stetige Gesamtheit moglicher
F
alle sich bezieht zu einer solchen, der eine diskrete Reihe m
oglicher
F
alle zu Grunde liegt.58
To be continued.
Note: dem Zufall unterworfene Große ([103], page 234 of Volume 1 of the
3rd edition of Czuber's Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung )

3.4.2 Bortkiewicz's mathematische Erwartung
Ladislaus von Bortkiewicz (18681931) is remembered today as an economist
and a statistician, but he worked at a time when statistics was not a separate
discipline from economics, both being taught in Europe primarily in faculties of
law. Growing up in Saint Petersburg in a family of Polish heritage, he studied in
the faculty of law in his home town and then went to Germany in 1890, studying
with the statisticians Wilhelm Lexis in G
ottingen and Georg Friedrich Knapp in
Straßburg. Within a few years he was widely published in statistics ([33, 34, 35])
and already known for his penchant for controversy, having debated economics
with Leon Walras and statistics with Frances Edgeworth. Not having found
a permanent position in Germany, he returned to Saint Petersburg in 1897 to
work as an actuary for the national railways. He had time to continue his
scholarly work, and starting in 1899 he also taught in a prestigious secondary
school. But in 1901 he accepted a professorship in Berlin. He then adopted a
German identity, Germanizing his name59 and teaching in Berlin until his death
in 1931.60
Bortkiewicz brought two innovations into German in the 1890s:
1. Calling the mean of an arbitrary probabilized quantity, not necessarily
a gain in money or the duration of life, its mathematische Erwartung.
Bortkiewicz does this already in an article on statistics that he published
in German in 1895 ([34], page 334), where he writes about the abstrakten
Durchschnittswerten (abstract average values) of statistical quantities and
then explains that these are called mathematische Erwartung in probability theory:
58 English translation: The mean value of a continuous body of geometric quantities is
related to the mean value of a discrete series of numbers in the same way as the probability
of choosing from a continuous body of possible cases is related to the probability of choosing
from a discrete series of possible cases.
59 His name in Russian was Vladislav Iosifoviq Bortkeviq, or Vladislav Yosifovich
Bortkevich. In Polish: Wladyslaw Bortkiewicz.
60 For futher biographical information, see [179] and 7.3 of [68].
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Derjenige der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung gel
auge Begrie,
worunter jede benannte Durchschnittszahl der Statistik zu subsumieren ist, f
uhrt die Bezeichnung mathematische Erwartung.
Letztere wird deniert als die Summe aus all den Werten, die
eine Gr
oße annehmen kann, multipliziert mit den entsprechenden Wahrscheinlichkeiten jener Werte.61
2. Using E() as the expectation operator. He does this near the beginning
of his 1898 book Das Gesetz der kleinen Zahlen ([36], page 2):62
Verabredet man sich, die mathematischen Erwartung der Gr
oße
a in Folgendem mit E(a) zu bezeichnen,. . . 63
This comes just one year after Whitworth used E() in English.
As we have seen, both mathematische Erwartung and mathematische Honung had been used in German as the equivalent of esperance mathematique in
French and mathematical expectation in Englishi.e., as the name of the mean
value of a gambler's gain or person's duration of life. But Bortkewicz seems
to have been the rst author in German to use it as the name for the theoretical mean of an arbitrary probabilized quantity. Other authors used instead
Mittelwert or Durchschnittswert. So we might interpret Bortkiewicz's quotation
marks almost as an acknowledgement that he was translating from the Russian.
Thanks to Oscar Sheynin's compilation of letters between Bortkiewicz and
his friend Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Chuprov [334], we know that Bortkiewicz
had attended Markov's course when he was a student in the law faculty at Saint
Petersburg, and that he was already using E() in 1896, in a draft of Das Gesetz
der kleinen Zahlen that he asked Chuprov to criticize (Letter 6). We may assume
that he was familiar both with Crofton's operator M (), which had been used
by Czuber in German, and with Markov's m. o.. Nothing more natural than
replacing M with E once he had replaced Mittelwert with Erwartung.64 This
was before Whitworth's rst publication of E() and hence clearly independent
of it.
In the fall of 1897, when Bortkiewicz was back in Saint Petersburg, he sought
advice from Markov on the manuscript and asked Markov for a recommendation.
An irritating three-hour conversation, he reported to Chuprov; but Markov
had agreed to write a recommendation stating that his mathematics was sound
(Letter 27, translated into English on page 60 of [341]).
61 English translation: The idea in probability theory under which these average values in
statistics are subsumed goes by the name mathematical expectation. This is dened as the
sum of all the values the quantity can take, each multiplied by its corresponding probability.
62 The title translates into English as The law of small numbers; see Quine and Seneta
[304].
63 English translation: Let us agree to designate the mathematical expectation of the quantity a by E(a) in the following,. . .
64 It is notable that in their letters, Bortkiewicz and Chuprov shorten matematiqeskoe
oidanie to oidanie.
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3.4.3 Hausdor's Durschnittswerth
The German mathematician Felix Hausdor (18681942) enters our tale through
an article on probability that he published in 1901 [183]. The article consisted of
three unrelated contributions; the rst argued for a general concept of relative or
conditional probability and introduced the notation PF (E) for the probability
of E given F ,65 the second was concerned with estimating the precision in the
Gaussian law, and the third was devoted to clarifying some of the arguments
for the Gaussian law.
Hausdor introduced what we now recognize as the expectation operator in
the third section of the article. Following standard German practice at the time,
he called a probabilized quantity simply a Gr
oße. Considering a Gr
oße x that
was either discrete (taking values x1 x2 x3 . . . with probabilities p1 p2 p3 . . . ) or
continuous (with a Fehlerfunction φ(x)), he introduced his operator with these
words:
Das Zeichen D soll den mit R
ucksicht auf die Wahrscheinlichkeit
der einzelnen Werthe gebildeten Durchschnittswerth (Mittelwerth,
valeur moyenne oder valeur probable) irgendwelcher Function von x
bedeuten, ist also durch
Z ∞
X
Df (x) =
pi f (xi ) oder Df (x) =
ϕ(x)f (x)dx
−∞

i

denirt. . .
In the ensuing analysis, Hausdor rediscovered Thiele's semi-invariants.
Hausdor says little about the work of other authors; the only precise citations are to Gauss and Bruns. It seems plausible and even likely that he
introduced his operator D without ever having been aware of Bortkiewicz's E ,
Crofton and Czuber's D, Whitworth's E or Markov's m. o..
Fischer ([147], pages 116118) reports that Hausdor's contribution did not
inuence subsequent authors working on the central limit theorem. All three
of Hausdor's contributions in the 1901 article did receive attention, however,
in the the rst volume of the second edition of Emanuel Czuber's widely read
Wahrscheinlichsrechnung [103], which appeared in 1908. In his rst edition,
published in 1903, Czuber had used µ(S) for the Mittelwert einer vom Zufall
abh
angigen Gr
oße S . In the second edition, which cites Hausdor's paper,
he used WF (E) for the relative probability of E given F , with an explicit
acknowledgement to Hausdor (page 45), and he replaced µ(S) with D(S) (page
91).

3.4.4 Markov's Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung
In spite of positive reviews, Markov's Isqislenie Veronocteĭ had little impact outside Russia. But the inuence of its 1912 German edition, Wahrschein65 Hausdor wrote P (E) for the probability of E given F . Markov had written (A, B) for
F
the probability of B given A ([258], page 16). For other early notations for this concept, see
[325], Appendix I.
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lichkeitsrechnung, was very substantial. Oscar Anderson was probably correct
when he suggested that the most inuential features of the book were its clarity
and overall organization, which emphasized expectation and the law of large
numbers. But the book's inuence is illustrated most vividly by the subsequent
adoption of a more discrete innovation: the use of upper case Roman letters
(e.g., X and Y ) for probabilized quantities and the corresponding lower case
letters (e.g., x and y ) for their values.
Table 4 attempts to list all the books on probability, in languages other
than Russian, that picked up this innovation in the rst half of the twentieth
century. There were other books on probability during this period, some of
which were inuenced by Markov in other ways, but the stature of the works
in Table 4 suces to demonstrate Markov's inuence, and the debts they owed
each other tells us something about the path that inuence followed. The table
also provides some glimpses of later chapters in our story, by listing the names
these authors used for a probabilized quantity and its mean, as well the symbols
they used for the expectation operator. Here are some further details:
• In Czuber's case, we see a sharp change from the rst volume of the
second edition of his treatise, which appeared in 1908, to the corresponding
volume for the third edition, which appeared in 1914. In 1908, Czuber had
written S1 , . . . , Sν for the possible values of a ver
anderliche Gr
oße. As I
have already mentioned, he used D(S) in 1908, for S 's Durschnittwert or
Mittelwert.
• Castelnuovo followed Cantelli. I need to check the rst edition. In the second edition, he states that he has used the earlier textbooks by Bertrand,
Poincare, Czuber, Marko, Bachelier, Fisher, and Coolidge.
• In his preface, Coolidge mentions the encyclopaedic but readable text of
Czuber, the translation of Markho, with its unusual attention to rigour,
and the recent work of Castelnuovo, careful, critical, and judicious. The
references are to the second edition of [103], [260], and [59].
• Levy praised Castelnuovo's book in the rst paragraph of the preface of his
1925 book, Calcul des probabilites. Although he used the X, Y . . . , x, y, . . .
convention in his books, and also in one article prior to the book ([241], a
note in the Comptes rendus ), he often did not use it in his articles.
• In the bibliography of Darmois's Statistique matematique, we nd of course
all the preceding books in this list: Markov, Czuber, Castelnuovo, Coolidge,
and Levy.
• Starting in 1931, Levy used E{} in some of his articles (e.g., [243]). In his
1937 book, Theorie de l'addition des variables aleatoires, he states that
he is switching from E{} to M{} in order to agree with Frechet.
• By 1937, Markov's own book was no longer fresh, but Cramer includes
Castelnuovo's book and Levy's 1925 book in his bibliography.
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One book that tragically misses this list is Aleksander Chuprov's book on the
theory of correlation, which appeared in German in 1925. Chuprov left it to his
student Nikolai Chetverikov to translate the book into Russian. The German
original, Gurdbegrie und Grundprobleme der Korrelationstheorie, appeared in
1925 [75], the Russian translation in 1926. The Russian translation follows
Markov's X, Y . . . , x, y, . . . convention, but German original is inconsistent, even
garbled.66 We know that Chuprov was in great diculties during this period,
falling ill in Prague, where he was seeking employment, in July 1925 and then
traveling to Italy in an eort to improve his health before dying at the home of
a friend in Geneva in April 1926 ([341], pages 4445). It seems likely that the
failure of the German text to follow Markov's convention was due to Chuprov's
not being able to correct its proofs.
Markov's convention had to compete with George Udny Yule's convention,
which used X for the values of a variable and x for those values' deviations
from the empirical mean ([393], page 134). But after Feller used Markov's
convention in his immensely popular textbook in 1950, it became popular even
in mathematical statistics.

3.5

Expectation on the eve of Great War

As we can see already in Table 4, the vocabulary of probability theory would
change in three basic ways between the two world wars. First, the word variable
would be generally accepted as the general name for probabilized quantities.
Second, expectation (or esperance or Erwartung ) would become acceptable as
a name for a theoretical mean of arbitrary probabilized quantities. Third, the
notation E() would be adopted.
In the years before the World War I, these changes had not yet taken place,
but they were in the air in various ways. Among authors in probability theory,
the word variable was used occasionally as a general name for a probabilized
quantity, perhaps most intensely in geometric probability, but this was hardly
new. Such occasional use had started with Laplace. The broadening of the use
of expectation was more in the air.
It is not easy to judge how important Whitworth's example was to the eventual adoption of expectation for mean value and the use of E to designate the
expectation operator. The elementary tone and pedagogical purpose of Whitworth's publications left them mostly outside the chain of citations and acknowledgements in the theoretical literature, but they were seen by many students.67
Choice and Chance was widely distributed and widely used, at least in England
and the United States. Frances Edgeworth cited it repeatedly in his article on
probability in the 11th edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica, published in
1911. In an article commemorating the hundredth anniversary of its appearance, J. O. Irwin recalled that he had used Choice and Chance when lecturing
66 The later English translation [76] followed the German version.
67 Choice and Chance and Expectation of Parts did appear in Keynes's bibliography in

1921 [200], and Whitworth has been credited with several substantive contributions. See for
example [173].
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on probability in Karl Pearson's department at University College London in
1921 [194], and it was cited as supplementary reading by a number of probability textbooks used in the United States in the rst half of the twentieth century,
including the 1928 text by Thornton E. Fry [160] and the 1937 text by James
V. Uspensky [362].
Edgeworth: used expectation in the section heading but talked about means
in the text.
In France, Bachelier and Bertrand: acknowledged that moyenne and esperance
mathematique are the same thing, but insisted on the distinction.

• Bertrand, [26], page 61: La valeur probable d'une grandeur inconnue a
est, par denition, l'esperance mathematique de celui qui devrait recevoir
une somme egale a a.
• Bachelier [13], page 58: Les notions de valeur moyenne et d'esperance
mathematique sont analogues et meme identiques. L'esperance est la
valeur moyenne d'un gain.
Lexis had used Erwartungswert for the value of a gambler's expectation, just
as Oettinger had done in 1852. See for example page 438 of [247].. Arne Fisher's
used expected value in [148], presumably inspired by Erwartungswert. Was this
the rst use in English?
Discuss vocabulary of Czuber [102], Bortkiewicz [37], and Bohlmann [29] in
Wilhem Franz Meyer's Encyklop
adie der Mathematischen Wissenschaften [265].
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Table 4: Probability books published in the rst half of the twentieth century
in languages other than Russian that followed Markov in using X, Y, . . . for
probabilized quantities and x, y, . . . for their possible values. (This list is meant
to be exhaustive; please let me know about any others that I have missed.)

Name of quantity

Name of mean

Operator

1914

Emanuel Czuber in German [103], third edition of volume 1.
Gr
oße
Mittelwert
M (X)

1919

Guido Castelnuovo in Italian [59].
variabile causale
valore medio teorico

M (X)

1925

Julian Coolidge in English [77].
variable
mean value

None

1925

Paul Levy in French [242].
variable eventuelle valeur probable

None

1928

Georges Darmois in French [106].
variable aleatoire
valeur probable
esperance mathematique

1937
1937
1937

1949

1950

E(X)

Maurice Frechet in French [154].
variable aleatoire
valeur moyenne

M{X}

Paul Levy in French [245].
variable aleatoire
valeur probable

M{X}

Harald Cramer in English [89].
random variable
mean value
mathematical expectation

E(X)

Harald Cramer in Swedish [90]. (I have not yet seen the 1927
version of this book.)
tillf
allig variabel
medelv
ardet
E{X}
stokastisk variabel
William Feller in English [145].
random variable
expectation
mean
mathematical expectation
expected value
average
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E(X)

4

Statistical series vs. random samples

Historians agree that the term mathematische Statistik was coined by the German actuary Theodor Wittstein in the 1860s, and that it emphasized the application of probability to statistics ([303], page 245; [101], page 231).
Discuss Pearson's idealism [291], its criticism by Lenin, its dierence from
the idealism of the Moscow school.

4.1

Kollektivmasslehre

Look at vocabulary of Lexis [246, 247], Bruns [44], and Fechner [136].

4.2

Galton's variables

Francis Edgeworth (18451926) may have been the rst to use variable in English to mean a probabilized quantity. Here is a passage from one of his discussions of the conditions for the law of errorthe law that says that errors are
normally distributed:
Each observation must be one and the same denite and constant
function of a number of variable elements. Each variable assumes
for dierent observations dierent values according to some law of
facility, and the number of the variables on which an observation
depends must be large. (1887 [132])
The inuence of this passage may have been limited, for in most of Edgeworth's
discussions of the law of error he shortened variable element to element rather
than variable ([147], page 122). See for example [130].
And Edgeworth [131] page 226: the quantity of advantage that Laplace calls
esperance
Far more signicant and inuential was the systematic use of variable by
Francis Galton in his 1888 article in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of
London, where he studied the co-relation between variables [163] and by Edgeworth in subsequent work on measuring such correlations when there are more
than two variables [133].68
Karl Pearson (18571936) was far more successful than Edgeworth in making
Galton's eugenics mathematical; he transformed Galton's ideas into an international mathematical project [354]. But he was not as quick as Edgeworth to use
the term variable in this connection. In his earliest articles, Pearson used more
concrete terms, such as measurement, organ, character, or observation. But
as his work became more mathematical, variable crept in. George Udny Yule
(18711951), who began his career in 1893 as a teaching assistant to Pearson at
University College, may have been responsible for the shift. In 1895, in his rst
publication in statistics, Yule wrote:
68 In addition to Cournot and Lyanpunov, other mathematicians occasionally used cognate
terms in various languages. One example is T. N. Thiele, who used the Danish variabel
occasionally in his 1889 book; see [239]. Pearson, who knew Norwegian, appears to have read
and appreciated the book [176].
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. . . if one variable be correlated with the rate of change of another
the two variables will, in general, also be correlated. [390]
Then, in a note read to the Royal Society of London in February 1897 [391],
Yule used variable systematically, and this article was followed by comments
by Pearson [292] and Galton [164] that also used the term. Yule used variable
systematically again in another article published that year in the Journal of the
Royal Statistical Society [392]. It is not far-fetched to suppose that Liapunov's
use of variable in French might have owed something to these English examples.
Yule's textbook, An Introduction to the Theory of Statistics [393], appeared
in 1911 and ran to fourteen editions during his lifetime. Its readers learned to
call dichotomous characters attributes and numerical characters variables,69 and
they learned about frequency distributions, dispersion, correlation, regression,
and sampling. Probability was relegated to an appendix.

4.3

Davenport's variates

Pearson used variable regularly after 1897; the famous article in which he introduced the χ2 -test (1900 [293]) had variable in its lengthy title:
On the Criterion that a given System of Deviations from the Probable in the case of a Correlated System of Variables is such that it
can be reasonably supposed to arisen from Random Sampling
But in the following decades he and some of his British colleagues began to use,
alongside or in place of variable, a neologism: variate.
The earliest use of variate as a noun that the Oxford English Dictionary has
located is in a small manual published in 1899 [110] by Charles Benedict Davenport (18661944), an American who later became prominent as a eugenicist
[289] and even as an American supporter of the Nazis. Davenport was then an
instructor in Zoology at Harvard and shortly became one of the founding editors
of Biometrika. He gives these denitions at the beginning of the manual:
A character is any quality common to a number of individuals.
The magnitude of a character is a quantitative expression of the
character.
A variate is a single magnitude-determination of a character.
For Davenport, variates were actual numbers in the notes of a eld biologist.
Roughly speaking, at least, his magnitude of a character is synonymous with
Yule's variable. If we randomly sample ten plants from a certain population
and measure their height, then height is the variable, and the ten heights are
variates.
I have not seen variate in Yule's writings;70 nor does it seem to have been
used by William Sealy Gosset (18761937), the statistician for the Guinness
69 Arthur Lyon Bowley's more elementary Elements of Statistics, published in 1901 [40], had
not used the term variable.
70 Yule and Pearson quarreled over other issues around the time Pearson began using variate.
See [353], Chapter 1, and [255].
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brewery who made important contributions to Biometrika under the pen name
Student. But Pearson became fond of variate, perhaps because it seemed so
practical, as did Ronald Aylmer Fisher (18901962), whose inuence kept it
current in English for over half a century. English-language textbooks in statistics that used character for what we would now call a variable and variate for its
values included Researches into the theory of probability, published by Carl V.
L. Charlier in Sweden in 1906 [63], and Introduction to Mathematical Statistics,
published by J. L. West, an assistant professor at Ohio State University, in 1918
[378]. In spite of their names, these books were primarily teaching descriptive
statistics, and this context the character/variate distinction works very well.
But as eager as they were to address research workers, Pearson and Fisher
were primarily mathematicians, and in mathematical discourse the distinction
between character (or variable ) and variate proved unstable. Over time, variate tended to became a synonym for variable. We can see this tendency already in 1905, in the article where, according to JSTOR, variate rst appears
in Biometrika [294]. In this article, Pearson discusses the topic on which we
quoted Edgeworth: the argument that observations will follow a normal distribution when each is the same function of many small independent random
inuences. The passage we quoted from Edgeworth omitted the condition that
the inuences (which Edgeworth was calling variables) be independent. If they
are not independent, non-normal distributions can result. Pearson discusses this
as follows (here the observations, not the small inuences, are the variables):
. . . all these attempts . . . amount to abolishing the third of the Gaussian assumptions, namely that small increments of the variable or
the character are independent of the total already reached. That
is to say that they amount to saying that increments of the variate
are correlated with the value of the variate already reached. (pages
203204)71
The distinction between increments of the variable and increments of the
variate is elusive.
Here are a few examples of Fisher's use of the two words in his Statistical
Methods for Research Workers (1925, [150]):
The type of diagram in most frequent use consists in plotting the
values of a variable, such as the weight of an animal or of a sample
of plants against its age, or the size of a population at successive
intervals of time. (page 27)
A variate is said to be normally distributed when. . . (page 45)
The two variates bear very dierent relations to the regression line.
(page 147)
71 The three assumptions are that the inuences be small, numerous, and independent.
These assumptions were implicit in Laplace's work and explicit in later work by Bessel and
Hagen; see [147], Chapter 3. They were not discussed by Gauss. Pearson's careless reference
to Gauss may have been a courtesy towards the German critics to whom he was responding.
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Here is another example, from Fisher's 1924 article on the distribution of the
partial correlation coecient [149]:
Let x1 , x2 , . . . , xn represent the n values of one variate in the sample,
and y1 , y2 , . . . , yn the n values of the second variate. . .
It is dicult to reconcile all these examples with the idea that variates are
values of a variable. In the last example, at least, variate seems to have replaced
variable. In any case, the only way to translate it into another language would
be to use your usual translation for variable : variable in French, Ver
anderliche
or perhaps Variable in German, variabile in Italian, peremenna in Russian.
In 1930, B. L. Shook distinguished between variable and variate in this way:

Variates. Practically all statistical data is obtained as the result of
observations that endeavor to establish the magnitudes of certain
variables. The individual magnitudes that are recorded are termed
variates. Thus in computing the average rainfall of a region, the
variable is rainfall, and the amount of rainfall for any single year is
a variate. Likewise, if the bank clearings for the city of New York
be under consideration, then the variable is bank clearings, and the
clearings for any specied interval is a variate. [342]
Comment also on Galton's use of variate and deviate in 1907 [165].
Comment on Sam Wilks's use of mean value or expected value; variates of
xed and stochastic types ([382] 1937).

4.4

Gossett and Anderson: Back to time series

Pearson's conceptual starting point was the notion of random sampling from a
xed population. Each variable had a frequency distribution in the population;
each pair of variables had a joint frequency distribution. If the population were
very large, or the sampling was with replacement, then variates (values for a
variable in a random sample) would be what we now call independent random
variables with that distribution, which we now call a probability distribution
rather than a frequency distribution. Working in an English tradition that
nearly equated probability with frequency, and wanting to make his mathematics
as accessible as possible to biologists, Pearson avoided talk about probability
when he could, thus creating puzzles for Continental mathematicians. Were the
probabilities attached to the variable or to the variate? Only the variate could
be considered a random object, but it might make sense to call the variable a
chance variable.
The most important limitation of the picture of random sampling was its
doubtful applicability to observations over time. As we have just seen in the
words of Yule and Fisher, time series were prominent in the work of the biometricians from the outset. In the early years of the century, a number of authors
proposed to bring time series into the random-sampling picture by taking dierences of successive observations. Perhaps the changes from one time period to
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another would look like independent draws from some frequency distribution.
As Student pointed out in Biometrika in 1914 ([355], page 180), it might be necessary to take dierences more than once in order to obtain random variables
independent of time. This is the earliest use of random variable I have seen. In
the next issue of Biometrika, [62], Beatrice M. Cave and Pearson wrote about
random variates uncorrelated to each other and dubbed the dierencing of
successive observations the variate dierence method. These isolated instances
did not establish random variable or random variate as technical terms, but
the variate dierence method attracted enduring international attention, and
we know that these articles were read by many people who wrote in French,
German, Italian, or Russian.
In the same issue as Cave and Pearson's article, Biometrika published an
article in German [8] by Oskar Anderson (18871960), a young Russian of Baltic
German parentage, who explained that Student's results could be obtained using
the method of mathematische Erwartung (mathematical expectation), which
had been developed by Russian and German authors but neglected by the English. Here is how he said this and how he introduced the concept of mathematical
expectation:

Methode. Die englische statistische Schule vernachlassigt in ihren
Untersuchungen ein Verfahren, das von russischen und deutschen
Gelehrten oft angewandt wird (Tchebyche, Marko, v. Bortkiewicz,
u.s.w.) und neben großer Strenge und Exaktheit noch den Vorzug
hat recht elementar zu seindie Methode der mathematischen Erwartung n
amlich. Mathematische Erwartung einer Gr
oße (A) heißt
bekanntlich soviel als das Produkt aus dieser Gr
oße und ihrer Wahrscheinlichkeit (w), also Aw. Wenn eine Variable eine Reihe einander ausschließender Gr
oßen annehmen kann, so ist deren math. Erwartung als die Summe der Erwartungen aller dieser Gr
oßen deniert.
Wir werden hier die mathem. Erwartung u
berall durch das Symbol
E( ) bezeichnen. E(A) is also, z. B., gleich Aw.
If you get the amount A with probability w, the value of your expectation is Aw,
and if there are several dierent amounts you might get, with dierent probabilities, you add up the mathematical expectations to get your total mathematical
expectation. This explanation, which seems roundabout today, was standard at
the time. We see it in many probability textbooks of the day.72
But Anderson did something that was not standard: he used Variable as the
name of a probabilized quantity. The standard German term at that time was
72 In French, Poincar
e: [296], 1912, page 64. In German, Emanuel Czuber (18511925):

[103], third edition, 1914, pages 72 and 226 of Volume 1. In English (the year after Anderson's
article), Arne Fisher (18741944): [148], rst edition, 1915, pages 4950. Fisher was a DanishAmerican actuary. The rst edition of his book, based on original notes in Danish, can be
considered the rst twentieth-century textbook on probability in English. He used variable
quantity for a probabilized quantity but did not simplify this to variable. His second edition,
which appeared in 1922, included material on mathematical statistics, drawing especially on
work of the Scandinavian statisticians, that he had originally intended for a second volume.
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Gr
oße (quantity).73

Variabile casuale

5

In the early decades of the twentieth century, Italy emerged as a leader in probability and statistics. As in other continental countries, two major academic
forces were in play: mathematicians, often responsible for teaching probability
to students preparing for actuarial work, found ways to apply their mathematical results to probability theory, and economists, often working in faculties of
law, developed the theory of statistics. Major gures included the mathematician Vito Volterra (18601940), who had close ties with the French functional
analysts, Corrado Gini (18841965), the statistician best remembered for his indices of inequality, and the mathematician and actualry Francesco Paolo Cantelli
(18751966). As Eugenio Regazzini [305] has put it, the Italian panorama of
probability and statistics from 1910 to 1930 was dominated by Gini and Cantelli.
Cantelli, the youngest of these individuals, is remembered for many contributions, including an early attempt to axiomatize probability and his discovery
of what we now call the law of large numbers [19, 315, 305, 20]. In our story,
he stands out as the rst mathematician to bring together the work of the English statisticians and the Russian mathematicians. From this fusion emerged
the Italian term variabile casuale, which led, tortuously, to the English random
variable.

5.1

The evolution of Cantelli's terminology

Cantelli's Italian terminology was inuenced both by the English statisticians'
use of variable and by Liapunov's use of variable and esperance mathematique in
French. We see this in the evolution of the terminology in his published papers:

• In an introduction to probability theory that Cantelli published in the
19051906 volume of a journal for secondary school graduates, he called
a probabilized quantity a grandezza sconosciuta (unknown quantity) and
called its mean its valore probabile ([51], page 69). (Cantelli had taught
in secondary schools in Palermo from 1899 to 1903.)
• In a 1905 article in which he proposed an alternative to Pearson's method
of moments [50], he used in passing the word variabile to refer to the
variables involved. (He had began working in the Italian government's
actuarial institute in Rome, the Istituti di Previdenza, in 1903.)
• In a more theoretical article in 1910 [52], on the estimation of probabilities from moments, he cites work in French by Chebyshev and Liapunov,
and he adopts two terminological innovations: he uses quantita casuale
for a probabilized quantity, and following Liapunov, he adopts speranza
73 When Cournot's book was translated into German in 1849 [79], the translator rendered
his variable as ver
anderliche Große and his moyenne as Mittel.
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matematica for its mean. (The rst appearance of speranza matematica
in the article is in a quotation of Liapunov, translated from the French
into Italian.)
• Finally, in 1913 [53], in an article in which he proves a simple formula that
Gini had discovered but not rigorously proven, he uses variabile casuale as
his name for a probabilized quantity. The formula gave the mean value of
the absolute value for the dierence between two independent observations
from a binomial distribution; Gini had published it in his pathbreaking
book on indices of inequality, which appeared in 1912 [166].74
The Italian adjective casual can mean informal, as in English, but its more usual
meaning, now as in Cantelli's time and before, is random.75 Gini had used it
with this meaning, along with accidentale, in his 1912 book.But applying this
adjective to variabile (or even to quantita ) was an important innovation. So
far as we know, the only precedents for such a usage were those in Russian by
Maksimov, Vasilev, and Nekrasov, and it seems unlikely that Cantelli would
have seen them at this point, if ever. Very likely he wrote variabile casuale in
the 1913 article simply to emphasize that the variabile had probabilities for its
possible values. Such a clarication might have seemed needed, because Cantelli
was responding to Gini, a statistician. When Gini wrote about a variabile, as
when Pearson or Galton wrote about a variable, it was not always clear that
there were probabilities in the background.
During World War I, while still working at the Istituti di Previdenza, Cantelli
began working with a more senior mathematician, Guido Castelnuovo (1865
1952), to develop a program in probability and statistics at the University of
Rome. Responding to questions raised by Castelnuovo, he began studying the
notion of convergence for probabilized quantities. His articles on this topic,
beginning with two in 1916 [54, 55], all used variabile casuale. The second
of the 1916 articles [54], on the law of large numbers, cites both the German
edition of Markov's textbook and the second edition of Yule's textbook, both
of which appeared in 1912. Here Cantelli adopts Markov's X, x convention for
the variabile casuale and its values, and he uses E(X) for the valore medio or
speranza matematica of the variabile casuale X . He does not mention his source
for E(X); presumably it comes either directly or indirectly from Whitworth or
Bortkiewicz or both. He had surely seen Bortkiewicz's 1898 book, and he quite
likely would have seen Anderson's use of E(X) in Biometrika.
Discuss Cantelli's strong law of large numbers later [56].
Cantelli continued publishing in the 1940s, and he always used variabile
casuale. After his 1910 article, he generally uses valore medio for the mean, but
he occasionally acknowledges that speranza matematica is an alternative name
for it. He sometimes used E(X) but also sometimes used M (X).
74 In 1935 ([57], page 43), in a review of his work in this period, Cantelli forgot about his
use of variabile casuale in 1913 and stated that he had rst used the term in 1916. This
statement recurs in some secondary sources.
75 Like the English words case and chance, it derives from the Latin casus, meaning fall.
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Castelnuovo is remembered for research in algebraic geometry, not for research in probability. But in 1919, he published a treatise on probability, Calcolo delle probabilita, which adopted Cantelli's terminology and notation and
was widely read in Europe and the United States the 1920s. After explaining
that Cantelli had introduced the term variabile casuale, Castelnuovo dened it
in the discrete case as follows:

Chiameremo variabile casuale una quantita variablile X che puo assumere vari valori reali x1 , x2 , . . . , xh , secondo che si presenti uno
degli eventi incompatibili E1 , E2 , . . . , Eh , di probabilita note p1 , p2 , . . . , ph
aventi la somma
p1 + p2 + · · · + ph = 1.
([59] 1919, page 30)
As we noted in Table!4, Castelnuovo called the mean of a variabile casuale X its
valore medio (mean value) and designated it by M (X). He discussed altenative
names this way (page 40):
Il valor medio da alcuni autori e detto valore probabile (con una
locuzione che si presta ad equivoci, perche talvolta usata in senso
diverso); da altri speranza matematica. Eettivamente la speranza
matematica inerente a guadagni aleatori e il valor medio dei detti
guadagni, quando si tenga conto di tutte la alee che puo correre il
giuocatore (vincite e perdite).76
Less encyclopedic than Czuber's Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung, written with
the same clarity and organized in a similar way as Markov's Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung and in a language more congenial to the French, Castelnuovo's book
was extremely inuential.

5.2

Translating variabile casuale

In the 1920s, the decade following the rst appearance of Castelnuovo's Calcolo
delle probabilita, variable became the standard name for a probabilized quantity
in French and English. Some authors used it, as Cournot had done, without
any adjective. Others found ways of translating Cantelli's casual.

5.2.1 French translations
The most direct translation of variabile casuale into French is variable casuelle.
The Swiss mathematician Louis-Gustave Du Pasquier (18751957) used this
term in his 1926 book, Le calcul des probabilites, son evolution mathematique et
philosophique ([128], page 150). Du Pasquier also used grandeur variable and
quantite casuelle. He wrote:
76 English translation: Some authors call the mean value the probable value (a term that
lends itself to misunderstandings, because it is sometimes used in a dierent sense); others
call it the mathematical expectation. The mathematical expectation of uncertain gains is in
fact the mean value of those gains, when account is taken of all the gambler's chances for
winning and losing.
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Par quantite casuelle , nous entendons une variable, continue ou
non, dont la valeur depend du hasard ou d'evenements aleatoires.
Du Pasquier wrote M (X) for the valeur moyenne (mean value) of a quantite
casuelle X , noting that it is theorique and distingushing it from any valeur
moyenne empirique that might be obtained from data. He noted, as Castelnuovo
had done, that the theoretical mean value of X is the same as the esperance
mathematique of a person who receives X :
La valeur moyenne d'une variable casuelle est egale a l'esperance
mathematique qui s'y rattache.
But, following all the earlier authors in both French and Italian, he still kept
the concepts separate.
The French mathematician Paul Levy, who was much more inuential, used
instead eventuel, which, as we have seen, had been present in probability theory
since Condorcet. In his Calcul des probabilites, published in 1925 [242], Levy
introduced the concept of a probabilized quantity with these words (page 54):
On appelle variable eventuelle une variable obeissant a une loi de
probabilite.
Levy's example was noticed and followed. The Russian statistician Evgenii
Slutskii used eventuel in a number of notes in Comptes rendus starting in 1927;
in one in 1928 [348], he uses variable eventuelle and valeur eventuelle to make
the variable/variate distinction: a valeur eventuelle is the value of a variable
eventuelle. Other scholars who used variable eventuelle in French included the
Polish mathematicians Antoni Lomnicki and Stanislaw Ulam [254] and Cantelli
himself [57].
The term variable accidentelle can also be founde.g., in a note by Jerzy
Neyman in 1929 [272] and later in Risser and Traynard's 1933 statistics textbook
([308], page 120).
In all these instances, the authors in French used the adjective (casuel,
eventuel or accidentel ) sparingly. Generally they used the adjective in introducing the concept and then dropped it, writing merely variable.
A more innovative translation of casual into French was aleatoire. I call
this innovative because in the early twentieth century the adjective aleatoire
still connoted contingencies that determined gains and losses, in gambling, contracts, or nance. So far as I have seen, it was not yet used to indicate a
fortuitous element in other domains. But as we will see in 7, two French mathematicians, Georges Darmois and Maurice Frechet, did begin to use aleatoire in
their teaching in the 1920s.

5.2.2 English translations
Why not translate variabile casuale into English as random variable ? Some
authors did just this.
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• In 1926 [309], the Russian mathematician Vsevolod Ivanovich Romanovskii
(18791954), graduate of Saint Petersburg University and professor at
Tashkent, used the term in an article he published in English the Bulletin
de l'Academie des Sciences de l'URSS. He wrote:
Denoting with E(t) the mathematical expectation of any random variable t. . . .
In 1929, Romanovskii even published an article, probably the rst, with
random variable is its title On the moments of means of functions of one
or more random variables [310].

• The American economist and statistician Harold Hotelling, then at Stanford, used random variable in passing in 1927 [190].
• In 1928, in an article devoted to explaining Italian work on probability to
British actuaries [360], Charles Trustam began his introduction to Cantelli's 1916 paper on the law of large numbers with these words:
. . . Prof. Cantelli investigates fundamental conceptions introduced
by Tchebyche and now forming an integral part of the classical
structure of the Calculus of Probabilities. The abstract notion
of a casual or random variable plays an important part in
the paper . . .
After putting random variable in quotation marks one more time, he
used it freely.
This translation was not taken up, however, in books and research articles on
probability theory. For the experts, the word random was still too closely tied
to the notion of uniform distribution in geometric probability.
A few authors began to use chance variable, which is a natural translation
into English of variabile casuale and variable eventuelle. The rst instance I
have found is Chuprov's 1925 article in the Journal of the Royal Statistical
Society [75]. During the 1930s, three authors used chance variable in the newly
launched Annals of Mathematical Statistics : Edward L. Dodd in 1930 [122],
William Dowell Baten in 1930 and 1934 [17, 18], and Joseph L. Doob, in 1935
[124].77
Julian Lowell Coolidge, professor mathematics at Harvard, used variable
without any adjective. Although Yule's popular textbook, which used variable
in a statistical context, had been popular since 1911, Coolidge's 1925 textbook,
An Introduction to Mathematical Probability, was the rst book in English that
systematically used variable as a general name for a probabilized quantity [77].
On page 60, Coolidge wrote:
77 Of the 17 American mathematicians who founded the Institute of Mathematical Statistics
in 1935, Dodd was one of the oldest (Ph.D., Yale, 1904), and Doob was one of the youngest
(Ph.D., Harvard, 1932) [193].
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If a variable take the dierent values V1 V2 . . . Vn with the respective
probabilities p1 p2 . . . pn , and these
Pi=nare all the possible values for that
variable, then the expression i=1 pi Vi is called the mean value of
that variable.
In his preface, Coolidge listed Castelnuovo's Italian text as one of his models,
calling it careful, critical, and judicious. Coolidge's example was followed by
Thornton C. Fry, in his 1928 book, Probability and its Engineering Uses ([160],
page 117).
By the end of the 1920s, it seems fair to say, variable was as standard among
mathematicians doing probability theory in English as it was among statisticians
writing in English. William Burnside, in his 1928 Theory of Probability [47],
William Burnside used number instead:
If a number can take any one of the distinct values ai , (i = 1, 2, . . . , n),
and if the probability that the number takes the value ai is pi . . . .
But Burnside was as out of date as a mathematician of probability as he was as
a statistician. (See John Aldrich's account of his interaction with the English
statisticians [4].)
Discuss also the lag in the British use of expectation [3]
6

Zuf
allige Variable

In 1917, a few years after Cantelli had introduced variabile casuale in Italian,
Bortkiewicz introduced zuf
allige Gr
oße into German, and the following year
Chuprov made this into the zuf
allige Variable. Bortkiewicz and Chuprov had
undoubtedly seen the Russian equivalents of these terms in Nekrasov's writings,
and although they were not admirers of Nekrasov, he has clearly an inuence.
Were they also inuenced by Cantelli? Germany and Italy were at war with
Italy and Russia beginning in 1914, and although Borkkiewicz and Chuprov
were always widely read, we have no direct evidence that either of them saw
Cantelli's Italian articles of 1913, 1916, and 1917.
Bortkiewicz and especially Chuprov were also responsible for the introduction of the term stochastic into twentieth-century probability theory. For
Chuprov, at least, the term carried a very strong idealistic connotation, revealing another inuence of the Moscow school of mathematics.

6.1

Chuprov's innovations in English

When Oscar Anderson published his response to Gossett in Biometrika, in 1914,
he was a student in Saint Petersburg of Aleksandr Aleksandrovich Chuprov
(18741926), an erudite and energetic Russian mathematician who admired the
English biometricians and made it his mission to help them and the Continental
mathematicians learn from each other. In 1918, Chuprov made his case in an
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article in English in Biometrika [69].78 Because his opening words lay out out
his vision so clearly, I will repeat them at length:
One of my pupils, O. Anderson, in a brief exposition of his researches on the Variate Dierence Correlation Method in Biometrika
(1914), draws attention to the superiority of the method of mathematical expectation over the methods usually employed by English
statisticians. The small popularity enjoyed by the method of mathematical expectation in England is not of course accidental.
English scientic tradition rejects the concept of mathematical
probability.
From the time of R. L. Ellis and of the rst edition of John Stuart Mill's System of Logic, the logician's basis of probability has,
in England, been the notion of empirical frequency. English mathematicians have followed the lead of the writers on logic in their
preference for the idea of statistical frequency, and the method of
mathematical expectation has naturally shared the fate of the concept of mathematical probability on which it rests.
Notwithstanding its deep-rooted historical basis, English statisticians should break with tradition. The substitution of statistical
frequency for mathematical probability does not obviate the logical
diculties in laying the foundations for a statistical study of Causation, but merely shifts them elsewhere. The gain from the point
of view of philosophical representation is suciently doubtful, while
from the purely mathematical point of view the rejection of the
ideas of mathematical probability and mathematical expectation is
accompanied by very substantial disadvantages. Verbal formulation
becomes very complicated, leading to loss of economy of attention:
it is continually necessary to speak of the statistical frequencies
which would become established if the number of occurrences were
innitely great. The absence of a sharp distinction in terminology
between statistical frequency in the exact meaning of the term and
those quasi-empirical frequencies which would become established
in an indenitely great number of occurrences often fails to make
the very statement of the problem clear to the reader, and occasionally it would appear, to the author: when reading published papers
one not infrequently feels that the author does not give himself a full
account as what he is really calculating.
Pearson, of course, knew very well how he was using probability theory; Fisher
later showed that he had erred in many calculations, but his method had been
sound [354]. He saw mostly misunderstanding in Chuprov's misgivings, but he
published Chuprov's and Anderson's articles. Chuprov's calculations, though
laborious and soon superseded, did add to the understanding of correlation.
Here is how Chuprov dened mathematical expectation in the 1918 article:
78 Discuss [172] and [3, 5].
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If the variable magnitude X can take the values ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξk with
probabilities p1 , p2 , . . . , pk , I call the system of values ξ1 , ξ2 , . . . , ξk
and the values p1 , p2 , . . . , pk associated with them  the law of distribution of the values of the variable X . The law of distribution
of values lies at the base of empirical  frequency curves, just as the
mathematical probability of an event lies at the base of its statistically established frequency.
Denoting by the symbol EX the mathematical expectation of
the variable magnitude X , we have as is well known:

EX =

k
X

pi ξi ,

i=1

where

k
X

pi = 1.

i=1

In substance, this hardly goes beyond Cournot's one-sentence denition of a
gambler's expectation (page 107): La valeur de son esperance est la somme de
ces gains aleatoire, multiplies par les probabilites correspondantes. But it was
new to the English language in its forthrightness (not beginning with a reference
to gambling), its use of variable to name a probabilized quantity, and its use of
E as an operator.
When Bortkiewicz had rst used E in his letters to Chuprov in 1896, Chuprov
had commented that he did not like expectations, as he thought this brought
subjective connotations into probability theory, but he eventually made his
peace with this recognition of the primal role of games of chance.
The operators E and m. o. appear in letters between Chuprov and Markov
that were collected and published by Kh. O. Ondar in 1977 [287]. In a series
of letters in 1910 (numbered 13, 15, 16, 17, 20, and 25 by Ondar) and in later
letters in 1912 and 1916 (numbered 45 and 74), Markov uses his m. o.. Chuprov
not use either symbol during most of this period, but uses E in a response to
Markov in March 1916 (numbered 76). Markov then uses E in his reply and
continues to use it most of the time in the remaining correspondence in 1916 and
1917. The English translation of the letters published by Charles and Margaret
Stein in 1981 [288] obscures this by changing all the occurrences of m. o. to E .

6.2

Bortkiewicz and Chuprov's zuf
allig

Bortkiewicz apparently rst used zuf
allige Gr
oße (random quantity) in his his
1917 book Die Iterationen. He used it there systematically.
Aside from Bernoulli and Markov, the authors that Bortkiewicz cited most
often in his 1917 book could be called statisticians: Bruns, Lexis, Pearson, and
Chuprov. He cited Chebyshev but not Liapunov or Cantelli. His foreword is
dated 18 October 1916.
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Chuprov, who was steeped in the history of probability and statistics, as
evidenced by his 1911 book on the philosophy of statistics [68], and a far better expositor than Bortkiewicz, enthusiastically adopted his friend's innovation,
with a twist that reected a respect for the English statisticians that Bortkiewicz
did not fully share. Instead of zuf
allige Gr
oße, Chuprov used zuf
allige Variable.
From 1918 onward, he used this term consistently when he wrote in German.
He used it in the Skandinavisk Aktuarietidskrift in 1918 [70], in Metron in 1921
[72], and in his 1925 book Grundbegrie und Grundprobleme der Korrelationstheorie [74]. In the Russian version of the book, which appeared in 1926, he
used the Russian equivalent, sluqana peremenna.
In English, Chuprov was uncertain about what name to use. As we have
already seen, he used variable-magnitude, simplied to variable, in 1918 in
Biometrika [69]. In Biometrika in 1921 [71], he used variate. In Metron in
1923 [73], he used variable, correlated quantities, and observations (but zuf
allige
Variable in the summary in German). In the Journal of the Royal Statistical
Society in 1925 [75], as we have already seen, he used chance variable. Much
later, in 1939 [76], the translator of his 1925 book on correlation again used
chance variable.
Chuprov died in Geneva in 1926, at the home of a friend [341]. He had
left Saint Petersburg in 1917 to spend the summer doing research in Oslo and
Stockholm, and he never returned to Russia. In the period we have been discussing, from 1918 to 1926, he often lived reclusively, mainly on his royalties,
mostly in Germany. Having avoided any public criticism of the new authorities
in Russia, he was able to publish there as well as in western Europe, and he
continued to be inuential, through correspondence and occasional lectures as
well as through his publications. The term zuf
allig Variable did not become
standard in the 1920s, but it did become familiar, and this was undoubtedly
due to Chuprov.
On the substance, Chuprov's inuence was also felt in English. We can
see it in the small but inuential book Mathematical Statistics published by
Henry Lewis Rietz, professor at the University of Iowa, in 1927 [307]. Rietz
distinguishes straightaway between the arithmetic mean and mathematical expectation, introducing mathematical expectation with these words:
The mathematical expectation of the experimenter or the expected
value of the variable is a concept that has been much used by various
continental European writers on mathematical statistics. (page 16)
Towards the end of the book, in the course of acknowledging that he has not
given a full account of regression and correlation because he has not brought
in probabilities or idealized actual distributions into theoretical distributions
or laws of frequency, Rietz acknowledges Chuprov's Grundbegrie und Grundprobleme der Korrelationstheorie, which had just appeared, with these words:
In a recent book by the Russian mathematician A. A. Tschuprow,
an important step has been taken toward connecting the regression
method of dealing with correlation more closely with the theory of
probability. (pages 102103)
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Chuprov's use of sluqana peremenna and zuf
allige Variable was enthusiastically followed by Oskar Anderson, whom we have already encountered,
and the Russian economist and statistician Evgeni Evgen0 evich Slutskii (1880
1948). Both shared Chuprov's admiration for Cournot's philosophy of probability and the work of the British statisticians. The Norwegian mathematician Alf
Guldberg (18661936), another of Churpov's many correspondents, also used
zuf
allige Variable early on, in the Italian statistics journal Metron in 1923 [174].
In a 1925 article in Metron, Slutskii considered both variables that are
zuf
allige and variables that are not. The probability distribution for a zuf
allige
Variable might depend on an independent (unabh
angige ) variable that is nichtzuf
allige. Anderson used zuf
allige Variable systematically in his 1935 German
textbook on mathematical statistics [10].79 Both Slutskii and Anderson acknowledged that Nekrasov had used the term earlier but insisted that Chuprov
had made it a fundamental idea in theoretical statistics. In 1925 ([347], page
6), Slutskii wrote:
Aber zum Grundpfeiler aller Begriskonstruktionen der theoretischen Statistik wurde dieser Begri erst von Prof. A. A. Tschuprow
erhoben.
Anderson echoed this ([10], page 168): als Grundpfeiler der statistischen Begriskonstruktionen tritt er aber erst in den Arbeiten von Tschuprow und Bortkiewicz
auf.

6.3

Stochasticity

We can also credit Chuprov, along with Slutskii, with the successful popularization of another terminological innovation in Bortkiewicz's 1917 book: the
revival of Jakob Bernoulli's use of the Greek stokhastikos.
Bortkiewicz wrote ([38], page 3):
Die an der Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie orientierte, somit auf das
Gesetz der Grossen Zahlen sich gr
undende Betrachtung empirischer
Vielheiten m
oge als Stochastik (στ oχαζεσϑαι = zielen, mutmasßen)bezeichnet
werden. Die Stochastik is nicht sowohl Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie
schlechthin, also vielmehr Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie in ihrer Anwendung, sei es auf empirische Vielheiten u
berhaupt, sei es auf empirische Vielheiten einer bestimmten Art. . . .
Chuprov added that the new stochastic science was more than statistics: it was
about the stochastic connection between variables. As we shall see, stochastic
took hold among mathematicians in the 1930s.
Chuprov opened an article in Metron in English in 1923 with these words
([73] page 461, typographical errors corrected):
79 By this time, Anderson was working in Bulgaria. He had ed Russia in 1920. He ended his
career as a professor in Munich, where he launched what is now the Department of Statistics
of the Ludwig-Maximilians-University Munich.
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Every stochastical80 theory of statistics sees in the empirical statistical numbers images of certain really signicant quantitiesreected
confused images blurred more or less by the Chance. Behind the
statistical frequency of an event it discerns the corresponding mathematical probability or, as the English school does, the meta-empirical
frequency which would become established in an indenitely long
run, if the observations could be carried out under unaltered conditions. Behind the average of the observed data it perceives the corresponding mathematical expectation; behind the frequency-curve
the law of the distribution of the values of the variable; behind the
correlation-tablethe law of interdependence of the variables.
7

Variable aleatoire

After the appearance of Levy's book in 1925, the term variable eventuelle had
some currency in French. It appeared in multiple notes in the Comptes rendus,
for example. How did variable aleatoire displace it?
The key gures in the shift were two French mathematicians, Maurice Frechet
(18781973) and Georges Darmois (18881960), who both began teaching probability and statistics in the early 1920s, Frechet at the University of Strasbourg,
and Darmois at the University of Nancy. Frechet was very well known for his
work in functional analysis. Darmois, though he had done work in pure mathematics and on the theory of relativity, was less well known and always remained
less published.

7.1

Frechet and Halbwachs: nombres aleatoires

To my knowledge, the rst time the adjective aleatoire was applied to an arbitrary probabilized quantityand indeed, the rst time is was used in any
way in mathematical probability theory outside its traditional domain of gambling and nance) was in Le calcul des probabilites a la portee de tous [158],
published by Maurice Frechet and Maurice Halbwachs in 1924. This was an
unusual book, based on an unusual pedagogical philosophy and an unusual sort
of collaboration. Frechet, as already noted, was a well known mathematician.
Maurice Halbwachs (18771945) was a well known sociologist, who died in the
concentration camp at Buchenwald.
As the authors explain in the preface to their book, the book was prepared
primarily by Halbwachs from notes from Frechet's 1921 lectures on probability
at the University of Strasbourg. The two authors conceived of the project later,
when they were both teaching at a business school in Strasbourg, Frechet teaching insurance mathematics and Halbwachs teaching statistics. The goal of the
book was to introduce probability to students whose mathematics was at the
secondary-school level, teaching more by example than by denition and proof.
The book is relatively traditional; the term evenement fortuit is prominent in
80 Here Chuprov inserted a footnote citing Bernoulli and Bortkiewicz.
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its opening pages, and esperance mathematique is used only for gamblers' expectations. The word aleatoire rst appears in its traditional role (paiements
aleatoires on page 99), but after probabilized quantities are introduced by example, they are called nombres aleatoires (page 104);81 the theoretical mean of
a nombre aleatoire is called its valeur moyenne.

7.2

Darmois: Statistique mathematique

It appears that Darmois was the rst author to use variable aleatoire in print.
In 1925, Darmois, while still a professor at Nancy, began, at Borel's request,
to teach mathematical statistics at the Institut de Statistique at the University
of Paris [61, 343]. His Statistique mathematique [106], based on his lectures
there, appeared in 192882 and used variable aleatoire extensively. The book
is impressive and does full justice to work in England, Scandinavia, and Russia. The authors cited most in its index are Pearson (23 times), Charlier (12
times), and Chuprov (9 times). The way in which variable aleatoire appears suggests that the author had been using grandeur aleatoire when he began writing
the book, for this term appears rst but then fades away in favor of variable
aleatoire. So we cannot say quite when Darmois began using the term.
It is possible that Darmois's use of aleatoire was inuenced by Frechet and
Halbwachs, but we do not have any direct evidence of this. He does not cite their
book in his bibliography, but this tells us nothing, because it is too elementary
to belong there.
Charles Jordan, at Budapest, in his Statistique mathematique, published in
1927, used esperance mathematique for mean value (p. 82), but does not use
this consistently in book Also uses the term moment [198]. Cites recent progress
by Edgeworth, Bruns, Kapteyn, Charlier, and especially Pearson. Uses grandeur
but also variable.

7.3

Bologna 1928

The quick adoption of variable aleatoire following the publication of Darmois's
textbook owes something to the intellectual ferment at and around the 6th
International Congress of Mathematicians in Bologna in 1928. In his wideranging and insightful Souvenirs de Bologne [42], Bernard Bru has described
how this Congress brought together most of Europe's leaders in probability and
mathematical statisticsan unprecedented event. Those in attendance included:

• Georges Darmois, Maurice Frechet, Jacques Hadamard, and Paul Levy
from Paris,
• Aleksandr Khinchin and Evgenii Slutskii from Moscow, Sergei Bernshtein
from Kharkov, and Vsevolod Romanovskii from Tashkent,
81 Occasionally, we see variable, but without the adjective, as on page 112. On one occasion
(page 155), the term valeurs aleatoires appears.
82 While giving its publication date as 1928, the books states that it was copyrighted in
1927.
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• Franciso Cantelli from Naples and Bruno de Finetti and Corrado Gini
from Rome,
• Antoni Lomnicki from Lwow and Jerzy Neyman from Warsaw,
• R. A. Fisher from England,
• Emil Gumbel from Heidelberg,
• Bohuslav Hostinsk
y from Brno, and
• Georg P
olya from Geneva.
Only Harald Cramer at Stockholm and Richard von Mises at Berlin were conspicuous by their absence; Andrei Kolmogorov was not yet prominent.
The proceedings of the Congress were not published until 1932 and so do
not tell us what words were actually used in 1928. But most of the conversations would have been in French and German, and the participants were surely
familiar with Cantelli and Castelnuovo's variabile casuale, with the currency of
variable in English and French, and with the more recent use of zuf
allige Variable by Chuprov, Anderson, and Slutskii. The word variable would have been
unavoidable, and when you heard zuf
allig in German, you would probably think
aleatoire in French, not eventuel. It is easy to imagine many of these mathematicians saying variable aleatoire as they switched from German to French,
without even realizing that they were coining a new term.
This we know: It is dicult to nd variable aleatoire before the meeting in
Bologna in September 1928. From then on, we nd it everywhere.
A second appearance of variable aleatoire in 1928 is in Sur les transformations iterees des variables aleatoires [187], written in French by the Czech
mathematician Bohuslav Hostinsk
y (18841951) and published in 1928 by the
faculty of sciences of his university in Brno. Now far less remembered than many
of the other attendees, Hostink
y was at the forefront of research on a topic that
then occupied the attention of many of them, including Frechet, Hadamard, de
Finetti, and Khinchinthe emerging theory of Markov chains. Hostinsk
y used
variable aleatoire to refer not to what we now call a random variable but rather
to a random function of time. In November 1928, Slutski called this a fonction
eventuelle. We now call it a stochastic process. Hostinsk
y called it a variable
because it varied with time. He also used variable aleatoire with this meaning
in a note in the Comptes rendus for the week of 8 July 1929 [188] and in a book
that appeared in Paris in 1931 [189]. Harald Cramer used variable aleatoire
with Hostink
y's meaning in 1935 [88]. But the meaning that became standard
was Darmois's. The arbiter in this question of usage, as in many others, was
Maurice Frechet.
Before World War I, Maurice Frechet (1878-1973) had been one of the creators of functional analysis. Throughout the period between the two wars, he
was the leading international diplomat for French mathematics, constantly organizing visits, colloquia, and publications aimed at making France, rather than
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Germany, the center of mathematics and French, rather than German, the international language of mathematics. He had been in close contact with Hostinsk
y,
for example, since 1920, when he wrote to Prague to encourage connections between French and Czech mathematicians [184]. At that time, he was one of the
leaders charged with reconstituting the University of Strasbourg as a French
institution. In the fall of 1928, Emile Borel brought him back to Paris to serve
as his lieutenant for probability at the newly founded Institut Henri Poincare
and to be in charge of probability at the Ecole Normale, just as he had earlier
recruited Darmois to take charge of mathematical statistics in Paris.83
Frechet saw probability as an application of mathematics, not a eld of
mathematical research; in a lecture in 1925, he had even argued that probability
should not be axiomatized ([157], pages 110). Now probability was owering
as mathematics, and he was in charge of training the young normalians who
could keep Paris its forefront. This new teaching assignment, as he explained
in November 1929, led him to transpose his previous work on the convergence
of functions into the language of probability, thus generalizing the results on
probabilistic convergence obtained by Cantelli, Slutski, and others.84
Frechet's rst report on this research was a short note in the Comptes rendus
for 14 January 1929 [151]. Here is a passage near the beginning:
. . . si l'on se donne une fonction mesurable f (x) sur le segment 0-1,
et si l'on choisit au hasard un point x sur ce segment, on peut considerer f (x) comme un nombre aleatoire. On peut alors interpreter
les notions de convergence en mesure et de distance de deux fonctions dans le langage de probabilites, lorsque on se place dans le cas
d'une distribution uniforme.
On peut ensuite donner un sens plus etendu a cette interpretation,
en considerant le cas plus general ou x est le resultat fortuit d'une
epreuve. On arrive ainsi, tout naturellement, a la notion de convergence probable. . .
Here Frechet uses nombre aleatoire, which he had used extensively in his book
with Halbwachs ve years earlier, but on the second and last page, he uses variable aleatoire instead. Apparently he had decided to switch to variable aleatoire
as he completed the note and forgot to make the change at the beginning, for
he used only variable aleatoire in a sequel in the Comptes rendus two weeks
later [152]. In the article in which he proved the results announced in the two
Comptes rendus notes, which appeared in Metron in 1930 [153] (and where he
83 Statistics being less prestigious than probability mathematics, Darmois remained professor
at Nancy, moving full time to Paris only when he was appointed a professor at the University
of Paris in 1933.
84 Au moment ou notre enseignement nouveau nous amenait a concentrer nos pens
ees beaucoup plus qu'anterieurement sur le Calcul des Probabilites, nous avons ete tout naturellement
conduit a transposer dans le langage des Probabilites avec les modications et les precautions
convenables un de nos precedents memoires Sur diverses modes de convergences d'une suite
de fonctions d'une variable . ([153], page 4). Although published in 1930, the article where
Frechet makes this statement is dated November 1929. He also states in the article that he
had presented the results at the end of his 192829 course at the Sorbonne.
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made his remark about transposing his earlier work into the language of probability), he continued to be somewhat careless. He makes it clear that variable
aleatoire is his formal name for a probabilized quantity, but he also uses nombre
al
atoire and valeur aleatoire as synonyms.
Frechet's January 1929 notes and 1930 article were remarkable not only for
the term variable aleatoire but also for their denition of the term: a variable
aleatoire is a function, a function that maps each possible outcome of a random trial to a number. This makes the convergence that Cantelli studied the
convergence of a sequence of functions. Cantelli had considered only convergence to a constant; Frechet proposed to also consider convergence to another
functioni.e., another variable aleatoire. From the viewpoint of statistics, it was
no revelation that the variables in a particular study are functions on a common
space; the space is the population from which we are sampling, and the variable
varies from individual to individual in that population. But it was novel to take
this aspect of the matter as a starting point for probability mathematics.85
Probably no explanation is needed for Frechet's use of aleatoire instead of
Levy's eventuel ; it was already the more common translation of the German
zuf
allig and the English random, and as Frechet's book with Halbwachs shows,
he was already accustomed to using it. But aleatoire also has a relevant meaning
that eventuel, random, and zuf
allig do not share. This is its more ancient
meaning, still essentially the only meaning of aleatory in English: when we
apply this English adjective to a method or process, we mean that its results
will depend on uncertain events, not that it itself has been chosen haphazardly
or at random. The law (Roman and now French and English) calls an insurance
policy or an annuity an aleatory contract (contrat aleatoire in French). This
connotation made it easy for Frechet to apply the adjective to functions that
are not themselves random.
It would be several more years before Andrei Kolmogorov made Frechet's
vision into an axiomatic foundation for probability and others began thinking of variables aleatoires as functions, but Frechet was immediately followed
in his use of the name variable aleatoire for a probabilized quantity by two
other Russian mathematicians: Alexander Khinchin (18941959) and Vsevolod
Ivanovich Romanovski (18791954). Khinchin used variable aleatoire in two
notes [203, 204] that appeared in February in the same volume of the Comptes
rendus as Frechet's January notes. He had used variable eventuelle in a January
1928 Comptes rendus note in which he had coined the term loi forte des grands
nombres [202]. Romanovski, a student of Markov's, used the term in 1929,
in Bulletin de l'Academie des Sciences de l'URSS [311].86 (Romanovski also
used variable aleatoire in two contributions to the proceedings of the Bologna
meeting, but these were not published until 1932.)
85 For more information on the context, see 4.3 of [15].
86 Soviet mathematicians were still publishing their best research in French, German,

and English in these years. Leading Russian mathematics journals, including the Bulletin
de l'Academie des Sciences de l'URSS and Matematiqeski Sbornik, were multilingual.
Alongside articles in Russian, they published articles in other languages, by both foreign and
domestic authors.
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Frechet's example, and perhaps his editing, quickly made variable aleatoire
popular in France. Indeed, a whole series of prominent scholars whom Frechet
invited to lecture at the Institut Henri Poincare turned their lectures into articles
for the institute's Annales that used variable aleatoire. These included:

• Georg Polya (18871985), one of the rst lecturers at the institute in 1929.
His lecture appeared in Volume 1 of the Annales in 1930 [302].
• Richard von Mises (18831953), whose November 1931 lecture appeared
in the third volume in 1932 [364]. Arguing for his theory of collectives, von
Mises framed his case as an attack on variables aleatoires (pages 156157):
Il faut mentionner d'abord les recherches abordees by M. Cantelli, continuees par M. Frechet et quelques autres qui s'occupent
d'une nouvelle notion de variable aleatoire et essayent de denir
une certaine convergence au sens du calcul des probabilites.
Mais qu'est-ce que c'est qu'une variable aleatoire?

• Frechet's colleague Georges Darmois (18881960), who was in charge of
statistics in Paris. He lectured in 1929; his manuscript was received in 1931
and appeared in 1932 [108]. Darmois was also using variable aleatoire in
Metron in 1929 [107].
• The Dane Johan Steensen (18731873). Lecture 1931, manuscript received 1932 and published 1933 [351].
• The Norwegian Alf Guldberg (18661936). Lecture 1931, manuscript received 1932 and published 1933 [175].
• Guido Castelnuovo (18651952), whom we have already encountered. Lecture 1932, manuscript received 1932 and published 1933 [60].
The matter was settled when Paul Levy followed Frechet's lead. The last article
in which Levy used variable eventuelle appeared in 1931 [243]. In 1932 [244]
and thereafter, he used variable aleatoire.

7.4

German and Russian

Aleksandr Yakovlevich Khinchin (18941959) followed Frechet's lead not only in
French but also in German, where he was the most prolic and inuential mathematician of probability at the time. He was still using Wahrscheinlichkeitsgr
oße
and Gr
oße in 1929 [205, 206, 207, 208], but by 1933, he was using zuf
allige
Variable [209, 210, 211, 212], as Slutski, following Chuprov, had been doing
since 1925.
In Russian, Khinchin was less radical. He had already used sluqana
veliqina in his 1927 Russian book on probability [201]a departure from
Chebyshev and Markov's simple veliqina but not so radical as Chuprov's and
Slutski's sluqana peremenna. He continued to use sluqana veliqina
throughout the remainder of his career. Kolmogorov and others followed his
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lead, and sluqana veliqina was the standard Russian equivalent of random
variable from the 1930s through the end of the twentieth century. Only in very
recent years, as English has become the language of mathematical research even
in Russia, has sluqana peremenna become current.
Khinchin's stopping short of sluqana peremenna could be interpreted
simply as loyalty to Russian tradition, but by avoiding the Russian equivalent
of variable he was surely also making clear that he was not a statistician. The
statisticians, prone to reporting numbers that did not suit the authorities, were
early targets of Stalin's terror; the Soviet statistics journal vestnik statistiki
was closed in 1930, and the head of the statistical institute in Moscow where
Slutski worked was arrested in 1931.
8

The language of the

Grundbegrie

Kolmogorov, Feller, Doob

8.1

Kolmogorov's Grundbegrie

Andrei Nikolaevich Kolmogorov (19031987) was a leading gure among the new
generation of Russian mathematicians who came of age in the Soviet Union. He
began publishing mathematics in international journals in 1923, at the age of
20. His rst article on probability, co-authored with Khinchin in 1925, concerned sums of independent probabilized quantities. In the late 1920s, he made
important contributions to the law of large numbers and the law of the iterated
logarithm. The 1925 article with Khinchin used the established German terminology that Khinchin was still following at that time: they discussed quantities (Gr
oßen ) that were determined by chance (durch den Zufall bestimmt )
[213]. Kolmogorov was still using this terminology in 1928 [215], but in 1929 he
switched to zuf
allige Gr
oße [216]. In the Comptes rendus in 1930 [217], he used
grandeur eventuelle.
Kolmogorov's most important contributions to probability came after his
visit to Germany and France in the summer of 1930, when he had an extended
conversation with Frechet. The most celebrated of these contributions was his
1933 monograph Grundbegrie der Wahrscheinlichskeitsrechnung ([219], now
considered the denitive formulation of the measure-theoretic foundation for
probability theory. But this monograph was preceded by two more substantive
and very inuential articles on Markov processes, published in 1931 and 1933
[218, 220]. This articles did not yet use the 1933 framework. Instead, each time
instant had its own probability space, and the probabilities were related across
time by dierential equations.
In the Grundbegrie in 1933, Kolmogorov adopted Frechet's view of probability as an application of functional analysis but deftly gave it boundaries as
an independent mathematical eld, fully axiomatized on its own in a way that
Frechet had been loath to do [366, 327, 328]. The axiomatization stepped back
from functional analysis, focusing on the more basic assignment of probabili75

ties to eventsi.e., on measure theory. The starting point was a set E whose
elements Kolmogorov called elementary events (elementare Ereignisse ) and a
class of subsets of E that he called random events (zuf
allige Ereignisse ). Each
random event A was assigned a number P(A) called its probability. Measuretheoretic axioms already familiar to functional analysts were given for the set
of random events and their probabilities. A zuf
allige Gr
oße (Frechet's variable
aleatoire ) was a measurable real-valued function on E , and its mathematische
Erwartung was its Lebesgue integral with respect to P. This set the stage for
using functional analysis in the way Frechet had been doing. But now the difcult question of whether assumptions being made were fullled in problems
where probability might be applied was set aside. Probability itself was now a
eld of mathematics.
Khinchin and Kolmogorov were both still in tandem at the university in
Moscow at this point. So it is notable that they were diverging on one point
of German terminology. Khinchin was switching to Chuprov's and Slutski's
zuf
allige Variable. In fact, he used zuf
allige Variable in Asymptotische Gesetze
der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung [209], which appeared in the same volume of
monographs as the Grundbegrie. But Kolmogorov continued to avoid Variable in German, just as he and Khinchin both continued to avoid its Russian
equivalent, peremenna. Their divergence on this point of German terminology
became moot by 1938, when Soviet mathematicians no longer dared publish in
languages other than Russian [318].
The ideas in the Grundbegrie 's axiomatization of probability were not news
to Frechet and Levy, and letters from Levy to Frechet ([15], letters 26 and
27) suggest that they did not pay much attention to it until 1936. But the
axiomatization proved attractive and useful for mathematicians who were more
familiar with functional analysis than with the language of probability. These
newcomers to probability could now put aside the philosophical and practical
issues that had traditionally barred the way and plunge into probability as
a purely mathematical enterprise. Two powerful mathematicians who quickly
took advantage of this opportunity were William Feller (19061970), then at
Stockholm, and Joseph L. Doob (19102004), then at Columbia in New York.

8.2

Feller vacillates

Born into a German-speaking family in Zagreb, Feller had gone to G
ottingen
to study in 1925 and then to Kiel to teach in 1928 [321]. He ed when Hitler
came to power in 1933, spending a year in Copenhagen and then relocating to
Stockholm in 1935, where he worked with Marcel Riesz and Harold Cramer. His
review in the Zentralblatt f
ur Mathematik und ihre Grenzegebiete [137], written
while he was still at Kiel, was probably the most enthusiastic and inuential
early published comment on the Grundbegrie [327]:
Die Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung wird in gr
oßter Allgemeinheit
l
uckenlos axiomatisch aufgebaut und erstmalig ganz systematisch
und sehr naturgemß in die abstrakte Maßtheorie eingeordnet. Das
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Axiomsystem ist wohl das denkbar einfachste. . . . Bemerkenswert ist
hier die große Allgemeinheit: es werden Wahrscheinlichkeiten auch in
unendlich dimensionalen R
aumen beliebiger M
achtigkeit behandelt.
. . . Die Darstellung ist sehr pr
azise, aber etwas knapp, und wendet
sich an Leser, denen die Materie nicht fremd ist. Die Maßtheorie
wird vorausgesetzt.87
After arriving in Stockholm, Feller began to work on probability himself. Still
writing in German, he published on the central limit theorem in 1935 [138] and
on stochastic processes in 1936 [139]. He cast both articles as pure mathematics, while noting how they could be translated into probability language. In
the 1936 article, Feller again praised Kolmogorov's axiomatization, noting that
it allowed a mathematician to use probability language while still doing pure
mathematics, independently of any applied problem. But he did not use Kolmogorov's term zuf
allige Gr
oße. In 1935, he used statistische Variable. In 1936,
he used stochastische Ver
anderliche, adding this footnote:
D. i. zuf
allige Gr
oße in der Terminologie bei Kolmogoro (variable aleatoire), also einfach eine auf der Grundmenge meßbare reele
Funktion.
Perhaps we can attribute Feller's hesitance to use Kolmogorov's zuf
allig partly
to the fact that the object was no longer an random object; it was a determinate real-valued function. Like others, he would eventually overcome any such
scruples.
The German terminology remained unsettled. There was no Frechet in Germany to arbitrate. German mathematics never had a center playing the role of
Paris in France, and nearly all of the important German-language work in probability in the rst half of the twentieth century had been done by foreigners or
by Germans who were soon eeing the Nazis. In his 1956 Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie [306], the rst textbook on measure-theoretic probability after World
War II, Hans Richter introduced the concept of a random variable with these
words:
. . . Man nennt daher a(x) eine zuf
allige Gr
oße, eine zufallige Variable, Zufallsvariable, stochastische Variable oder auch aleatorische
Gr
oße.
In body of the book, Richter used zuf
allige Variable more than any of the other
choices. But now that German is no longer an international language, serving
instead as a language in which Germans address Germans, its preference for
compound nouns has reasserted itself, and Zufallsvariable has become more
common.
87 The calculus of probabilities is constructed axiomatically, with no gaps and in the greatest
generality, and for the rst time systematically integrated, fully and naturally, with abstract
measure theory. The axiom system is certainly the simplest imaginable. . . . The great generality is noteworthy; probabilities in innite dimensional spaces of arbitrary cardinality are
dealt with. . . . The presentation is very precise, but rather terse, directed to the reader who
is not unfamiliar with the material. Measure theory is assumed.
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8.3

Doob: Chance variable

The American Joseph L. Doob (19102004) was even quicker than Feller to put
the Grundbegrie framework to work. After completing a doctorate in complex
variables at Harvard in 1932, Doob spent two years as a postdoctoral student
in mathematics at Columbia. As he recalled in an interview with J. Laurie
Snell in 1997, this did not go well, and so he talked with Harold Hotelling
about working in statistics, where he thought he might have a better shot at an
academic position. Hotelling obtained a Carnegie fellowship that would allow
Doob to stay at Columbia for another year. Looking for how he could put
his skills as a mathematician to work in statistics, Doob quickly focused on
Khinchin's treatment of stochastic processes within Kolmogorov's framework.
His rst publication in probability was a short but ambitious (and awed) note
on stochastic processes that he published in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences in June 1934 as a National Research Fellow [123]. Its rst
sentence reads:
A stochastic process is dened by Khinchin to be a one parameter
set of chance variables: x(t), −∞ < t < ∞.
A footnote directs the reader to Khinchin's 1934 article, which had introduced
the term stochasticher Prozeß and used zuf
allige Variable. Why translate Khinchin's
zuf
allige Variable as chance variable ? Perhaps the concatenation of nouns
seemed natural to Doob's American ear, just as Zufallsvariable sounds natural to the German ear. Perhaps he had seen Dodd and Baten's articles in the
Annals of Mathematical Statistics. But given that Doob persisted with chance
variable for fteen years, we might speculate that he, like Feller, was uncomfortable calling a determinate function random. As an adjective, chance can
function as a synonym for stochastic or aleatory. It says that the noun it is
modifying has something to do with probability theory, but not that it is random.

8.4

Stochastik

Interaction between Kolmogorov and Khinchin was responsible during this period for another terminological innovation: the term stochastic process. In his
two articles on continuous processes (1931, [218], and 1932, [220]), Kolmogorov
used the name stochastischer-deniter Prozeß (stochastically denite process)
for a Markov process. This adverbial use is consistent with the higher-level
meaning that Chuprov and Slutski had given to the adjective stochastic. Calling a process stochastically denite did not mean that it is was a random object. It meant that when you know the current value of the process, you can
use probability theory to make predictions about future values. But in 1934
[212], when Khinchin put the notion of a random process into the framework
of Kolmogorov's Grundbegrie, he called any random process a stochastischer
Prozeß. Perhaps Khinchin was simply using stochastische as a synonym for
zuf
allig, contrary to its then established meaning. Or perhaps he felt that in
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Kolmogorov's framework the process was not a random object. It was now a
set of functions indexed by time. For historical reasons, he was calling these
functions zuf
allige Variablen, but they were not really random; they were all
functions on a single probability space, and the randomness lie entirely in the
choice of an elementar Ereignisse from that space.

Random variable

9

Once variable aleatoire was standard and zuf
allige Variable was current, it was
natural for those familiar with these terms to translate them into English as
random variable, but it took time for this term to become dominant. The process can be seen as one in which the habits of the British statisticians were
overwhelmed by the inclinations of a powerful cohort of mathematicians whose
native language was not English: some of them migrating to the United States,
others remaining in Europe but shifting to English as the new international language of mathematics. Harald Cramer (18931985) and Jerzy Neyman (1894
1981) were leading and archetypal gures in this process.
Pearson uses random error on page 161 of [293].

9.1

Precursors

As we have already seen, Student used random variable in passing in Biometrika in 1914. Most of the other early occurrences of the term also came from
statisticians. Here are all the occurrences I have seen up to 1935:

• In 1926 [309], Romanovski used the term in the Bulletin de l'Academie
des Sciences de l'URSS, writing:
Denoting with E(t) the mathematical expectation of any random variable t. . . .
In 1929, the same year Romanovski rst used variable aleatoire, he published an article entitled On the moments of means of functions of one or
more random variables [310] in Metron. This appears to have been the
rst article with random variable in its title.

• The American economist and statistician Harold Hotelling, then at Stanford, used random variable in passing in 1927 [190].
• In 1928, C. F. Trustam used random variable in a British journal for
actuaries [360]. He explained that
. . . Prof. Cantelli investigates fundamental conceptions introduced
by Tchebyche and now forming an integral part of the classical
structure of the Calculus of Probabilities. The abstract notion
of a casual or random variable plays an important part in
the paper . . .
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After putting random variable in quotation marks one more time, they
use it freely.

• In 1930, Cramer used random variable in a short book on the mathematical
theory of risk, apparently sponsored by the insurance company where he
worked as an actuary at the time [87].
• In 1931, the prominent Norwegian economist Ragnar Frisch (18951973),
an associate of Slutski [16, 28], used it in the Journal of the American
Statistical Association [159].
• In 1934, the Hungarian-American mathematician Aurel Wintner (1903
1958), used it in the American Journal of Mathematics. Trained in Leipzig,
Wintner had immigrated to the United States, to a position at Johns Hopkins, in 1930 [385]. Wintner is the only individual on this list whom we
could not call a statistician.
• In 1935, Neyman and two Polish colleagues used it in an article on agricultural experimentation in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society
[283].
Cramer and Neyman do not come at the head of this list, but they were the
rst to use random variable in a sustained way.

9.2

Harald Cramer

Harald Cramer (1893-1985) completed his Ph.D. in mathematics and began
teaching at the university in Stockholm in 1917. In 1920, he also took a position as an actuary in an insurance company. More than any of the other
individuals in our story, he embodied both the ambitions that drive our story
Kolmogorov's ambition to nd a sound mathematical foundation for probability
and the Chuprov's ambition to use the accomplishments of probability better
in statistics. In 1976 [91], he recalled a passage from an article that he had
published in 1926:
The probability concept should be introduced by a purely mathematical denition, from which its fundamental properties and the
classical theorems are deduced by purely mathematical operations.
... Against such a mathematical theory, no objection can be valid
except on mathematical grounds. On the other hand, it should be
emphasized that the mathematical theory does not prove anything
about the real events that will occur. (page 517)
Guttorp and Lindgren [176] quote the following from an unpublished memoir in
Swedish dated 1978:
During the 20s and 30s so many new ndings regarding statistical methodology had been published,particularly in England, where
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Karl and Egon Pearson (father and son), R. A. Fisher and Jerzy Neyman had an intensive production of novelties. I realized their great
importance for applications, but felt very critical of their mathematics. Both Fisher and the two Pearsons seemed completely alien to
the new probability theory which was founded upon the work of Russian and French mathematicians. I was tempted to try to produce
a synthesis of the two lines of development. (page 69)
In another telling recollection, in an article Cramer published in 1981 [92], concerns an incident at the 1937 colloquium in Geneva:
Feller and I attended from Stockholm, and for me it was particularly interesting to meet Neyman, who gave an account of his new
method of estimation by condence sets. In the middle of his talk
he was interrupted by Frechet and Levy, who wanted to criticize. I
happened to be chairman of that meeting, and had to use my poor
ability of talking French to quite them down and let him nish his
talk. Having previously read his main paper in the Proceedings of
the Royal Society, I was convinced that his ideas were sound, and
I believe that his French opponents afterwards came to the same
conclusion. (page 314)
Cramer's early mathematical work was mostly in French and German. His
rst publication on mathematical statistics, in 1923 [83], was in German, but
thereafter he published most of his work in English.88
In his 1923 article in German, Cramer used a formulation similar to ones
sometimes used by Czuber:
Es seien x1 , x2 , . . . , xn Gr
ossen, die vom Zufall abh
angen. . .
In English he always used variable, but he hesitated about how to distinguish
probabilized variables from others. In 1924 and 1925, he used statistical variable
[84, 85]. In 1928, he used variable in the sense of the Theory of Probability [86].
In 1930, as I already noted, he settled on random variable, with these words:
According to the ordinary method, we may begin by considering the gain or loss arising during a certain period on one insurance
policy. This is a quantity capable of assuming certain values with
certain probabilities, which may be calculated. In the mathematical theory of Probability, such a quantity is generally denoted as a
variable, or a random variable.
88 This shift to English was not unusual in Scandinavia at the time, a point that can be
documented by looking at the languages used in Skandinavisk Aktuarietidskrift, a journal for
which Cramer became the Swedish editor in April 1921. This journal was launched in 1918
by the Swedish, Danish, and Norweigen actuarial societies and served as the main Scandanavian outlet for work in mathematical statistics until 1974, when the Scandinavian Journal
of Statistics began publication. In its rst decade, 19181927, Skandinavisk Aktuarietidskrift
published 111 articles: 49 in German, 42 in English, and 20 in French. In its second decade,
19281937, it published 104 articles: 37 in German, 60 in English, and 7 in French.
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He used random variable throughout the rest of his career, though he continued
to drop the adjective once his meaning was clear.

9.3

Jerzy Neyman

The individual who most embodied Chuprov's vision of basing statistics on
mathematical probability, Jerzy Neyman (18941981) studied with Sergei Bernstein in Kharkov during World War I and completed a doctoral degree in Warsaw
in 1924. He began to work with Karl Pearson's son Egon during a fellowship year
in London and Paris in 19261927 and continued to do so while back in Poland
and after his return to London in 1934, when Egon had become Head of the
Department of Applied Statistics at University College. In his rst Biometrika
articles in 1925 and 1926, Neyman was citing Chuprov while elegantly deploying the British terms character and variate : when X is a character, its values
x1 , . . . , xn are variates [270, 271]. In French he used variable, of course; I have
already mentioned the 1929 note in which he used variable accidentelle [272]. In
1935, he used variable aleatoire in French [274], random discontinuous variate
in the Annals of Mathematical Statistics [273], and, as I have already noted,
random variable in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society.89
By 1936, the year Karl Pearson died, Neyman and the younger Pearson had
settled on random variable. In an article they published that year [284] in their
department's newly launched Statistical Research Memoirs,90 they wrote:
If the variables x1 , . . . xn have the property that, whatever the region
w in the sample space, there exists a number, P {E ∈ w}, representing the probability that the sample point E will fall within the region
w, then we shall describe these x's as random variables.
In 1937, Neyman was still dening random variable in a way that marked the
term as newly adopted [275, 276]. But in that same year Cambridge University
Press published Cramer's Random Variables and Probability Distributions, the
rst book with random variable in its title. Neyman, Pearson, and their disciples
would now use the term without explanation and no concern that it had only
recently become current.
The year 1937 was a watershed both for the adoption of random variable in
English and also for the acceptance of Kolmogorov's axiomatization, but the two
were loosely coupled. In his 1937 book, Cramer declared Kolmogorov's axioms
to be his starting point but did not actually treat random variables as functions
on an underlying probability space; instead he represented independent random
variables by constructing the appropriate measures on n-dimensional Euclidean
space. Neyman, in his 1937 article in the Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society of London, declined to choose among the dierent foundations of
probability advanced by Borel, Levy, Kolmogorov, and Frechet. As the title of
89 Neyman's early statistical papers were collected by the University of California Press in
1967 [282, 285].
90 Two volumes appeared, one in 1936 and one in 1938. The journal ceased publication when
Neyman left University College for Berkeley ([240], page 41).
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his article indicated, he believed that he was simply using the classical theory
of probability. But he did represent random variables as real-valued functions
on an underlying probability space. In his contribution to the colloquium on
probability held in Geneva in October 1937 [277], he noted that the classical
theory had been modernized:
La signication de la forme nouvelle du probleme d'estimation sera
plus claire si on s'appuie rigidement sur le point de vue de la theorie
classique modernisee de probabilites.
The 1937 Geneva colloquium was decisive for the recognition of Kolmogorov's
Grundbegrie. The most prominent theme of the colloquium was the opposition
between the axiomatic approach, which was now represented by the Grundbegrie, and von Mises's collectives. Feller was once again Kolmogorov's most
enthusiastic champion [140], but his view was now close to a consensus. As
Frechet explained in his keynote address [156], Abraham Wald had resolved
the apparent contradictions in von Mises's approach [369], but mathematical
probability was best served by Kolmogorov's approach.

9.4

Alternatives

The most serious rival to random variable after 1937 was variate, which remained anchored in the language of many British and American statisticians.
In the 1936 and 1937 articles just discussed, Neyman tried to give variate what
he saw as its traditional and proper place: a variate is the value of a character for an individual in a population. Only when we attach probabilities to a
variate's possible values does it become a random variable. But for many of the
British and American disciples of Karl Pearson and R. A. Fisher, this was a
needless proliferation of terminology. For Pearson, whether a frequency distribution was available for a character was a practical matter, and there was no
need to talk about assigning probabilities to characters or variables or variates.
Fisher and others of his generation took probabilities more seriously, but many
saw no reason to invent another word when variate was handy. The American
economist and statistician Harold Hotelling (18951973), well known for his enthusiasm for the work of R. A. Fisher [240], is one example. As we have just
seen, he used the term random variable in passing in 1927, but from 1936 [192]
to 1953 [191], he consistently used variate where we would now use random
variable. The persistence of variate, especially in Britain, is evident from its
presence in A Dictionary of Statistical Terms, published by Maurice G. Kendall
and William R. Buckland in 1957. The precariousness of its role and the confusion about its meaning are also evident, however, in the explanation in their
preface ([199], pages viiiix):
We use the word variate to denote a random variable and reserve
the word variable for a mathematical variable or a varying quantity
where the nature of the variation is unspecied. It is possible to
distinguish between the random variable, which is the totality of
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possible values, and the variate, which is the value it assumes in
particular instances; but we have not attempted to preserve this
distinction.
Aside from variable and variate, other rivals to random variable in the 1930s
were chance variable, statistical variable, stochastic variable, and random variate. The table on page 91 shows the popularity of these terms in some prominent
journals in the 1930s and the three following decades. Each of these terms merits
further comment.

Chance variable

As we have already seen, chance variable was used by Chuprov
in 1925 and had a toehold among American mathematical statisticians in
the early 1930s. Its persistence into the 1940s, as we shall see, was due in
large part to J. L. Doob.

Statistical variable

This term also dates back to the 1920s; we have seen
Cramer using it in 1924 and 1925. Its German counterparts, statistische
Variable and statistische Ver
anderliche, were already being used by K.
G. Hagstr
om in Skandinavisk Aktuarietidskrift in 1919 [177]. The earliest citations in JSTOR are from G. Udny Yule in 1926 [394] and Oskar
Anderson in 1927 [9].
The meaning of statistical variable can vary. Alf Guldberg, in his lecture
at the Institute Henri Poincare [175], distinguished between a variable
aleatoire, which has probabilities, a variable statistique, one for which we
are tabulating frequencies. Statistical variable is now used more often in
various areas of applied statistics than in mathematical statistics.

Stochastic variable

Like statistical variable, stochastic variable moves easily
across languages. As we have seen, Feller used stochastische Ver
anderliche
in 1936 [139]. The Russian-American mathematician J. V. Uspensky
(18831947) may have been the rst to use stochastic variable in English,
in the textbook he published in 1937 and his earlier lectures at Stanford,
where he had taught since 1929. He had studied and worked in Saint
Petersburg, becoming a member of the Russian Academy of Sciences in
1921 before immigrating to the United States. Although his textbook
was well received, his research was in number theory and other areas of
mathematics, not in probability and mathematical statistics. Had the
Neyman-Pearson theory been the Uspensky-Pearson theory, random variables might be stochastic variables.

The earliest occurrence of stochastic variable in JSTOR comes in 1939,
in the rst joint article by Abraham Wald and Jacob Wolfowitz. They
continued using it in their joint articles for several years, and Wolfowitz
used it a sole-authored article in 1942. Both eventually switched to chance
variable.

Random variate

Random variate is still in use in mathematical statistics.
But whereas it was a synonym for random variable or variate for most
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of those using it in the 1940s and 1950s, it is now usually a synonym for
pseudo-random number.
In 1938, as Neyman was leaving Britain for a position at the University
of California at Berkeley, random variable was rapidly becoming current in
the United States as well as Britain. Its rst appearance in the Annals of
Mathematical Statistics was in an article by Neyman that appeared in June
1938 [278]. Within a year, it was already more popular than chance variable.
All 12 occurrences of random variable in Annals of Mathematical Statistics in
the 1930s came in 1938 and 1939, whereas the 4 occurrences of chance variable
had all been in 1935 or earlier.
When an English translation of Chuprov's 1925 book on correlation theory nally appeared in 1939 and used chance variable to translate Chuprov's
zuf
allige Variable and sluqana peremenna, the English statistician Florence Nightingale David, who had completed her doctorate with Neyman and
Pearson in 1938, considered it
. . . a little astonishing to nd that the translator makes no use of the
term random variable, which has long passed into common use.
The review in which she expressed this sentiment [112] appeared in the March
1940 issue of Biometrika and was only about the fourth article in that journal
in which random variable had appeared. She had not expressed any similar
astonishment two years earlier in her Biometrika review of Uspensky's book
[111]; instead she had repeated his term stochastic variable without comment.
Although Hotelling, long a champion of R. A. Fisher, never rallied to Neyman's terminology, many did. One important convert was Samuel S. Wilks
(19061964), in charge of statistics at Princeton. A Texan who had completed
his Ph.D. at Iowa in 1931, Wilks had spent fellowship years at Columbia in
19311932, where he worked with Hotelling, and in London and Cambridge in
19321933, where he collaborated with the younger Pearson. In the March 1938
issue of the Annals of Mathematical Statistics, Wilks was still using variate [383];
in the September 1938 issue, he was using random variable [384]. For Wilks,
as for many others who were whole-heartedly developing the Neyman-Pearson
theory, it was natural to use the Neyman-Pearson terminology.

9.5

Abraham Wald

Abraham Wald (19021950) was less constant. Wald's reputation in Vienna in
the 1930s was primarily in economics, but he was also accomplished as a statistician, having published a book on time series and seasonal adjustment in 1936
[367] in which he used zuf
allige Variable,91 and as a probabilist, having largely
91 On page 36, discussing Oscar Anderson's contribution to the variance dierence method,
Wald writes: Er geht von der Grundannahme aus, daß jedes Glied der Zeitreihe eine zufallige
Variable im Sinne der Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie ist, d. h. daß es verschiedene Werte mit verschiedenen Wahrscheinlichkeiten annehmen kann, ferner, daß die mathematischen Erwartungen aller Glieder der Reihe endliche Großen sind.
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settled the controversy over von Mises's concept of a collective [368]. After eeing from Vienna to the United States in the summer 1938, he quickly began
working with Hotelling and with Jacob Wolfowitz (19101981) at Columbia.
He was the most inuential mathematical statistician of the 1940s, producing
over 70 articles, two books, and a torrent of ideas until his tragic death in an
airplane accident in December 1950. In his very rst publication in English, an
article in the Annals of Mathematical Statistics in December 1938 [369], Wald
used random variable, but in the 41 articles that appeared in that journal under
his name from then to March 1951 (listed in [372]), he covered the territory,
using variate in 15 of them, random variable in 13, chance variable in 12, and
stochastic variable in 3. In only two of the articles did none of these terms
appear. These numbers add to more than 41, because in some articles he used
more than one of the terms, with no dierence of meaning. He was working too
fast to pay too much attention to this terminological nicety.
Wald was relying on Hotelling to secure his appointments and promotions in
the economics department at Columbia, and so it is not surprising that variate
was his dominant choice until 1944, when he was promoted to full professor
[388]. But he also quickly developed a very productive collaboration with the
younger Jacob Wolfowitz, who was teaching high school and working on his
Ph.D. at New York University when Wald arrived in New York. Wolfowitz had
been born in Poland and had emigrated to the United States in 1920, at the age
of 10. Their rst joint article, in 1939, was Wolfowitz's rst published article,
and as we have already noted, it used stochastic variable. This term persisted
in their joint articles in 1940 and 1941. Wolfowitz again used stochastic in a
sole-authored article in September 1942 [386], but beginning in 1943, probably
because of the example of Joseph Doob, he switched to chance variable [387].
In the mid-1940s, Wald deferred to Wolfowitz's preference for chance variable
when writing with Wolfowitz but increasingly used random variable in his other
articles.
In 1946, when Hotelling left Columbia to build a statistics department at the
University of North Carolina, Columbia created its own statistics department in
order to retain Wald [396]. The new department hosted two very accomplished
visitors in its rst year: Neyman in Fall 1946, and Doob in Spring 1947. Neyman, then in his 50s, was increasingly occupied with applications rather than
theory; Doob, in his 30s, was in his most intellectually productive period. It
seems likely that Wald found more intellectual promise in Doob's current work
than in Neyman's. In any case, by 1948, Wald had shifted from random variable to chance variable. He used random variable in his 1947 book on sequential
analysis [370], but he used chance variable in his 1950 book on statistical decision functions [371]. Wolfowitz continued to use chance variable until the end
of his career in the 1970s.

9.6

Endgame

Doob, Wolfowitz, and Wald notwithstanding, random variable outpolled chance
variable in the statistics journals in the 1940s by about three to one; see the
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table on page 91. We see the same ratio in the celebrated Berkeley Symposium
on Mathematical Statistics and Probability that Neyman organized in 1945 and
1946. In its proceedings [280], which appeared in 1949, we nd six authors
using random variable : Evelyn Fix, Neyman himself, P. L. Hsu, Feller, Edward
Barankin, and Erich Lehmann. Two authors use chance variable : Wolfowitz and
Doob. Three others use variate to mean random variable: Arthur Copeland,
Hotelling, and Carl Kossack.
Feller had published his rst article in English in 1938, a discussion of the
Neyman-Pearson concept of similar regions in Neyman and Pearson's Statistical
Research Memoirs ; there he used variate and random variable. In 1939, Feller
immigrated to the United States to join the faculty at Brown University and
launch Mathematical Reviews. In 1940, in his rst substantial article on probability in English [141], he used chance variable, but by 1943, he was consistently
using random variable [143, 142, 144].
Doob was a late but inuential adopter of random variable. As we have
seen, he used chance variable beginning with his rst publication on probability
in 1934 [123], in which he presented it as a translation of Khinchin's zuf
aillge
Variable. He was still using chance variable at the symposium in Lyon in the
summer of 1948 [125, 253]. But by the time of the second Berkeley Symposium
in the summer of 1950, or at least when its proceedings appeared in 1951 [126],
he had switched to random variable. In a conversation with J. Laurie Snell in
1997, he explained the switch this way:
While writing my book I had an argument with Feller. He asserted that everyone said random variable and I asserted that everyone said chance variable. We obviously had to use the same
name in our books, so we decided the issue by a stochastic procedure. That is, we tossed for it and he won.
Feller's book appeared in 1950, Doob's in 1953 [145, 127].92 The coin toss
that Doob remembered nearly 50 years later may have happened, but it seems
doubtful that its outcome could have moved Feller back to chance variable. As
editor of Mathematical Reviews, Feller knew the score, and after Wald's death
Doob was outnumbered, both literally and in intellectual heft, by the ourishing
Neyman-Pearson tribe. Of the 14 articles using chance variable that appeared
in the Transactions of the American Mathematical Society in the 1930s and
1940s, 9 were by Doob himself.
10

Synthesis

The consensus in favor of the name random variable represented a marriage
between mathematical statisticians and mathematicians studying probability
abstractly. The two groups were not using the term in the same way. For the
92 Feller's book became Volume I of a two-volume set when Volume II appeared in 1966
[146]. In the preface to Volume II, Feller states that Volume I was written between 1941 and
1948. In his interview with Snell, Doob states that he began writing his book in 1945.
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mathematical statisticians, a random variable was a quantity in the world to
which probabilities are ascribed. For the mathematicians following Kolmogorov
and Doob, a random variable was a well-dened mathematical object: a realvalued function on a probability space. But a shared vocabularyprobability,
event, random variable, independence, etc.helped the two groups benet from
each other's accomplishments. The mathematicians could draw on intuition
and new mathematical questions emerging from applied problems, while the
statisticians could draw on the mathematicians' results when they were useful. The mathematicians might gain enhanced recognition and even funding
from clearer recognition of the relevance of their work to applied problems; the
statisticians gained some protection against suspicions that their work was not
mathematically sound.
Kolmogorov's basic framework is very simple: a set Ω and a measure P on
Ω that gives it total measure one. The synthesis allowed mathematicians to use
the language of probability and randomness in talking about these objects. As
Feller observed, this does not burden the mathematics with problems involved
in applications.93 We are allowed to call Ω the sample space, to call subsets of
Ω events, and to call real-valued functions on Ω random variables.
The statisticians continued to explain the meaning of random variable in a
dierent way. Here is a typical explanation, from the opening passage of Wald's
Sequential Analysis, published in 1947:
The outcome of an experiment or the reading of a measurement is
usually a variable quantity or, more briey, a variable, since generally
it can take dierent values. For example, repeated measurements on
the length of a bar will yield, in general, dierent values. Frequently,
it will be possible to make probability statements concerning the
outcome of an experiment or the reading of a measurement.. . .
A variable x is called a random variable if for any given value c
a denite probability can be ascribed to the event that x will take a
value less than c.. . . ([370], p. 5)
When studying multiple variables, statisticians also required joint probabilities. As Cramer and Neyman explained repeatedly, a probability must be dened for every (measurable) set of possible values for the vector of variables
(x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) ([89], page 9; [275], page 342; [279], page 86). To the mathematician's ear, this is not a denition. A joint probability distribution is a
well-dened mathematical object, but this does not make the variables mathematical objects. So be it. For statisticians, the variables have a reality outside
mathematics, and most of the work takes place outside Kolmogorov's framework.
This was true even for Feller's two-volume treatise, which dealt extensively with
applied problems. Only one chapter in the two volumes used Kolmogorov's
framework.
93 [139], page 115: . . . die beil
aug erw
ahnten wahrscheinlichkeitstheoretischen Begrie unabhangig von jedem Anwendungsproblem mengentheoretisch exakt gefaßt wurden, insbesondere in der durchsichtigen Axiomatik von Kolmogoro. . .
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Having the same vocabulary used in two dierent ways, in two overlapping
but dierent discourses, does engender tensions and contradictions. One concerns the idea of sampling. In Kolmogorov's framework, repeated sampling has
disappeared, but the language of sampling is sometimes still used. We are allowed to say that P describes the randomness involved in sampling an element ω
from Ω. This single sampling determines all the outcomes that we call random:
an event E happens if ω is in E , and the value of a random variable X is X(ω).
In the course of making the picture work for continuous stochastic processes,
Doob brought a sense of time back into the picture, along with some complexity,
by means of what we now call a ltration, which tells us which events are settled
at each time t. But everything is still determined by the single ω .
The concentration of the randomness in the single random ω painfully contradicted intuitions shared by mathematicians and statisticians. As Paul Levy
complained in 1954 ([245], second edition, note II; [15], page 22), we want to
think of chance as intervening at every instant, yet ω encodes all the successive inuences of chance, expressing the perpetual future as if it were born in
one instant. This also destabilized the near-identication of probability with
frequency that drove the development of statistics, on the Continent as well
as in Britain, in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. If the choice of ω is
not repeated in our world, then what do the probabilities for its values mean?
Must we imagine, as some physicists and philosophers have tried to do, multiple
invisible worlds that have all the dierent possible values for ω ?
Another contradiction, perhaps more important for statistics and other applications of probability, arose from probability itself not being contingent within
Kolmogorov's and Doob's picture. Statisticians took it for grantedand still
usually take it for grantedthat only some aspects of our experience can be
probabilized. In the nineteenth-century picture, errors of measurement might be
considered random, but perhaps not the equally unknown quantity being measured. The independent variables in a statistical regression study are sometimes
random variables, sometimes not. As Slutski said, they may be nichtzuf
allige.
Perhaps they arise from some process that is indeterminate but not random.
Perhaps we choose their values as we go along, making them variables rather
than variants as William Stanley Jevons would say [197]. The picture of a closed
world with everything determined by ω has no place for these nichtzuf
allige Variablen unless they are xed in advance and thus really zuf
allige in their own way,
having the values they have with probability one.
Neyman was always careful to limit the scope of probability theory. In the
1937 article where he emphasized the classical theory of probability [275], he
wrote
I want to emphasize at the outset that the denition of probability
as given below is applicable only to certain objects A and to certain
of their properties Bnot to all possible. (page 336)
Kolmogorov later made the same point at greater length in an encyclopedia
article:
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It is far from true that every event whose occurrence is not unambiguously determined under given conditions has a denite probability under those conditions. The assumption that a denite probability (i.e. a completely dened fraction of the number of occurrences
of an event if the conditions are repeated a large number of times)
in fact exists for a given event under given conditions is a hypothesis
which must be veried or justied in each individual case. ([221],
1951)
Neyman and Kolmogorov were only stating the obvious; everyone agreed with
them at the time. It may have been the closed appearance of the new framework
that made these comments feel needed.
Today the common knowledge of the 1930s and 1950s has faded. The applications of probability have mushroomed far beyond statistics, and many users of
probability do not have have the experience or training with data that cautions
against equating the indeterminate with the probabilistic. It is now commonplace, in many domains, to see a general assumption that everything does have
a probability. This is especially true in some areas of economics, including nance. Academics and practitioners in nance routinely and fearlessly assume
the existence of unknown physical probabilities for non-repeatable events in
nancial markets. Nassim Taleb, their most iconoclastic critic, challenges them
in his bestselling book, The Black Swan , not for assigning probabilities to events
that do not have probabilities, but for getting the probabilities wrong. This unquestioning acceptance of mysterious probabilities may have many sources, but
the authority and closed appearance of Kolmogorov's framework is surely one
of them.
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Numbers of articles in ve leading journals that used dierent terms
for random variable.
1930s 1940s 1950s 1960s
Annals of Mathematical Statistics
chance variable
4
37
53
random variable
12
108
310
stochastic variable
2
11
3
statistical variable
2
4
0
random variate
0
2
6
Biometrika
chance variable
3
1
2
random variable
2
23
83
stochastic variable
1
2
3
statistical variable
2
3
0
random variate
0
0
4
Journal of the American Statistical Association
chance variable
0
6
8
random variable
1
13
94
stochastic variable
0
2
3
statistical variable
1
1
1
random variate
0
1
3
Journal of the Royal Statisical Society
chance variable
1
2
0
random variable
4
10
18
stochastic variable
1
1
1
statistical variable
2
0
2
random variate
0
0
0
Transactions of the American Mathematical Society
chance variable
6
8
2
random variable
0
5
40
stochastic variable
0
0
1
statistical variable
0
0
0
random variate
0
0
0

9
776
8
0
4
4
222
0
1
7
4
284
6
0
2
0
59
1
1
3
0
72
0
0
0

These counts, obtained from JSTOR, should be considered approximate. JSTOR's indexing
is imperfect; it does not, for example, detect Student's use of random variable in Biometrika
in 1914. In some cases the counts include occurrences in abstracts and indexes, but I have
tried to exclude these when the counts are small.
During the period studied, the Annals of Mathematical Statistics and the Journal of
the American Statistical Association were the most prominent journals in statistics in the
United States, and Biometrika and the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society were the most
prominent ones in Britain. The Transactions of the American Mathematical Society was
the most prominent mathematics journal that published a substantial number of articles on
probability in English before 1970.
The most common names for a probabilized quantity in the 1930s and 1940s were simply
variable and variate. I have not tried to count the numbers of articles using these names. Doing so would be both laborious (these words occur within and alongside our two-word names)
and dicult (it is not always clear whether an author's variable or variate is probabilized).
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Appendix: Linguistic diversity

Many assessments in the preceding narrative hinged judgements about how the vocabulary of
probability in one language inuenced the vocabulary of probability in another. In most cases,
scholars over the period we have studied paid most attention to what was written in their own
language, but most also kept abreast of developments in multiple languages. Latin was the
international language of science in the seventeenth century, but English and French became
more important in the eighteenth century. In the nineteenth, German became important and
sometimes dominant. In the nineteen century and the rst half of the twentieth century,
most European and American mathematicians had at least a reading knowledge of German,
French, English, and Italian, and many published in more than one language. Knowledge of
Russian was less common. In the early twentieth century, until the Soviet regime stopped
the practice in the late 1930s, Russian mathematicians published their best work in other
languages, sometimes in journals published outside Russia, sometimes in journals published
in Russia. British and American mathematical statisticians were less interested in work on
the Continent, but they could read German and French when they wanted.
The linguistic diversity of probability at the turn of the twentieth century is illustrated by
Frances Edgeworth's bibliography at the end of his article on probability in the 11th edition
of the Encyclopædia Britannica (1911, [135]). In addition to articles by Crofton and Pearson,
Edgeworth lists eleven books:
• three in French: Laplace's Th
eorie analytique, Bertrand's Calcul des probabilites, and
Poincare's Calcul des probabilites ;
• four in German: von Kries's Principien and three by Czuber;
• four in English: Venn's Logic of Chance, Bowley's Elements of Statistics, and Whit-

worth's Choice and Chance and DCC exercises.
Another illustration of this diversity is the bibliography on least squares published by the
Yale professor Manseld Merriman in 1877 ([262], page 184). Merriman listed 408 publications
that appeared from 1722 through 1876, only 22 of which appeared before 1805. He classied
these articles by the language in which they were written and the country where they were
published, obtaining the counts shown in Table 5, on page 93.
Table 6, on page 94, breaks Merriman's counts into three time periods and provides
similar counts for bibliographies given by four other early authors: the British mathematician
Isaac Todhunter, the French mathematician Hermann Laurent, the Austrian mathematician
Emanuel Czuber, and the British economist John Maynard Keynes. Table 7, on page 95,
gives similar information on the bibliographies given by ve more contemporary historians:
the American Stephen M. Stigler, the Dane Anders Hald, the Russian Oscar Sheynin, and the
German Hans Fischer.
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Table 5: Manseld Merriman's counts of the languages and locations of 408
articles on least squares published before 1876.
Language of article
Latin
German

16
167

French

110

English

90

Italian
Dutch
Danish
Swedish

9
7
5
4

Location of publication
Germany
Austria
France
Belgium
Great Britain
United States
Italy
Holland
Denmark
Sweden
Switzerland
Russia

93

153
10
78
19
56
34
14
7
5
7
9
16

Table 6: Distribution across languages for ve early bibliographies. The numbers in boldface are percentages. For example, 21% of the citations in Laurent's
bibliography for the period before 1800 were in Latin.
Todhunter
1865 [358]
Before 1800
Latin
English
French
German
Italian
Dutch
Swedish
18001849
Latin
English
French
German
Italian
Danish
Dutch
Swedish
Russian
18501899
Latin
English
French
German
Italian
Danish
Dutch
Polish
Russian
Swedish
Finnish

%

Laurent
1873 [238]

%

Merriman
1877 [262]

%

Czuber
1899 [101]

%

17
17
41
1
1
3
1

21
21
51
1
1
4
1

23
11
50
4
1
1

26
12
56
4
1
1

6
11
67
33
3

5
9
55
27
2

3
11
46
34

3
12
48
36

1

1

1

1

1

1

16
62
36
2
1
1

13
51
30
2
1
1

1
1

1
1

53
53
165
14
7
9
2
3
8

17
17
53
4
2
3
1
1
3

94

Keynes
1921 [200]

%

Table 7: Distribution across languages for ve more recent bibliographies.
Stigler
1986
Before 1800
Latin
English
French
German
Italian
Dutch
Swedish
18001849
Latin
English
French
German
Italian
Dutch
Swedish
Russian
18501899
Latin
English
French
German
Italian
Dutch
Swedish
Danish
Finnish
Russian
19001949
Latin
English
French
German
Italian
Dutch
Swedish
Danish
Finnish
Russian

%

Hald
1998

%

Sheynin
2009

%

Fischer
2001

%

12
24
24
2
0
1
0

17
38
38
3
0
2
0

12
1
6
0
0
1
0

60
5
30
0
0
5
0

3
13
42
6
0
0
0
0

5
20
67
9
0
0
0
0

9
2
27
28
0
0
0
1

13
3
40
42
0
0
0
1

0
112
16
17
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
77
11
12
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
28
57
32
1
0
0
4
0
12

0
21
43
24
1
0
0
3
0
9

0
48
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
89
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
48
61
68
10
1
0
0
1
24

0
23
29
32
5
0
0
0
0
11
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Part III

Going Forward
Daleko ne vskoe sobytie, nastuplenie
kotorogo pri zadannvyh uslovih ne vlets
odnoznaqno opredelnnym, imeet pri tom
komnplekse usloviĭ opredelnnu
verotnost~.

Andrei Andreevich Kolmogorov, 1951 [221]8

This working paper has been written to provide perspective for a contemporary project, that of generalizing Kolmogorov's framework so that we can
consider within it events and variables for which we do not have probabilities.
There are two major ways of thinking about this project, corresponding to what
Jerzy Neyman called the classical and subjective views of probability. These
views put dierent interpretations on the word random, but regardless of which
view one adopts, much will be gained, in communicating with each other and
in drawing on the accomplishments of the past, if we reserve the name random
variable for those variables for which we do have probability distributions.94
12

The two views in terms of betting

The view that Neyman called classical insisted that the application of probability theory involves hypotheses about the world, predictions based on these
hypotheses, and empirical tests of the predictions. It would be a caricature
to equate this classical view with the views of John Venn and R. L. Ellis,
who equated probability with frequency. But Neyman called it frequentist, because it saw the approximation of probabilities by frequencies, as predicted by
Chebychev's law of large numbers, as the archetype of testable probabilistic
prediction. Nearly all the individuals in the history just recounted subscribed
to the classical view. But the subjective view was always in the wings.
Neyman described the situation of the subjective view of probability at the
end of the 1930s as follows:
. . . There is considerable variation of, say, radicalism, among the
present proponents of this theory. The most radical seem to be the
writings of Jereys for whom to any proposition, on any amount of
information, there corresponds a perfectly determined probability,
which has nothing to do with frequencies. However, I could not
quite follow the method of actually determining these probabilities.
A less radical point of view, which I think I share, is represented by
94 Recall comments by John Stuart Mill and Francis Edgeworth concerning the evil consequences of casting o any portion of the customary connotation of words [134], page 382).
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Borel, for whom, whenever possible, the probability does represent
a mathematical correspondent of the observable relative frequency
but who does not deny the possibility of usefully considering the
probabilities of isolated instances. . . . ([279], page 83)95
The subjective view has grown in strength and in radicalism since Neyman wrote
this passage. As I have suggested, this stems in part from the contradictions
built into the synthesis of the 1930s, which were eventually felt as shortcomings
of the classical view.
By the end of the twentieth century, most proponents of the subjective view
were anchoring their thinking in the betting picture with which mathematical probability theory began in the seventeenth century. As Bruno de Finetti
had explained in the early 1930s96 a subjective probability can be considered a
guarded willingness to bet. When you have thought about the evidence for E
and assigned it probability p, you will be inclined to accept modest bets on or
against E at odds p to (1 − p). It might be a bad idea to bet on E with someone
else who might know more than you. But perhaps you will act in other ways,
not involving an adversary, that will reveal p : (1 − p) to be your odds on E .
As Vladimir Vovk and I argued in our 2001 book [326], the classical view
can also be reconstructed with betting as its foundation. In this case, proered
odds are not necessarily expressions of anyone's opinion. They are conjectures,
to be tested by strategies for betting. Classical tests that do not average over
irrelevant possibilities97 can always be recast in this way. In the case of stochastic processes, the betting can be implemented over time as conjectures and
observations are made.
13

Generalizing Kolmogorov subjectively

As Neyman emphasized, it was a tenet of the subjective view of probability that
one can provide probabilities for any proposition, on any amount of information.
But de Finetti's picture left open one way in which you might fail to have a probability. You might not have taken the time to think about the proposition. For
contemporary subjectivists, probability is a norm, not a psychological theory.
We do not always have probabilities in our heads, but when we need to make a
decision, we should try to assess relevant evidence by making probability judgements. In complicated situations we are unlikely ever to complete this exercise,
95 This quotation is drawn from Neyman's contribution to a colloquium on the applications
of probability held in Geneva in July 1939, which was conceived as a sequel to the celebrated
colloquium on probability held there in 1937. Because the war intervened, the proceedings of
the 1939 meeting were not published until 1946, but Neyman's contribution does not seem to
have been revised after 1939. He cites Harold Jereys's 1931 Scientic Inference [195] and a
book just published by Emile Borel [32], but not Jereys's 1939 Theory of Probability [196].
96 De Finetti's most important Italian articles from this period are now available in English
translation in [117]. His earliest article on the subjective foundations of probability, written
in 1929 and published in 1931, was translated into English in a special issue of Erkenntnis
devoted to his work [116]. His 1937 presentation in French at the Institut Henri Poincare [114]
has been available in English since the 1960s [225] and is widely cited. See also [161].
97 See [113] for a discussion of such averaging.
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and so at any point we will have only incomplete probability assessments. This
opening was explored at length by Peter Walley in his Statistical Reasoning with
Imprecise Probabilities [374], which stimulated ongoing interest in generalizing
Kolmogorov's framework in a way that permits subjective interpretation.
What role should the term random variable play in this generalization? This
was a vexed question for Walley, because many subjectivisits are uncomfortable
with the term. For the most part, subjectivists have adopted random as their
own; an event or quantity is random for you if it is unknown and you have
assessed its subjective probability. But some, including de Finetti, rejected
variable. For de Finetti, ([115], 1.10) there was nothing variable about an
unknown quantity; it is what it is. So, following Markov and Kolmogorov, we
should call it a random quantity, not a random variable. (After all, de Finetti
adds as a debating point, we now talk about random vectors, random matrices,
and so on; why should a quantity be called a variable when it is random, while
these other objects are not?) Statisticians must study statistical variables, of
coursequantities that vary from individual to individual in a population, but
these are not random quantities (see also Dempster [121], page 4).
Walley avoided this argument by calling a real-valued function on Ω a gamble
rather than a random variable or random quantity. Some authors have followed
Walley in his use of gamble, but this novel usage is a barrier for those trained
only in standard terminology, and so other authors have reverted to random
variable. The adjective random is defended on the grounds that you potentially
have a probability distribution for the variable; you just need to give the matter
some thought.
14

Generalizing Kolmogorov classically

The game-theoretic reconstruction of classical probability in my book with Vovk
formalizes the betting picture, which remained relatively informal in de Finetti's
work. This formalization typically distinguishes three players: one who sets odds
(this player might represent a theory or an observer who sets up the conditions
for the application of a theory), one who decides what bets to make at these
odds in order to test them, and one who decides the outcomes (this player
might represent the interaction of many people or many physical inuences).
This obviously allows a generalization of Kolmogorov's framework to a partial
probability structure: we simply allow the player who sets odds to do so for all
events within the framework, or even to oer to take either side of every bet
oered.
In fact, so long as we do not impose a xed strategy on the player setting the
odds (thereby removing him as an active participant in the game), this gametheoretic probabilistic structure is necessarily partial as compared to the full
probability structure assumed by Kolmogorov. This is because from the perspective of the player testing the conjectured odds by betting, the observations
include the moves of both the other playersthe one giving the odds and the
one deciding the outcomes. The set Ω of possible observations is the set of all
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sequences of moves by these two players. This puts the probability structure
inside Ω and makes it partial; the observer can only bet on the relationship between the moves of his two opponents. This aspect of the matter, together with
the fact that the observer is also inside the game-theoretic formalism, makes the
whole structure both very open and very exible.
Borrowing the title of Jacob Bernoulli's celebrated Ars Conjectandi [23], we
can call this game-theoretic set-up a framework for conjecture. To understand
how it accommodates the classical testing of statistical hypotheses that interested Neyman, consider Chebyshev's law of large numbers, quoted on page 30
above. This theorem says that when n random variables U1 , . . . Un are compared
with their expected values E(U1 ), . . . E(Un ), the dierence
Pn
Pn
E(Ui )
i=1 Ui
− i=1
(7)
n
n
will be arbitrarily small with arbitrarily high probability for n suciently large.
The game-theoretic way of proving that an event happens with arbitrarily high
probability is to prove the existence of a strategy that mulitplies the capital it
risks by an arbitrarily large factor if the event does not happen. This strategy
functions both as a proof and as a test. The expected values or prices E(Ui )
can be rejected if the strategy succeeds. To accommodate stochastic processes,
which Neyman considered the fundamental and essential contribution of modernized classical probability to science [281], we use the martingale version
of Chebyshev's theorem, which replaces E(Ui ) in (7) with the conditional expected value Ei−1 (Ui ), the expected value of Ui after the previous quantities
are observedgame-theoretically, the price for Ui given on the ith round by the
player setting the odds.
When Ui is the indicator function for an event Ai , so that Ei−1 (Ai ) is the
event's probability Pi−1 (Ai ), the test statistic (7) becomes the dierence
Pn
fraction of the Ai
i=1 Pi−1 (Ai )
−
.
(8)
that happen
n
Thus we reject the purported probabilities if their average does not approximate
the frequency with which the events happen. This justies Neyman's calling
his philosophy frequentist, but the label can be misleading. The essential
point is the odds or probabilities or expected values are tested by observations.
Moreover, our framework for conjecture generalizes to cases where the Ei−1 (Ui )
are replaced by upper or lower numbers and the tests are only one-sided.
As an acknowledgement that our framework for conjecture incorporates Kolmogorov's framework and classical statistical testing, Vovk and I retained the
symbol Ω and the name sample space. We also called subsets of Ω events and
real-valued functions on Ω variables.
The idea of testing odds or probabilities does not exclude giving them a
subjective interpretation. Indeed, a framework with three players has plenty of
room for multiple perspectives; the player giving the odds can play the role of
the believer while the player testing them plays the role of the skeptic. But our
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emphasis on testing does not t well with the assumption that partial probabilities are on their way to becoming complete probabilities, for when the observations suggest that your partial probabilities should be rejected, you may want to
change them before ever completing them. So it would be very misleading for us
to call variables to which we have not already assigned a complete probability
distribution random.
15

Conclusion

The mathematical framework based on sequential betting oers that was laid
out in my 2001 book with Vovk can be interpreted in classical or subjective
terms. When the moves by the player who oers the odds are xed, it is more
or less isomorphic to the framework for imprecise probabilities developed by
Walley [374], Troaes and de Cooman [359] and other authors [12]. This mathematical similarity can be obscured by terminology. Just as the mathematicians
and statisticians of the 1930s adopted a common vocabulary in order to make
communication possible, the proponents of dierent interpretations of a generalized Kolmogorovian framework should adopt as far as possible a vocabulary
that helps us talk with each other and preserve our ties to the accomplishments
of the past.
An important priority should be to keep contact with as much of the heritage
of probability and statistics as possible, including historical compromises that
may look like contradictions. So yes, let us call Ω our sample space, even though
we will not repeatedly sample from it. Like Cournot 170 years ago, let us
talk about variables. But let us call variables random only when they have
probability distributions.
Notes
1 William Feller, along with Doob one of the leading advocates of Kolmogorov's framework
made the point with these words in his 1936 paper on stochastic processes ([139], page 115):
. . . the beil
aug erwahnten wahrscheinlichkeitstheoretisch Begrie unabhangig
von jedem Anwendungsproblem mengentheoretisch exakt gefaßt wurden, insbesondere in der durchsichtigen Axiomatik von Kolmogoro. . .
English translation:
. . . the just mentioned theoretical probability ideas are made set-theoretically
precise independently of any applied problem, especially in Kolmogorov's thorough axiomatization . . .
2 In his Ars conjectandi [22], published posthumously in 1713, Jakob Bernoulli wrote (pages
210122):
Certitudo rei cujusvis spectatur vel objective & in re; nec aliud signicat, quam
ipsam veritatem existentiae aut futuritionis illius rei: vel subjective & in ordine ad nos; & consistit in mensura cognitionis nostræ circa hanc veritatem.
. . . Probabilitas enim est gradus certitudinis, & ab hac diert ut pars a toto.
English translation by Edith Sylla ([23], page 315):
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The certainty of anything is considered either objectively and in itself or subjectively and in relation to us. Objectively, certainty means nothing else than the
truth of the present or future existence of the thing. Subjectively, certainty is
the measure of our knowledge concerning this truth. . . . Probability, indeed, is
degree of certainty, and diers rom the latter as a part from the whole.
In the preface to his Exposition [78], 1843, Antoine-Augustin Cournot wrote:
J'ai craint qu'on ne me reprochat, si j'y insistais davantage ici, de trop meler la
metaphysique a la geometrie. Est modus in rebus. C'est pourtant a la langue
des metaphysiciens que j'ai emprunte sans scruple les deux epithetes d'objective
et de subjective, qui m'etaient necessaire pour distinguer radicalement les deux
acceptions du terme de probabilite, auxquelles s'appliquent les combinaisons du
calcul; mais j'y etais autorise par l'exemple de Jacques Bernoulli.
English translation:
Were I to insist further on this point, I fear I would be criticized for injecting too
much metaphysics into the mathematics. Est modus in rebus. I have nevertheless
borrowed from the metaphysicians the two terms objective and subjective, which
I need in order to distinguish sharply between the two meanings of the term
probability to which the theory's calculations apply. But the example of Jakob
Bernoulli authorized me to do this.
3 In 1886, the nineteenth-century German statistician Wilhem Lexis asked this question as
follows ([247], rst sentence):
Wenn die Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung sich als rein mathematischer Lehrzweig in
voller Sicherheit außerhalb aller Meinungsverschiedenheiten u
ber ihre praktische
Anwendbarkeit begr
unden und ausbauen laßt, so nden wir andererseits mannigfaltige und wesentlich verschiedene Anschauungen u
ber die objektive Bedeutung
des Begris der mathematischen Wahrscheinlichkeit und u
ber die Rolle, die ihr
innerhalb des allgemeinen Kausalzusammenhanges der wirklichen Erscheinungen
zuzuschreiben ist.
4 [27], page 310. English translation: The probability calculus is mathematics' rst step
outside the domain of absolute truth.
5 The most comprehensive historical study of this topic is by Andrew Dale [105]. Chapter
3 of Stigler's History of Statistics [352] may be the most insightful treatment of the crucial
contributions by Laplace and Bayes. I discussed an important aspect of Bayes's argument in
[325].
6 See [327, 328].
7 Fuller quotation from Anderson ([10], pages 171172):
Dei Ausarbeitung einer verzweigten Methode der mathematischen Erwartung
is das Werk der neuesten Zeit, und zwar haben sich darum vorwiegend russische Mathematiker verdient gemacht. Abgesehen von Tschebysche, der sich
in der zweiten Halfte des 19. Jahrhunderts hochst erfolgreich, aber doch nur
vor
ubrigehend damit beschaftigte, sind hier in erster Linie A. Tschuprow, A.
Marko und in Deutschland L. Bortkiewicz zu nennen. Marko hat auf den
Begrie der mathematischen Erwartung sein ganzes Lehrbuch der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung aufgebaut und hierbei eine außerordentliche Einheitlichkeit des
logischen Aufbaues der Materie und die großte Eleganz der Beweise erzielt. In
dieser Hinsicht steht sein Werk ganz einzigartig da. Die zweite Auage desselben ist von H. Liebmann deutsch herausgegeben worden (Leipzig 1912). Doch

bleibt die Ubersetzung
weit hinter dem Original zur
uck, insbesondere hinter
der posthumen 4. Augl. (Moskau 1924). Es sei ferner auf die bereits mehrmals
zitierten Iterationen Bortkiewicz' hingewiesen, in welchen der Methode der
mathematischen Erwartungen das zweite Kapitel gewidmet ist, und auf die
Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung von Mises (S. 37127 passim). Eine elementar
gehaltene Darstellung einiger Hauptsatze der Methode der mathematischen Erwartungen ndet man auch in den Grundz
ugen der Theorie der Statistik von
Westergaard und Nybølle (S. 188.). Vgl. ferner noch E. Czuber, Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung, I. Bd., S. 7280.
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8 English translation: It is far from true that every event whose occurrence is not unam-

biguously determined under given conditions has a denite probability under those conditions.
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Notes concerning the list of
references
The names of Russian authors were often transliterated in dierent ways in the
dierent languages in which they published. Here their names are transliterated
into English following the Library of Congress system, except that diacritics and
hard and soft signs are omitted. The Library of Congress system is used by most
libraries in the United States and Great Britain.
Some other names are also given in a fuller or dierent form than in the
publication cited. In the case of authors who changed their nationality, I have
used the name the author used in his adopted language, even when the publication occurred earlier: Oskar N. Anderson rather than Oskar Nikolaevich
Anderson, Laudislaus von Bortkiewicz rather than Vladislav Iocifovich Bortkevich, William Feller rather than Willy Feller, James Victor Uspenksy rather
than Jakob Viktorovich Uspenskii.
For my own convenience, I have listed urls when the cited book or article is
directly available on-line on an open access basis. Many or most of these urls
may be ephemeral and presumably will be omitted in any published version of
the paper.
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